Need Decorating Help
Send Montina Corlon Floor

Latitude 42° 47' North
Longitude 10° 47' East

A floor of Montina Corlon can rescue you from any decorating dilemma. See for yourself. Send for a free sample of this new Armstrong vinyl floor and a folder showing its many colorings. Armstrong, 6308 Maple Ave., Lancaster, Pa. In Canada, Dept. 83-K, Box 919, Montreal P. Q.

Montina Corlon is one of the famous Armstrong VINYL FLOORS.
The career that offers women equal opportunity with men

The shortage of trained Accountants has created unusual opportunities for women who would like to enjoy a fine career in business. Regardless of age or experience, you can qualify rapidly for an interesting position — full or part time — in a rewarding and uncrowded field.

Enjoy prestige and high pay in Accounting

LA SALLE TRAINS YOU AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME

Earn an independent income in a profession where salaries are high and promotions are frequent — and where women qualify as readily as men. Without interfering with your present job or responsibilities, you can prepare for a career in Accounting through LaSalle spare-time training.

No previous bookkeeping experience is necessary. LaSalle's distinguished faculty starts you at the beginning; explains every basic Accounting principle and method; gives you actual Accounting problems with your lessons, then corrects and grades your work. Your training is complete, practical, enjoyable and you are a class of one. You are thoroughly prepared for every Accounting task you will handle in the business world. The tuition cost is remarkably low.

Send for free illustrated booklet

For more than half a century, LaSalle has been a world leader in business training. Its students total more than 1,000,000 ambitious men and women. A LaSalle diploma in Accounting is a credential respected by America's biggest companies. Send for free illustrated booklet and sample lesson. Address: 417 South Dearborn Street, Chicago 5, Ill.

LA SALLE EXTENSION UNIVERSITY
A Correspondence Institution
417 South Dearborn St., Dept. 20-091, Chicago 5, Illinois

Please send me, free of cost or obligation, your illustrated booklet "Opportunities in Accounting" and interesting sample lesson.

Name: _____________________________ Age: ________
Address: ___________________________ County: __________
City & Zone: ________________________ State: ________
Occupation: ________________________ Working Hours: A.M. ______ P.M. ______

"My salary is 205% more than when I first started to work. I am employed by the state of Alabama as an Accountant. This is a professional rating. Being a LaSalle graduate has meant so much!"
— Mrs. Anne F. Cox, Elmore, Alabama.

"Thanks to my LaSalle training I have been given the opportunity to reorganize and install accounting systems and procedures. My earnings have risen from $70.00 per week to $175.00 per week with many fringe benefits."
— Mary M. Nyberg, Hollydale, California.

"I have the highest regard for your training—also for the personal interest the LaSalle instructors give each lesson."
— Mae Whitledge, Memphis, Tennessee.
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On the cover: A quiet corner of the master bedroom gives you a brief glimpse of the serene world of light, color, comfort and technical efficiency we have created in our 1963 House of Ideas in Houston, Tex. Through sliding doors of a new transparent acrylic you can walk directly from the bedroom out to the brick-walled courtyard and mosaic-tiled pool that are spread out in front of the house like a gala carpet. Indoors, a selection of antiques such as this Directoire burr-writting table and a few fine reproductions like the shell-crested, rush-seated chair mingle with contemporary furniture in which the notes of classic tradition are interpreted with a new simplified elegance. The rooms are also enriched by a diversity of contemporary craftwork and paintings by contemporary Texans. The four-panel screen behind the desk is by David Ackles. For more about this room, see page 98. The whole story of our House of Ideas designed by Roger Rebach and decorated by HgG starts on page 81.
Natural patterns that flow on your floor. Colors lifted from nature: pale as oysters or sun-bleached sand... warm as tortoise shell or tawny bark... deep as freshly-furrowed earth. Honest color that veins through a room without intrusion, making no demands. The creation of a new idea in carpets loomed to last: 'the naturals' collected in carpet by magee.
There's a quality about a home with Henredon

Pictured here, covered in handsome fabrics made with DuPont Upholstery Nylon, are impressive examples of Henredon sofas and chairs. Looking at them you see why Henredon furniture brings a very special quality into your home. Their lines and proportions reflect your appreciation of good design. Their deep-seated comfort is like a gesture of welcome. Your taste will be expressed in the fabrics you select—and the selection is wide.

DuPont Upholstery Nylon—like all the materials used in the making of Henredon furniture—has very special qualities. It makes beautiful fabrics that are so durable, they stand up to long, hard wear. It gives the kind of performance Henredon demands—and the kind you can always expect from Henredon furniture. See these and other distinguished pieces of Henredon custom quality furniture at fine stores throughout the country.
Twin loveseats covered in contemporary pattern woven of 60% rayon and 40% DuPont nylon. Notice sculptured dual flounce. Occasional tables on both pages from Henredon's Town & Country Collection.

CUSTOM QUALITY AT A PRACTICAL PRICE

Factories at Morganton, High Point, N. C.; Grand Rapids, Mich.

For name of store nearest you and booklets showing Henredon Upholstery and complete Henredon collections of bedroom, living room and dining room furniture, send $1.00 to Henredon, Department HG-8, Morganton, North Carolina.
Light your way to pleasant dreams

Nighttime shadows are friendly when a lovely little Princess phone glows ever so softly by your bed. You sleep secure, relaxed, knowing the phone is at your fingertips. The Princess dial brightens when you lift the receiver; makes calling quicker, easier. A bedside extension phone gives you convenience and privacy for daytime conversations, too. To order, just call the Business Office or ask your telephone man.
SOME SUPERB RUBBINGS. A pair of splendidly executed large-scale ink rubbings, one from a relief representing a deified queen with attendants, the other from a relief in the Louvre depicting a Persian king enthroned, Each very fine black ink reproduction on a special handmade rice paper.

F. JOSEPH MARGULIES: BACK IN PRACTICE BAR. A superb silk-screen reproduction of this famous masterpiece. The famous pastel drawing in a 10-Day or Money-Back Guarantee. yours for as little as $1.98.

MARIPOSA’S HOME-DECORATION

SAVING UP TO 70%

SAVE UP TO 70% on art prints used by interior decorators to beautify the walls of America’s smartest homes and offices—yours at a mere fraction of the cost otherwise paid. Wide choice of periods, colors, and sizes to suit the decor of every room and the taste of the people who live there. Unconditional guarantee of satisfaction. Check the list and order today.
WHAT'S NEW FOR LIVING

EMPATHY reflects elegant contemporary design executed in rare French walnut... for living room, dining room, and bedroom.

CAMPERS TAKE NOTE: Camp Top is the name of a 350-pound Fiberglass trailer-like unit that—instead of trailing—fits over the back and top of your station wagon. It is equipped with a gas stove, lights, ice chest, water, sink, storage space and a bed, and should make life at any campsite much more comfortable. Equipped, Camp Top costs $1,599, plus freight. By Q Associates, 1423 Chandler Drive, Fairlawn, N. J.

NEW DRINK, NEW TWIST: There's a new frozen punch that blends the juices of fruits familiar and exotic: orange, lemon, lime and pineapple with coconut, papaya, banana and passion fruit. Terrace dwellers and backyard sitters are enjoying it this summer, and it's said to appeal especially to the roller skate set. Orange Samoa concentrate, with the usual addition of water, makes 1 1/2 pints of punch. The can has a tab opener that spirals the top off—no can opener required. Two cans, 37c.

BAREFACED FURNITURE reflects a new trend. Now you can buy well-designed unfinished furniture made of fine woods in almost any style. You add the finish yourself—stain, hand-rubbed oil or paint. (See "Fantasy Finishes," page 126, for the first of a three-part story on how to achieve several decorative painted finishes.)

Two New York stores, W&J Sloane and Bloomingdale's, are leading the way in this new trend by showing extensive lines of unfinished furniture. Designs, many of them imported, include Italian bombé chests, old Spanish armoires, Swedish settees and eighteenth-century secretaries.

PARADISE TENNIS, a game from Paradise Island, Nassau, Bahamas, is a version of lawn tennis—played on a table. The 9- by 18-foot table is marked off like a lawn tennis court, and the rules and scoring are similar to those for lawn tennis. Devotees can set up the table on the terrace in warm weather, move it to the playroom to enjoy a moderately athletic winter. $275 for table and equipment, including raquets. The Paradise Tennis Co., Inc., 138 E. 57th St., New York 22, N. Y.

SAINTS TAKE WARNING when a red light shines on their Sentinel Fume Detector. This three-part safety device, installed in power boats, signals a dangerous build-up of gases. (Turning on the ignition in the presence of gas can cause an explosion—a primary cause of accident on pleasure craft.) The detector consists of an on-off switch and indicator, a relay box and a sensing unit of platinum-coated wire that reacts to gases by turning on the warning light—or sounding a whistle. $69.95. Sentinel Fume Detector by Ravenswood, Annapolis, Md.

AN AUTOMATIC RAIN COMPENSATOR can function as a check on your time-controlled sprinkler system. While an automatic sprinkler system waters your garden willy-nilly with a predetermined amount at preset intervals whether it rains or not, this new gadget measures each rainfall and decreases accordingly the amount of water that the sprinkler will supply. So, if a rainfall occurs, the compensator causes the sprinkler to skip a watering or two to compensate for the amount of rain that fell. The mechanism consists of a collector cup and tube, mounted where they will receive direct rainfall and connected to a control box which should be housed in the shelter of a garage or utility room. Write to Austin Products, Inc., 247 Newlonville Avenue, Newton 58, Mass.

VEST-POCKET MOTOR SCOOTER: A sturdy Valmobile folds up into a 27 1/2- by 14- by 24 1/2-inch, 90-pound package—totable for a stout fellow. A sportsman can easily stow one in a plane, boat or car trunk and take it along when he needs auxiliary transportation. A city dweller might keep one in his hall closet, ready for short spins. Available in blue, orange or ivory. Standard scooter, $245; side-car luggage attachment, $69.50. Occo Manufacturing Corp., 8 Romanelli Avenue, South Hackensack, N. J.
Will you be one of the privileged Americans to share in this unique experience?

A new extraordinary project — greater in scope and significance than any other art publishing project ever seen — is causing great excitement among people with a serious interest in the cultural life of our time. It is the new Encyclopedia of World Art, embracing in 15 volumes of surpassing beauty all of man's greatest achievements in the visual arts through the centuries. To turn the pages of these prodigious volumes . . . to read, to learn, to explore their visual delights . . . is an experience unlike any you have ever had before.

In hundreds of absorbing factual articles, prepared by the most eminent art authorities — and over 7,000 full-page plates measuring a full 9 inches by 12 inches in size — you will view rare treasures of renowned museums and private collections all over the world; not only paintings, sculpture and architecture — but every art from armor to textiles, ceramics to tapestry, fashions and furniture, ivory, jade, and stained glass, jewelry and silver, and much more.

The magnificent color plates alone, showing 2,000 art objects (many of them never before reproduced) are a totally new and striking achievement. Due to the extreme care being lavished on these plates, the Encyclopedia is issued just one splendid volume at a time — three times a year. Should you become a subscriber, you therefore have the advantage of budgeting your purchase over the full period required to complete the set.

To learn how you may examine the first volume at leisure in your home and, if you wish, become a Charter Subscriber to the Encyclopedia, mail the attached card. You will receive a handsome prospectus, illustrated in full color, with complete details of this incomparable art library and the special budget plan available to subscribers. There is no obligation and no salesman will call. If card has been removed, write to McGraw-Hill Book Company, Dept. HG-8, 331 West 41 Street, New York 36, N. Y.

**Encyclopedia of World Art**
Always open to beauty even when it’s closed...

Open, PPG's Gateway II Door stretches your living space out onto the lawn or patio. Closed, it seals out unwelcome weather, stands as a bright, living mural of the ever-changing seasons.

Although moderately priced, Gateway II is quality throughout. Its slim, handsome lines harmonize with any decor. Snugly sealed against the weather, it slides smoothly, quietly on sealed ball bearings and nylon wheels.

Gateway II is available with strong, safe Herculite® K safety glass or Twinbow® insulating glass. The screen — tough, noncorroding fiber glass — may be ordered to mount inside or outside the sliding door.

Open your home to beauty, with PPG's new Gateway II Sliding Glass Door. For the name of your nearest dealer, write Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, Room 2035, 632 Fort Duquesne Boulevard, Pittsburgh 22, Pennsylvania.
For a fashionable night life... Dan River sheets

The new look for bedtime is ultra-feminine. And what could be more feminine than a bed of tulips like this!

Dan River does it superbly with big, bold, imaginative flowers in pink, yellow, or lavender blue printed on the smoothest of white combed percales. Or with fabulous woven fashion borders wedded to a wealth of delicious colors, or luxurious pure white.

And because fine sheets should also be a sound investment, Dan River makes sheets that hold on to their luxurious smoothness for keeps. That's why beauties who sleep in fashion, prefer to sleep in Dan River fashion sheets.

DAN RIVER SHEETS

All fabrics designed and woven in the U.S.A. by Dan River Mills, Incorporated, Danville, Virginia.
with any of these Sealy Hollywood Sleep Ensembles
beautiful maple bed with metal rails Free!

Free! with any of these Sealy Hollywood Sleep Ensembles
this washable plastic headboard

Free! with any of these Sealy Hollywood Sleep Ensembles
this attractive wood headboard

sealy matchmaker hollywood

choose the bedding you need...the headboard you prefer...from

just $10 with any of these Sealy Hollywood Sleep Ensembles
this decorator brass headboard

free! with any of these Sealy Hollywood Sleep Ensembles
fine maple bed with metal rails

free! with any of these Sealy Hollywood Sleep Ensembles
this provincial wood headboard

sealy

$69.95 4 pc. twin set
Deep tufted mattress and box spring with woven stripe cover. Complete with headboard and legs.

$79.95 4 pc. twin set
Firm mattress and box spring with smooth button-free top and damask cover. Complete with headboard and metal frame.

see this sealy matchmaker department at your sealy dealer's now! shop this sale soon!
Free! with any of these Sealy Hollywood Sleep Ensembles this designer brass headboard

Just $10 with any of these Sealy Hollywood Sleep Ensembles Rich maple headboard

Just $20 with any of these Sealy Hollywood Sleep Ensembles this rich maple bookcase bed

Free! with any of these Sealy Hollywood Sleep Ensembles this beautiful maple headboard

Free! with any of these Sealy Hollywood Sleep Ensembles this durable plastic headboard

SEALY GOLDEN SLEEP SALE!
Your choice of any BRASS, PLASTIC or WOOD HEADBOARD AT NO EXTRA COST with Sealy mattress and box spring

Add $9 for any wood bed
Add $20 for any bookcase headboard

SLEEP CENTER
these Sealy designer coordinates

with any of these Sealy Hollywood Sleep Ensembles

$89.95 4 pc. twin set
Extra firm quilt top mattress and box spring with panel print cover. Complete with headboard and metal frame

$99.95 4 pc. twin set
Luxury firm mattress and box spring with quilted with foam top and faille cover. Complete with headboard and metal frame

©1963, SEALY, INC., 666 NORTH LAKE SHORE DRIVE, CHICAGO 11
This beautiful French Provincial Secretary is from our large collection of traditional and contemporary bedroom and dining room furniture. Rue Chapelle is masterfully crafted from Solid Walnut or available in Regency White with gold trim.

For free brochure write Dept. C-3

DISTINCTIVE AND UNUSUAL CHRISTMAS CARDS FROM THE Metropolitan Museum of Art

A new catalogue of the famous Metropolitan Museum cards. Paintings from early Italian and Flemish masters to Renoir and Van Gogh, medieval tapestries and ivories, Persian manuscripts, Byzantine gold and enamels, primitive woodcuts, prints and drawings by Rembrandt, Dürer, and Tiepolo, and a festive variety of designs from ancient Greece, China, India, Japan, and pre-Inca Peru. The cards, printed in limited editions under the direct supervision of the Museum, cost from 5 to 95 cents each. The forty-page catalogue will be mailed about September first.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art
255 Gracie Station, New York 28

Please send me the Museum's new catalogue of Christmas cards, 25 cents enclosed

Name
Address

MEISSEN MONKEY BAND

I have inherited a number of porcelain monkeys, each bearing a musical instrument. The colors are sharp and the glaze is deep. They all have a crossed-swords mark on the bottom. Any information would be greatly appreciated. M. S. B.—Detroit, Mich.

Your figures bear the mark of Meissen, which first made monkey figurines such as these in 1747, but none earlier than 1763 are now extant. Kaendler, head modeler of the Meissen factory, modeled a band of more than twenty monkeys, including a conductor, to ridicule a personal enemy, Count Brühl, the leader of the Court orchestra of the Elector of Saxony.

This desk was a wedding present in 1922 from a Worcester, Mass., lady over eighty who said it was very old. Can you tell its style and age? C. B.—Kamona, Calif.

Flat-top desks with serpentine front and reeded tapering legs are American Sheraton, dating 1810-1820. Yours looks like a Salem, Mass., piece.

My footed glass dishes are marked around the inside at bottom "Vallerysthal." I wish to know their origin. J. R.—Chicago, Ill.

Vallerystahl (modern spelling), located in Alsace-Lorraine, made fine glass from the fifteenth century until World War II, when the factory was wrecked by a bomb.

Can you tell the age of this cherry chest of drawers with original brass handles? The back is walnut.

A. L.—South Bend, Ind.

The full rounded pilasters and turned feet indicate an American Empire piece, dating 1820-1830. The walnut back suggests Pennsylvania origin.

This column is devoted to questions about old things. No attempt at evaluating the antiques will be made. Letters will either be answered on this page or by mail, and must be accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed envelope. Only one question to each letter, please. Mail all letters to House & Garden, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Are Lady Pepperell sheets more expensive?

No!

And they cost even less in August

You don’t have to pay more for Lady Pepperell, but you do get more. These soft, long-wearing percales have over 180 threads per square inch. Bottom sheets are elasticized around both ends—go on with one finger. Shown: three of the many colors and patterns available (with matching blankets)—“Vivid Tone” (Solo Stripe), “Daisy Dream,” “Vivid Tone” (Solid Color). Add a NapGuard/SuperLoft blanket—thick, light, ever so warm—and have the best-dressed bed in town.
The notes of a happy housekeeper

BY MARY ELIZABETH FALTER

The children are away at camp and the quiet is positively unnerving. I do miss them, but Tom and I are enjoying being at home and doing exactly as we please. In fact, Tom has even chosen to take a week of his vacation right now.

He’s doing much of the cooking, which he loves, and in our own sweet time with no pressure we’re catching up on all the projects on the household repair agenda. We sleep late, work in the garden and play golf most afternoons and go out in the evenings whenever the spirit moves us.

As we’ve been spending nearly all our time outdoors or on the cool screened porch, this seems like the perfect moment to send the living room furniture out to the upholsterer and to have the painters in to paint the downstairs. I hope the children are having as much fun as we are.

We have always liked Duraclean® electric light bulbs for hard-to-reach places around the house. As flush ceiling lights or outdoor lanterns. They last about three times as long as regular light bulbs, so we’re not forever having to get a ladder and replace them. The other day I came across two new types of Duraclean®—the Globe-lite and the Flamescent Chimney-lite.

The Chimney-lite is about 6 inches long, a delicately frosted bulb shaped like a kerosene lamp chimney with a filament designed to look exactly like a flame when lit. Installed in the outdoor lamp post, it looks for all the world like a very fancy breadbox. I paused for a second look and saw a little sign that said, “No, I’m not a breadbox, I’m a Brisker.”

Well, I was hooked and immediately went into this interesting subject in depth.

A Brisker looks like a roomy breadbox, but actually it’s an electric dehumidifying storage box for all dry foods. It holds a dozen or more boxes of crackers, cookies, cereals and the like and will keep them fresh indefinitely. The Brisker runs on 12 watts of electricity and takes up little more storage room than the foods themselves. It will prevent salt and other granular foods like gelatin from caking and will actually restore freshness to any food that has gotten soggy when it’s meant to be crisp. All this in a neat chrome and black box with a magnetic catch, and an electric cord attached.

Now, the famous Borg Scale is available in beautiful period designs. This French Provincial model, finished in Antique and Gold, is $129.95—the matching Provincial clothes hamper, $49.95—at leading stores. Borg-Erickson, Chicago 51.

Flame retard—flame inhibiting—\(^\text{\textregistered}\) 
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The children are away at camp and the quiet is positively unnerving. I do miss them, but Tom and I are enjoying being at home and doing exactly as we please. In fact, Tom has even chosen to take a week of his vacation right now.

He's doing much of the cooking, which he loves, and in our own sweet time with no pressure we're catching up on all the projects on the household repair agenda. We sleep late, work in the garden and play golf most afternoons and go out in the evenings whenever the spirit moves us.

As we've been spending nearly all our time outdoors or on the cool screened porch, this seems like the perfect moment to send the living room furniture out to the upholsterer and to have the painters in to paint the downstairs. I hope the children are having as much fun as we are.

We have always liked Duraclean® electric light bulbs for hard-to-reach places around the house—like flush ceiling lights or outdoor lanterns. They last about three times as long as regular light bulbs, so we're not forever having to get a ladder and replace them. The other day I came across two new types of Duraclean®—the Globe-lite and the Flamescent Chimney-lite.

The Chimney-lite is about 6 inches long, a delicately frosted bulb shaped like a kerosene lamp chimney with a filament designed to look exactly like a flame when lit. Installed in the outdoor lamp post, it looks for all the world like a very fancy breadbox. I paused for a second look and saw a little sign that said, "No, I'm not a breadbox, I'm a Brisker."

Tom, after buying every ice cube tray ever manufactured and still complaining every time he made a drink, has finally hit on a tray that suits him. This one, the Magic Touch, works smoothly, doesn't warp, and so far gives every sign that it will withstand wear and tear. It's the same basic lever design that's fooled us many times before, but this tray seems to be stronger and more carefully engineered. It's made of a light, textured aluminum that resists sticking and sliding.

I was hooked and immediately went into this interesting subject in depth.

A Brisker looks like a roomy breadbox, but actually it's an electric dehumidifying storage box for all dry foods. It holds a dozen or more boxes of crackers, cookies, cereals and the like and will keep them fresh indefinitely. The Brisker runs on 12 watts of electricity and takes up little more storage room than the foods themselves. It will prevent salt and other granular foods like gelatin from caking and will actually restore freshness to any food that has gotten soggy when it's meant to be crisp. All this in a neat chrome and black box with a magnetic catch, and an electric cord attached. N.B. The manufacturer also makes a battery-operated Brisker for boats.
INTRODUCTORY RATE
20 WEEKS OF LIFE FOR $1.99
(10¢ A COPY)

LOOK WHAT YOU'VE MISSED
IF YOU DON'T READ LIFE REGULARLY:

- Exclusive, inside picture report on the Black Muslim Movement
- Astronaut Gordon Cooper's personal account of his flight in Faith 7
- The Marital Fight Game: a doctor teaches the "healthy" science of husband-and-wife warfare
- Art Treasures of Iran: with a commentary on today's Iran by the Shah
- Evolution of a Nun
- Eyewitness re-enactment of the Bay of Pigs Invasion
- The Glory of Greece: what we owe to the greatest civilization of all
- Weekly Guide to the best in art, books, festivals, music, theater

LOOK WHAT YOU WILL MISS
UNLESS YOU MAIL THE ATTACHED CARD

- HIGH SCHOOL, U. S. A.: major series on 'teens
- LEGENDARY FISH: the ones that got away
- SARATOGA: the glitter of yesterday
- THE EVEREST CLIMB: in awesome, chilling color
- IBM: HOW IT RUNS: secrets of global success
- 1913: nostalgic pictorial essays on the end of an era
- THE MOVIES: special year-end double issue

EVENTS • POLITICS • EDITORIALS • FASHIONS • HOME DECORATING • EDUCATION • RELIGION • MUSIC • ART • BROADWAY • HOLLYWOOD SPORTS • ADVENTURE • HISTORY • NATURE • SCIENCE • MEDICINE
GAS Air Conditioning by ARKLA gets the women's vote for year-round comfort!

At home more than men, women are especially partial to Gas air conditioning. They find it so clean. Dust and dirt are filtered, draperies and furnishings stay cleaner longer. So healthful, too. Babies can play on the floor and you don’t have to worry about drafts. Even housework is easier and faster when the family can enjoy all-year, whole house comfort. Arkla Gas air conditioning cools or heats at the touch of a dial ... freshens air, controls humidity, filters pollen. Call your local Gas company, your Arkla-Servel dealer or write Arkla Gas Air Conditioning Co., 812 Main Street, Little Rock, Ark.

5 reasons why men prefer Arkla Gas Air Conditioning:

1. Long life. With none of the friction that limits life of compressor-type units, Arkla lasts years longer! 2. Low maintenance. No moving parts in the heating-cooling cycle to break down. 3. Constant capacity. Peak capacity for unit’s entire life! 4. Permanently low operating costs. Unlike other units, Arkla’s fuel consumption rate does NOT increase with use or unit’s age. 5. Service. Backed by your Gas company or dealer with long records of responsible service.
it's REVOLUTIONARY!

...but this is a peaceful revolution...taking place on lawns all over America.
The cause of it all, the most revolutionary power mower on the market today.
This uprising is a result of Mr. Homeowners' desire for quality, dependability, and a way to do the job without working at it. We're the instigators of this revolution and we're proud to say we've got the machine to bring you FREEDOM!

KING O' LAWN'S NEW SELF-PROPELLED ROTARY MOWER has all of these revolutionary features:

- DUAL AUTOMOTIVE TYPE CLUTCH - Starts with the lightest pull because you start only the engine! The drive and blade run independently or simultaneously allowing the operator to run the drive without blade rotating or cutting blade without the mower drive in operation.
- COMPLETE HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT - Adjusts from ground to 3" within seconds. Cuts up to 20" wide.
- STEEL CONSTRUCTION - All steel decking of ¼" steel. All moving parts are equipped with roller and ball bearings.
- VACUUM EQUIPPED - Special alloy, suction type cutting blade cleans the lawn carpet clean while mowing!
- SULKY AVAILABLE - With the KING O' LAWN sulky attachment you can have a self-propelled riding rotary mower at half the cost of competitive units.
- POWERED by 3 h.p., 4 cycle, recoil starting engine. Briggs & Stratton or Tecumseh available as desired.

JOIN THE REVOLUTION TO FREEDOM...from the chores of lawn care. You can be a part of this movement to relaxed living & have more time for revolutionary ideas!

See your KING O' LAWN dealer today or write for further information.

COMPATRIOT!
Introducing...New "Pro-Trim" power edger at special factory introductory price — $79.95 list value retailing at $57.00 f.o.b. South Gate, California.

Write to KING O' LAWN INC. Dept. HG-1
5216 Chakemko Street
Southgate, California

☐ I would like further information about KING O' LAWN equipment.
☐ I would like information regarding dealer franchise.

Name
Address
City Zone State
And her wonderful, story-telling eyes are saying that there are a
great many people, a lot of them helpless youngsters, who are des-
perately in need of your help. Some of them are sick, some handi-
capped, and some homeless. There are puzzled teen-agers in need
of a guiding hand, troubled families in need of counseling and
people who are too old to work, but too young to sit around doing
nothing. When you look into this little one's eyes, we hope you will
get the message—from the many people whose only hope for
help is the once-a-year pledge you make to your United Fund or
Community Chest. One gift works many wonders/GIVE THE UNITED WAY

Space contributed as a public service by this magazine
for the gourmet who demands the crisp, modern fulfillment of a coordinated matching set of coffee server, salt and pepper, covered casserole and covered butter.

in Burnt Orange

for the gourmet who demands the crisp, modern fulfillment of a coordinated matching set of coffee server, salt and pepper, covered casserole and covered butter.

"Shalimar" ...in Burnt Orange

...in Burnt Orange

Obvious GOOD TASTE

...and obviously ROYAL!

...Afford the very best? Why of course you can. Pamper your pocketbook and protect your social standing as well by choosing from Royal's myriad of shapes, patterns and colors. Finest American made quality built into every piece. And a set? 49 pieces; service for eight plus two extra cups. Budget priced at your favorite dinnerware counter.

Other fine Royal patterns shown left to right below:
"Tuscon"...in Sandalwood
"Bountiful"...in Sandalwood
"Star Glow"...in Antique Gold
"Mojave"...in Bristol Blue

Royal China, Inc. Sebring, Ohio
EDITOR'S NOTE: Mrs. Richard Walker of San Francisco, stand traveler and H&G contributing editor, frequently reports on her overseas finds in furnishings and food. When she took off on a joint air-and-sea tour of Japan, Hong Kong and Bangkok, H&G asked for a full account of the shopping highlights of her trip.

A Japanese girl, a teen-ager, had come fresh from the suburbs of Hiroshima to live with us in San Francisco after World War II. So Japanese charm, humor and sensitivity were no surprise to me when we arrived in Tokyo. Nor were the city's hustle, the neon glare, the surging crowds, the traffic jams or the racing-cab taxi drivers.

The customs officers, drawing their breath in sibilantly, politely bowed us through the airport, even though we were carrying two saplings of giant sequoia with scraped roots brought by my husband for the botanical gardens of Dr. Ryotaro Azuma, Governor of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government. The following day, in Dr. Azuma's office, we saw the tree I coveted, a full-blown potted bonsai chrysanthemum. The blossoms were perched on a 3-foot-high tree trunk and the exposed roots climbed down the trunk. While Dr. Azuma was telling us that Tokyo may become civilization's first ten-million-person city, I was speculating about bonsai chrysanthemums in California.

We stayed at the Imperial Hotel. Enthusiasts for the newer Okura, with its delightful roof restaurant, have reason to defend their choice. But the Imperial has an advantageous location, within walking distance of the Ginza shopping area.

Our first day in Tokyo was Sunday, an active shopping day in Japan, and we went immediately to Takashimaya, Tokyo's finest department store, where a ride in the elevator dispelled any idea that Western dress had replaced the kimono. On the sixth floor we found rows of the Japanese standing-stoves with and without kettles, priced from $12 to $70. (The Japanese use the hibachi as a hand warmer, not a cooking stove.) We also saw—for less than $10—a beige porcelain tea set with tan stripes on its bulging corrugated pot, a welcome contrast to the usual blue-and-white sets that flood San Francisco's Japanese shops. To use in my bedroom where I have orange Haitian bedspreads, I bought a black lacquer basket-shaped container lined in dusty orange with a slim curved abstract spire for a handle. My experiments with Mexican pottery unless you can carry it, must be obtained from the Imperial Household Agency. This can be done through a hotel or the Japan Travel Bureau, but it must be arranged twenty-four hours in advance.

Later that day we went to look for folk pottery, country furniture and handmade paper at Takumi, a craft shop on Ginza-Nishi Street. We also found inexpensive scrolls decorated with stylized birds, fish, flowers and bugs depicting the four seasons, which we bought for our house in the mountains at Sugar Bowl.

The best contemporary Japanese paintings are the modern wood block prints. We saw them at Yoseido on Namiki-dori.

For serious sight-seeing, the environs of Tokyo are far more interesting than the city itself. At Kamakura, a half-day trip away, is the famed Daibutsu or Great Buddha. Miyanosita, in the Fuji-Hakone-Izu National Park area, is an overnight trip. There the rambling Fujiya, one of the finest resort hotels in the world (ratio of maids to guests is three to one), roams around a steep garden with waterfalls, a waterwheel, goldfish, hot springs and baths.

Kyoto, 320 miles west of Tokyo and about six hours by limited express train, is the cultural center of Japan. With its 2,200 temples and shrines Kyoto presents a stupefying problem of selection. Even if you have only a few days to spend, there are several places that should be seen.

First, without question, the Katsura Villa. Its garden, designed by famed landscape architect Kobori Enshu (1579-1647), is a series of miniature framed forest scenes, lakes, ponds, bridges and teahouses. The villa itself has exquisite inlaid door handles, flowers of silver and gold in the overhead beams and rare woods in the corner shelves. It is open every day except on Saturday afternoons, Sundays and national holidays, but a permit to enter must be obtained from the Imperial Household Agency. This can be done through a hotel or the Japan Travel Bureau, but it must be arranged twenty-four hours in advance.

Nijo Palace, in contrast to Katsura, is spacious and luxurious with elaborate wood carvings in the large well-proportioned buildings. It was originally built in 1603 and was the Kyoto residence of the first Tokugawa Shogun, Ieyasu. We were fortunate to be there in November when a chrysanthemum exhibit was in progress and chrysanthemums were falling like streams of water out of tubs and troughs and over trellises.

Ninkakujii, the Silver Pavilion, is less pretentious than Ginkakuji, the Golden Pavilion, and has a small but exquisite garden created by Soami, the famous landscape architect and follower of Zen. You should also see the stone garden of Ryoanji Temple, considered Soami's masterpiece and possibly the most talked-of garden in the Kyoto area.

Nara is an hour away from Kyoto by train, forty minutes by car and certainiy should be visited by anyone who has more than a day or two to spend in that area. Nara has been left undisturbed by the vicissitudes of modern civilization. The old houses remain intact and the temples and shrines seem to be isolated in time and space. The main attraction, the Daibutsu or Great Buddha, the largest bronze statue in the world (71 feet 6 inches high), dates from the eighth century.

November is an ideal month to enjoy the wealth of treasures in the Kyoto area. The sun is warm, but the air is crisp. Sometimes the floors of the temples are cold, though, and since shoes are for...
Window walls glazed with Thermopane for year-round comfort.

You’re more comfortable 365 days a year with Thermopane® insulating glass

In summer, your air-conditioning unit works better. Your cooling bills are lower. In winter, Thermopane insulating glass makes your heating more efficient. And less costly. Thermopane is made of quality glass. A layer of clean, dehydrated air is sealed between its two panes—providing a transparent, insulated wall. It is also available heat-treated to make it stronger for greater safety.

Plan now to use Thermopane in your new home. In window walls, sliding doors, in every window in your home. It eliminates storm windows for good. Your builder can include the cost of Thermopane in your mortgage, adding little to your monthly payments. For full details on Thermopane and its use in all kinds of windows, write to L’O-F, 3283 Libbey-Owens-Ford Building, Toledo 2, Ohio.

When you build or buy ...look for Thermopane

It’s a sign of extra comfort and extra value in your home. Be sure to get the heat saving and convenience of having Thermopane insulating glass in every window. Thermopane is available from L’O-F glass distributors and dealers. It is also used by manufacturers of all types of quality windows, as well as sliding glass doors.

For the name of glass or window distributors or dealers in your community, see the Yellow Pages of your phone book.

Libbey • Owens • Ford
Toledo 2, Ohio
"Modern Living...starring GAS

QUICK, CLEAN, EFFICIENT, THRIFTY GAS GETS TOP BILLING ALL OVER AMERICA

Continuous performance . . . Enjoy "conditioned" air the year 'round—and save money! Have "fresh air" heat with Gas—cleaned and filtered, constantly circulated, so much more pleasant and healthier to live in. Gas heat-and-cool central systems are dependable, efficient, and economical—since the heart of every system is a simple, silent flame that can't wear out.

Double Feature . . . Better washes—shorter washdays! Get clothes truly clean, with gallon after gallon of hot water. With a Gas water heater there's always plenty of hot water, delivered at low cost, because Gas is so quick and efficient. And your Gas dryer—so safe and gentle with every fabric—starts drying faster, gets done sooner, every time! No wonder, in automatic dryers, the trend is to Gas.

Long run hits . . . Fully automatic ranges built to Gold Star standards. New Oven-with-a-Brain* cooks, then holds whole meals without resetting! Automatic Burner-with-a-Brain*, rotisseries, meat thermometers, griddles, all respond quicker, more accurately because they're Gas!

WHEN YOU SEE THIS GOLD STAR ON A RANGE, YOU KNOW IT COOKS FASTER, COOLER, CLEANER—AUTOMATICALLY.

"Better living begins when you own a new home."

Economy encore... You can save thousands of dollars during the life of your mortgage just by choosing Gas. The efficiency and dependability built into Gas appliances today means you can save money, time, and maintenance. Look for the Blue Star sign (shown above) on quality new homes... ask your architect or contractor how to plan and build the modern, money-saving advantages of Gas appliances into your present home.

LIVE MODERN FOR LESS WITH GAS

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION
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b) The window of the Peninsula Hotel in Kowloon and reflected that in order to explore Hong Kong I might spend half of my days on a ferry boat. I began to worry. I started calling on the telephone. Busy signal for twenty minutes from Charlotte Horstmann's shop. Hong Kong is like that. People have moved, or the building has moved, or the telephone number has been changed—and the result in every case is a busy signal. Discouraged by my failures, I decided to explore the Peninsula Hotel Arcade. I spent a half hour at Dynasty Silk, the retail shop of the firm that makes the brocade dinner dresses and coats, kimonos and blouses which are exported to the U.S. Then I went outside, walked down Nathan Road to the Peninsula Court and quite by chance ran into Charlotte Horstmann's.

Once inside, my arms were reaching in four directions. First to a simple blackwood armchair which looked Scandinavian, but was actually copied from Ming sami-eii. And a lovely garden with a stone garden of Ryoanji Temple, creation of landscape architect Soami son at Komori, a restaurant in the famous Gion Geisha District, and I was allowed to go along. A little maiko-son, the 13-year-old novice, and a full-fledged geisha who was 21 years old, danced separately and together, placing their feet delicately from under their red and gold kimonos, interpreting the Kyoto ambiance, mountains, moon and trees. They were accompanied by a third girl who played the samisen.

For the benefit of anyone who is as confused as I was, I might explain that the geisha has a privileged position. She is trained to sing, dance and converse. Eventually she may have a patron, but she has the right to select him. To me, the epitome of the geisha's subtlety was exhibited when the girls served raw fish, delicately arranged with thin sliced radish and yellow cucumber flowers, and I ate it before I knew what it was.

We returned from Kyoto to Tokyo by train. Trains in Japan are fast and comfortable, but they stop briefly. If our guide hadn't placed us advantageously on the station platform at Atami Station, then pushed us through a surging crowd, we never would have boarded the train on time.

From the train window we saw Mt. Fuji wreathed in clouds. A few days later we saw it clearly—too clearly—at the beginning of our Air France flight to Hong Kong. In bright sunshine, the pilot dived over and around the crater until I was pushing myself away from the window muttering about the gun shot which I had read, "All hope to see Fuji but few succeed."

Exploring Hong Kong

When our plane zeroed in over Kowloon, I was appalled at its size. I hadn't realized that two million of the British Crown Colony's three million people live there. Hong Kong has changed, the British will tell you, but they still adore it. Horse racing at Happy Valley is a lobster-and-champagne occasion with well-dressed box parties of British, foreigners and handsome Chinese. The British seldom leave the island of Hong Kong, which forms one-third of the territory and many of the tourists seldom leave the Kowloon Peninsula of the mainland.

Later when I looked out the window of the Peninsula Hotel in Kowloon and reflected that in order to explore Hong Kong I might spend half of my days on a ferry boat, I began to worry. I started calling on the telephone. Busy signal for twenty minutes from Charlotte Horstmann's shop. Hong Kong is like that. People have moved, or the building has moved, or the telephone number has been changed—and the result in every case is a busy signal. Discouraged by my failures, I decided to explore the Peninsula Hotel Arcade. I spent a half hour at Dynasty Silk, the retail shop of the firm that makes the brocade dinner dresses and coats, kimonos and blouses which are exported to the U.S. Then I went outside, walked down Nathan Road to the Peninsula Court and quite by chance ran into Charlotte Horstmann's.

One night inside, my arms were reaching in four directions. First to a simple blackwood armchair which looked Scandinavian, but was actually copied from Ming which is similar, with cushions covered in rough-textured lemon green Thai silk. The price of $280 for two, delivered in the United States, included packing and shipping, Certificate of Origin, insurance and duty. Then I saw a low rosewood tray-table for $15 which would make an ideal resting place for an ashtray or teacup when I sit on my daybed at home with my feet curled under me. I bought a blackwood Lazy Susan, $45, for friends who have a 6-foot round dining table, then an enormous rosesowe fish-shaped platter, 36 by 11 inches, for serving steak at buffet dinners in Sugar Bowl.
Newest Simpson contribution to the art of living better...

Doors designed by internationally famous Walter Dorwin Teague Associates to enhance your home.

Never again need you hide the elegance of your entry way behind ordinary storm or screen doors. Instead choose Twinser...the combination storm and screen door with interchangeable glass, screen or decorative panels. Choose from four Symphonic door styles to maintain design continuity throughout your home...paint them to complement individual room decor.

Or, dress up your entry way with any one of four Hospitality designs. For full information on these famous doors, ask your local building materials dealer or write:

SIMPSON TIMBER COMPANY
2119 Washington Bldg., Seattle 1, Washington

For their 1963 House of Ideas, the editors of House & Garden chose Sonata doors for use throughout...and Simpson Ruf-sawn redwood plywood for both exterior and interior.
While the money was rolling out of my purse, Charlotte Horstmann was allaying my fears about the Hong Kong Star Ferry. Two blocks from the Peninsula Hotel, it runs every five minutes from 6 A.M. to 2:30 A.M., and takes six minutes between piers. Several mornings later I went to Victoria House in Hong Kong to visit the acting Governor-General’s wife, Mrs. Claude Burgess. Then I lunched at the English Club, returned to Kowloon to change, went to Hong Kong to tea with Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Fung-Ping Fan (he is one of the great philanthropists and industrialists), saw their lovely terraced vegetable gardens at Repulse Bay, returned to Kowloon for the opening of the Chatham Galleries (where we saw some charming abstract water colors by Lui Shu-Kwan) and then crossed again on the ferry to dine at one of Aberdeen’s floating restaurants. After all that, I was far less tired than I might have been fighting traffic up and down Fifth Avenue.

I loved the ferry ride. The air or bright sun, or ringed with electric lights, is an awe-inspiring sight even to a view-spoiled San Francisco. Taxis are lined up on both sides of the ferry, and most of the drivers speak some English. Rickshaws also are available. The taxis have meters, but the rickshaws have not, and it is wise to arrange a price first.

Hong Kong Bargains

Everybody bargains in Hong Kong. An American friend of ours, Mrs. John Liddell, who married an Englishman and has lived in Hong Kong for seventeen years, coached us. “Wave your arms,” she said. “Shake your fist. Walk away. It pays.”

Citizens of the United States may not bring home goods made in Communist China, but this fact does not curtail tourist purchasing since there are 237 shops that are authorized to give Certificates of Origin, which are absolutely essential for bringing goods through U.S. Customs. Today the Hong Kong Chinese are making brocades and scrolls, carving jade, playing in a typical Hong Kong shop with their own furniture and wallpaper. The pitfall to be avoided is the futile to be avoided is the shop that carries such articles as “Ching Dynasty” clay figures, which the shopkeeper will insist are over 100 years old. In all likelihood, they were made the previous week in Communist China, for the molds are still in the hands of the Communist Chinese. Some of the least expensive of Hong Kong’s wares are also banned from the U.S., for example, seagrass mats, straw squares and peasant pottery. A visit to the American Consulate, where a list of certified shops is available, is the best safeguard.

Since Hong Kong is a free port, Italian straw hats, Swiss articles of straw and rattan are displayed in a typical Hong Kong shop, Japanese pearls and English leather goods are cheaper there than in the country of their origin. Furniture is also a great bargain, particularly if you plan to return to the United States by ship. I had my purchases delivered to the President Cleveland during its Hong Kong stop. Then I flew on to Bangkok and back to Tokyo with no extra luggage, and when I boarded the ship at Yokohama, I found my boxes safely stashed away in the ship’s baggage room. It used to be risky to purchase furniture in Hong Kong since it did not, as a rule, stand up to the excessive dryness in our steam-heated houses. Within the past year or two, however, the most reputable Hong Kong furniture makers have improved their wood-drying techniques, and their furniture is now said to be withstand our climate successfully.

Charlotte Horstmann took me to her work rooms in the New Territories where the Chinese refugees are turning out handsome chests, coffee tables, dining tables and chairs. The flowing lines are the result of hardwork and footwork, and the patina represents hours of rubbing with a lump of beeswax. Charlotte Horstmann’s own antique furniture, brought many years ago from Shanghai and Hankow, has been the inspiration for much of her design.

The New Territories are on lease to Britain until 1997, when they will revert to Chinese ownership. Although they border Comm...
New Idea! Arrange your sink accessories so they work best for you

Delightful new idea . . . just as you arrange furniture to suit your needs and taste, now you can arrange your sink accessories in any order you want, to create a sink that works best for you . . . that makes your work flow faster and easier.

The Ala Carte accessories are Single Lever Faucet, 2 Dispensers (soap and lotion), Remote Drain Control, Flexible Spray plus Movable Soap Dish and Wood Cutting Board, (both optional). Lustertone Ala Carte is crafted of finest quality Nickel Bearing Stainless Steel, hand rubbed to a lustrous lifetime finish.

Write for free literature, or send 25¢ for 48 page Sink Selector Guide.
DAYDREAMS

Beneath a host of beguiling, fanciful daydreams, the mind of a child is simple—uncluttered—even serene. Well cared for and warmly loved, today's child has few fears, almost no worries. Many things contribute to this sense of security. One is the protection enjoyed by children and parents in a well-built home... a home that can withstand the elements and keep the family safe and comfortable. The makers of BESTWALL and CERTAIN-TEED building products know the importance of home protection. Their research facilities are dedicated to the improvement of products including fine quality roofing, siding, fiberglass insulation, sheathing, walls and ceilings. For example, the fire-resistance of Bestwall's famous “Firestop” Gypsum Wallboard has been substantially increased over its previous high rating... and Certain-teed roofing shingles meet or surpass the new higher standards for safety and quality established by Underwriters Laboratories.

For greater safety, protection, beauty and value in materials for building and remodeling, it will pay you to see your Bestwall Certain-teed dealer—or write direct to

THE FAR EAST continued from page 32
Are her dishes as clean as her food?

A Frigidaire Dishmobile—with Swirling Water Action—gets dishes more sanitary than handwashing.

Her health and happiness are reason enough to own a Frigidaire Dishmobile. Her dishes and spoon can be washed at germ-killing temperatures many times longer than during handwashing, high-temperature rinsed and dried too, untouched by dish-rags, towels or hands.

Dishmobile capacity is big enough for all day's dishes for an average family of five. So, happily, you'll probably do dishes just once a day, with less than 5 minutes preparation.

Dishmobile loads easily from the front, glides where you want it. In your choice of four colors, it will be one of the happiest, most satisfying buys of your life. Frigidaire Under-counter Dishwashers offer same satisfaction. Frigidaire Division, General Motors Corporation, Dayton 1, Ohio.
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When it's time to entertain ... this Danish stainless steel from Walter Fleisher will set a lovely table. 17 1/2-in. oval platter, 9.00; 5 1/2-in. gravy bowl with attached tray and imported ladle, 5.50. Not shown, 16-in. platter, 8.00. Plus 65c P.P.

Sakowitz, Houston, Texas

The First Lady look ... vivacious, velvety Swiss cotton velour, imported by T. W. Murphy, beautifully fashioned into a bateau-neck pullover, for skirts or slacks. In shocking pink, green, turquoise, maize. Small, medium, large, 16.00. Plus 45c P.P.

Sakowitz, Houston, Texas

His at-home hours ... can be pure pleasure in this new cotton terry cloth housecoat. Features raglan sleeves, notch collar, pearly white buttons. Blue, red, olive or bronze. 18.00. Plus 55c P.P. Three-letter monogram 4.00.

Sakowitz, Houston, Texas

A great big hand ... for these drink coasters by H. J. Stotter that look for all the world like oversize playing cards. Stainproof, foam rubber backed. Gift box of 8, 2.00. Four matching place mats, 4.95. Each, plus 45c P.P.

Sakowitz, Houston, Texas

Your precious bundle ... deserves a baby blanket by Three Weavers, hand-woven of virgin Orion® acrylic. 42 x 60 size with hand-applied acetate satin binding. White only. 16.00. 3-letter, 3-in. 5.00 extra. Plus 55c P.P.

Sakowitz, Houston, Texas

Iced tea with lemon ... served in these 16-oz. iced tea glasses from Culver Glassware, gaily decorated with lemon slices and leaves. 8 glasses with 8 glass stirrers tipped with mock lemons. Set, 7.00. Plus 95c P.P.

Sakowitz, Houston, Texas

Long on chic

At-home fashion with a fabulous flair—Gotham's to-the-floor length styling in a smart shift and robe. Long-drawn out shift of nylon tricot in licorice stripe on white. P, S, M, L, $10.95. Red orlon fleece pop-over robe with empire waist, black frog fasteners, 32-38. With shift, set, $27.95. 45c post.

Sakowitz, HG8, Houston, Tex.

Number pleasers

Since Mr. Bell has changed his number system, a telephone-address book is more welcome than ever. For the gentlemen—this handsome gold-tooled book with abstract photo framed in teakwood, $10. For the ladies, colorful botany print framed in Japanese paper, 8 1/4" by 5 1/4", $7.50. 45c post.

Sakowitz, HG8, Houston, Tex.

Wear, oh wear!

That's what a little soldier's bedspread has got to take. Military splendor and rugged wearability combine in this Grenadier print that's red with black and white checks. Coordinating bath accessories avail. Machine washable cotton twin bedspread, $10.50; pillow sham, $2.50. 55c post. Sakowitz, HG8, Houston, Tex.

Return to elegance

Heirloom-like Belgian linens in white or ecru lavished with exquisite Renaissance lace. Scarf, 16" by 34", $7.95; oblong, 13" by 19", $4.95; 8" rounds, $2. Napkins, 15" sq., $1.75; 18" sq., $2.50. 45c post. Other sizes and prices available on request. Beautifully handmade by Katen and imported by Sakowitz, HG8, Houston, Tex.

HOUSE & GARDEN
Around in Sakowitz

Rack the Riesling
Cache the champagnes, roost in a Riesling in an expandable wine cradle. Masterfully crafted of hand-rubbed walnut by Georges Biard. It's designed to stand on the sideboard, hang on the wall. Easy to carry, too, it collapses to store. It nests ten bottles of your favorite vintages. $10 plus 85c post. Sakowitz, HG8, Houston, Tex.

No charge re-charge!
No flame, no fuel, no Wi-Fi—with this rechargeable Gulton electric lighter has retractable prongs that plug into any outlet. And it lights up to three cigarettes on a single charge. Windproof, it never fails, even lights your smoker in hurricane gales! Fine for pocket, desk. $14.95, 45c post. Sakowitz, HG8, Houston, Tex.

Rooster on a box
We show just one of these intriguing box bags made of mahogany and hand-painted and decorated. “Cock” has red design, red stones. Or choose “Texicana” with topaz-toned stones and Texas motif of oil wells, longhorn steer, boots, black leather trim, 6½” by 12”; $13.20 each incl. fed. tax. 65c post. Sakowitz, HG8, Houston, Tex.

Sugar bush
Look what’s growing on trees! Delicious, fruit-flavored sweets to pluck from the gayest centerpiece that ever prettied a party table. Each treat is individually wrapped and tucked among make-believe flowers and bows. When candy is gone, white china base is a lovely vase. 14” h., $15. 95c post. Sakowitz, HG8, Houston, Tex.

Lazy bones . . . the decorative switch by Millard Lamenson you can put by your chair or bed to turn TV, radio or any electrical appliance off or on. His, in leather, 4.95; hers, in white porcelain with gold-tone trim, 3.95. Plus 45c P.P. Sakowitz, Houston, Texas

Future football hero . . . will look adorable now in this handmade 100% Orion® acrylic cardigan, helmet and bootie set by Personality. Clever football motif decoration. In white with red or royal, fits 6 mo. to 1 yr. size. Set, 15.00. Plus 45c P.P. Sakowitz, Houston, Texas

High, wide and then some . . . unique double pocket treatment takes these wide-wale cotton corduroy “Capri” men’s slacks out of the ordinary. Extension waist band, adjustable side tabs, in natural, olive, brick or blue. 15.95. Plus 55c P.P. Sakowitz, Houston, Texas

World’s Tiniest Radio . . . the Micronic Ruby by Standard. No larger than a pack of cigarettes, weighs only 3-oz. Seven transistors powered by two long-life batteries. Full tonal quality plus unbelievable clarity. 29.95, including gift case, batteries, ear phone, wrist strap. 45c P.P. Sakowitz, Houston, Texas

His very own . . . and exclusively Sakowitz, the “Red Grenadier” bath ensemble to match his spread. Bath towel, 4.95; hand towel, 2.95; wash cloth, 1.40; bath sheet, 14.95; shower curtain, 24.95, including embroidered name. Plus 45c P.P. Allow 3-4 weeks delivery. Sakowitz, Houston, Texas

The active equestrienne . . . will treasure this rugged cotton duck all-season coat by John Meyer of Norwich. New A-line, buttoned back pleat, and stirrups for any woman who rides . . . horse or bike . . . or fights the wind. Natural only. Sizes 8 to 16. 35.00. Plus 55c P.P. Sakowitz, Houston, Texas
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The first authoritative guide to children's fashions and grooming!

At last you can shop for the children in your life with ease and confidence!

With VOGUE CHILDREN'S FASHIONS you'll have the assurance—even before you start to shop—of knowing what you want, where to find it, at what price and in what size ranges.

You'll know what's smart, what's new, what's practical!

VOGUE CHILDREN'S FASHIONS is specially designed for girls and boys in the 3 to 6x, 7 to 14 size groups. For the first time, you can choose everything your child needs—

- dresses
- suits
- coats
- hats
- sportswear
- shoes
- knitwear
- lingerie
- imports
- fabrics
- accessories

from the only authoritative collection in the world!

The first sparkling issue of the twice-a-year VOGUE CHILDREN'S FASHIONS is Fall-Winter, on sale July 30 for 60¢. It will immediately become a collector's item—especially for those who collect the right clothes for their children!

Here is precisely the very-young fashion service you've been wanting...pick up your copy just as soon as you can!

ON SALE JULY 30 AT YOUR NEWSDEALER
Now, clean the air in your home of dust and pollen...electronically

New electronic air cleaner from Honeywell removes up to 95%* of airborne dust and irritants.

Why just hate dust? Let Honeywell's new electronic air cleaner help you do something about it. It fits in the return air duct work of any forced air heating, ventilating or air conditioning system, removing up to 95% of airborne dust and other particles passing through the system.

It catches millions of tiny particles that pass right through ordinary filters (the kind you probably have). It's these bits of smoke, grease and grime that carry soiling power to smudge furnishings, put a dingy haze over windows and mirrors. Nothing will remove the bigger particles of dust that settle before they enter the system except your dust cloth, but these are easy to whisk away.

Air cleaning has been proved practical for years in hospitals and other buildings where clean air is vital. Now the same benefits can be yours in a system of practical home-size and price. On a 3-year FHA loan, it costs as little as $14.38 a month, installed.

What a wonderful difference it makes! Air passing through the system will be freed of up to 99% of the pollution—tobacco smoke and other particles will also be effectively removed. Mirrors and windows will stay sparkling—draperies fresh and clean—longer than before. You'll save on cleaning bills, too. You won't throw away the dust cloth, but you'll surely reduce dusting.

If you don't have a forced air system in your home, you can get cleaner air in single rooms with the Honeywell Portable.

So why just hate dust? Do something about it. Send in the coupon now for more information.

*As measured by the National Bureau of Standards Dual Spot Method.

New whole-house Electronic Air Cleaner

Honeywell
A YANKEE PHOTO SERVICE EXCLUSIVE!
FREE PHOTO ALBUM
Your Jumbo Prints returned in a handsomely plastic bound album with plastic sleeves that protect your photos. Leaves easily removed for replacement in larger albums (Album comes with every roll order of $1.50 or more)

FREE GIFTS
Earn cameras, film, enlargements, albums, splicers, etc. with new YANKEE trading stamps. Stamps come with every purchase!

FREE KODAK FILM
Yankee gives you lower prices on all film developing. Includes a free roll of black and white or color film along with your order

SEND POSTCARD TODAY FOR PRICE LIST— MAILERS—STAMP GIFT BOOK
YANKEE PHOTO SERVICE
Dept. 11, P.O. Box 1820 • Bridgeport 1, Conn.

A SLIM LOOK
for the books
$6.99 POSTPAID
Specify Blue or Brown Plaid

GOLDEN BRASS
French provincial switch plates add charm to your walls. Cast metal, brass plated and lacquered to eliminate polishing.
Sizes offered: M/L SIZES & SHAPES
Combination (3 1/2 x 5 1/2) $3.50
Four Way (4 1/2 x 5) $4.95
Decorative Push Plate (3 x 10 1/4) $3.50
Altogether:
Single (3 x 3 1/2) $1.50—Double (4 1/2 x 5 1/2) $1.95
Triple (6 x 5 1/4) $2.50
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
on orders of not less than $4.50, deduct 15%; on orders of not less than $9.00, deduct 20%.
Write us for further details.

KODAK BRASS knobs and pulls
French provincial style. Cast metal, brass plated and lacquered to eliminate polishing.
Sizes offered:
Single 2 1/2” x 3 1/2” $1.35/Pair 4” x 4 1/2” $2.50
Pair 4” x 4 1/2” $2.50

Garden Ornaments
A Delightful Bird Bath
From the jug which this little fellow tilts, water can flow to bring song birds to your garden. Made of Pumice Stone, 32 1/2” high, 25” wide, $87.50. With recirculating pump and fittings, $115.00. Prices f.o.b. N. Y.

Eckins Studios
Dept. 138, 8 W. 40th St., New York 18, N. Y.

DOUBLE YOUR SHELF SPACE!
No more stacking cans and boxes to save shelf space. This sturdy steel rack, cushioned-coated with bughproof vinyl, gives you an extra shelf 5” above your regular cabinet shelf. Makes space for small cans and boxes so they're easily removable. Each Can Stacker is 10” long, 5” high and 5” deep. Money-back guarantee. Can Stacker, $1.19 each, 2 for $2.19, or 6 for $5.98. Postpaid, Walter Drake, 298-21 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Just your dish
When you share a treasured recipe with a friend make sure your cuisine gets proper credit. Personalized 3” by 5” cards printed in red with your name in bold black type, insure immortality for your cookery. Welcome gift for a fall bride. 100 for $2.75; 200 for $5. Ppd. Order yours from Bruce Bolind, HC8, Boulder 55, Colo.

Knock knock knock
Triumphant touch on the door—lustrous polished brass knocker of impeccable taste and most agreeable sound-effect to welcome all callers. Fleur de lis is 7 1/2” h. with 2 screw hooks for easy installation. $5.99; in black satin-finished iron, $3.99 Ppd. Tennessee Chromium, HC8, 208 Louise Ave., Nashville 5, Tenn.

Lean dream
Man works round the house, plays golf, looks right in a one piece jump suit with full length zipper; stretch waistband guarantees neat fit. S, M, L, XL. Black, brown, green, blue, beige, gold cotton pin cord, $11.95; corduroy, $14.95. Postpaid. Omar of Hollywood, HC6, 1309 N. Wilcox, Hollywood 28, Cal.

Art reproductions
Select a famous painting from such masters as Van Gogh, Char- din, Rembrandt and have it reproduced and processed on stretched canvas by trained artists. Cost of enjoying great works of art ranges from $19.50 to $79.50, including an appropriate frame. Catalogue, 50c. Van Dyke Portraits, HC8, 153 E. 57th St., New York 22.

Order merchandise by writing directly to shops. Enclose check or money order. Any unused item (not personalized) may be returned by insured mail for refund.
Around

Alhambra treasure
Straight from the glories of the Moorish past is an exquisite hand-carved 16th century table base reproduction. A generous 18” by 48”, the base is solid walnut with a rubbed antiqued finish. Base, $110; travertine marble top, $30. Exp. coll. Send 50c for brochure. Door Store, HG8, 3140 M St. N.W., Washington 7, D.C.

Tress tote
A fine wig deserves extra-special protection. This tapestry covered tote box and stand will carry your wig about in handsome fashion to your hairdressers or on all gala weekends. The stand sets in a removable tray to permit easy primping. Natural or black background. $19.95 ppd. Fashion Hair, HG8, 175 Fifth Ave., New York 10, N.Y.

Tempura technique
Sukiyaki-phobia, hibachi horrors? Relax and enjoy Oriental delicacies with E-Z Chops the spring-manipulated chopsticks. E-Z Chops are made of durable plastic; inside of tips are textured for easy grip. Ivory, ebony, red. 3 for $1.99; 6 for $2.99. Ppd. Palley’s, HG8, 2263 E. Vernon, Los Angeles 58.

Granny’s girl
Tutu (Granny to you) is a new Muu. Recreated in Hawaii with dainty little girls in mind, pretty ruffled nightie keeps its freshness through frequent washings and wearings. Made by exacting Japanese seamstress in ever beguiling pink or blue checked gingham. 2-8, $12 ppd. Sally Ann Muumuus, HG8, Box 763, Hilo, Hawaii.

Screen-Pruf Bugproofs Screens
Bugproof your screens with Screen-Pruf and mosquitoes, sand flies, gnats, midges, no-see-ums—all small bugs—will completely shun open windows and screen doors! Invisible coating lasts from 6 weeks to 6 months, depending on weather conditions. Harmless to screens! 16-ounce can. Order 1133-6, Screen-Pruf, $1.98 ppd.

Crystal Salad Bowls
4 In the Set
These hand-blown crystal glass bowls make any salad a chef’s delight. They show off delectable, crisp salad greens, ripe, red tomatoes, avocados. Do extra duty as elegant dishes for special desserts, fruit or ice cream—even finger bowls. Stack so neatly storage is no problem. A wonderful way to dress up a meal. 5” wide. Set of 4 only $3.50; 2 sets $6.75 (handling charge—30¢ per order) ORDER NO. 3427DS Send for FREE catalog of unusual gift items.

COPPERTONE TALL TYROLEAN MOLD
Postpaid 2.98
Fashioned after a famous mold used for kings’ and presidents’ cakes. Formed aluminum, 2¾ to 3 qt. capacity, lifetime coppertone finish. Similar mold available before only in rare antiques. Tinning mold adds distinction and beauty to buffet and family banquets. May be used for cakes, gelati, steamed puddings, fruit cake. Favorite for mouse and other frozen desserts. Home tested recipes included; hanging clip provided. Size 7½” high; diameter at base 8½”, at peak 3”. Satisfaction Guaranteed Write for Free Catalog

PROVINCIAL PATTERN PLACE MATS
Imported from Sweden
Skillfully woven place mats, napkins, table clothes and yardage for curtains . . . in durable, washable cotton. Made in Sweden, the pattern is an ancient folk design which may look familiar to you, since it was brought to Colonial America by the Scandinavian settlers. The trellish patterned design won’t fade even after many washings. Red, yellow, hunter green, blue.

PLACE MATS:
17” x 12” $3.00 pair
$2.75 each
3 pc. set $7.95

TABLE CLOTHS:
35¼” square $2.95
35½” square $6.95
45½” square $9.95

NAPKINS:
13” square $2.50 set of 4; $4.95 set of 8

YARDAGE:
20½” wide $2.49 per yard
35¼” wide $3.98 per yard

All prices postpaid.

Window Springs Stop Rattle
Eliminate the need for replacing broken sash cord and do away with annoying window rattle! Simply slide a spring between the slide sash and frame, tack in place—the window slides easily up or down and holds perfectly at the level you set. Springs are rust-resistant. Set of four. 1069-6, Window Springs, 1 set, $1.00 ppd.

Write Today For Exciting New Fall Catalog of Gift Ideas!
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COMFORT WITH COMPLIMENTS! Enjoy that incomparable softness and texture found only in genuine deerskin. Delicately styled with elastic instep and light crepe sole. So dainty you hardly know they’re on your feet, yet versatile and abashingly durable for every day wear. Perfect to keep pace with those many changing activities all day long. Washable. Satisfaction Guaranteed Write for Free Catalog
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Colonial Scented Soaps

Bayberry, Lavender, Lemon
3 cakes $1.25 5 boxes $5.00

Carolina Sachets
8 envelopes for linens & clothes. Solid packs only - in Bayberry, Magnolia, Lemon, Lavender, Red Rose or Potpourri.
$1.00 per box 6 boxes $5.00

Carolina Scented Candles
In glass containers
Authentic reproduction. Choice of Magnolia, Pine, Potpourri, Apple Blossom or Bayberry.
Burns 24 hours. $1.00 each 6 for $5.00

Jack and Jane Hicks
The Carolina Soap & Candle Makers
Southern Blues, North Carolina

NEW! AN OLD TIME VALUE

EARLY AMERICAN LADDER BACK CHAIR
Height 42". Seat 17½" w., 14" d., 17½" h.
Fully assembled. Direct from workshop to you.
An incredible price for a ladder back chair which features such handworkmanship, with built-in value, such a beautiful hand-woven fiber back seat. Hand made of solid native hardwood for generations of use. Easy to assemble, ready to paint, stain or oil. $7.95

Material Match (optional). $1.50

$11.45 Maple, Mahogany, Walnut, Cherry or Pine

LADDERBACK CHAIR

CORDUROY CLASSIC
Sizes up to 30 $13.95 Sizes over 20 $15.95

Perfect ending
When serving after-dinner coffee, use these tiny Italian spoons with your demitasse set. Made of plated silver, each has a finial copied from a famous Florentine crest. The set of 6 spoons is only $1.98. A set of 12 is $3.75. Ppd. Important looking gift at a little money price! Willow Cottage, HG8, Box 84, Plainview, N. Y.

WANTED: No strings
Two elastic straps snap under the ironing board, keep sides together to insure the smoothest ironing surface you’ve ever used. Silicone cover has no strings to tie, break or knot. Hood-front adjusts to fit all standard boards. $1.49; with fiber glass pad, $1.98 ppd. Walter Drake, HG8, Drake Building, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Pick a pear
Fabulous frosted fruit pin is sparked with brilliants that look really real. Fantastic fakes to fasten on lapel or cummerbund. Plums, pears, strawberries, lemons, grapes or peaches. Large pin and earrings $5.95 the set; 2 scatter pins $4.50. Postpaid. Tax incl. Footlights & Fancy, HG8, Box 5626, Carmel, Calif.

Write idea
Practical present for young scholars: Roman coin or white heart metal tray to corral clips, rubber bands, other odds and ends. Practical plus—a ball point pen for classroom notes and letters home. $114.50 $1.98 each. Set of two (either style) $3.75 postpaid. Gloria Dee, HG8, Box 2000, Mt. Vernon, New York.

Sweethart roses
Tiny soap roses to blossom in a guest bathroom. Set of 24 soft-scented buds, just 1", come in an array of posy tones—pink, yellow, lavender, blue. Do order a supply of these pretties for bridge prizes, little gifts. 99c the box postpaid. Breck’s of Boston, Department K13, Breck Building, Boston 10, Mass.
Shopping Around

Pretty protection

Those who live in plus-lying should not be without protection. Striking device on the door prevents striking there. Black butterflies or fish—for doors and other glass areas—have vacuum cups for cleaning take-off. Large size 7 1/2" by 6". Set of 3 Warn-o-glass devices $2.95 ppd. Alta Research, HG8, Box 686, Reedley, Calif.

Easy freeze-it

Remember when you used to lick the dasher? But remember how grandma had to turn and turn the crank? Now just plug in Mercury's electric ice cream freezer to make the best-ever homemade ice cream. Turns out up to four quarts in your favorite flavor. Recipes included. $19.95 ppd. Empire, HG8, 140 Marbledale, Tuckahoe, N. Y.

Touch of elegance


Book for a cook


Quick trick

There's instant everything so why not shields? These time-savers cling to blouse, sheath or dress at self-adhesive points, don't require pins. When one is used there's another ready. Moisture proof linings. 8-pair packs, regular (fold-over), $1.49; sleeveless, $1, Ppd. Sunset House, 81 Sunset Bldg., Beverly Hills, Calif.

Top it

One man's answer to a housewife's prayer—set of clear plastic covers preserve the food that's in all those half-empty boxes of cereal, on the kitchen shelf. Practical, too, for rice, noodle soup containers—cleverly conceived edges fit all tops. Set of 8 in various sizes $1 ppd. Thank you Miles Kimball, HG8, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wisc.

Golden Glass and Toothbrush Holder

You'll want this ornate baroque filigree holder to add beauty to the bath. Filigree metal holder is plated in golden brass and will not tarnish. 8 gold loops hold toothbrushes secure. Bathroom glass fits inside holder. Order several... $1.95 each, 3 for $4.95.

Golden Glass and Toothbrush Holder

3 Rooster Hooks... $1.95

Charming chanticleer hooks are made of solid metal, handsomely plated in golden brass or antique copper. Each rooster measures 3" tall and will hold a skillet, towels, pictures or what not. Matching mounting screws included.

Golden Glass and Toothbrush Holder

Antique Tissue Box (10 1/2" x 5") $4.95

will add beauty to bath or dressing table. 18K Gold plated metal, exquisitely filigreed and antiqued. Will hold full supply of tissues. $4.95 each 2 for $9.50

Golden Glass and Toothbrush Holder

Antique Golden Brass Keys $1.25 each

for a multitude of uses, as a paper weight or make a charming wall grouping of the set of 3. Hang one near the front door as a reminder to lock doors, or buy them just because they are beautiful. 5" keys are made of metal, plated in gold brass. $1.25 each; 3 for $2.95

Golden Glass and Toothbrush Holder

Golden Brass Knockers

have classic designs that will add distinction to your doors. Made of solid metal, polished and plated in golden brass, lacquered to prevent tarnish. Large 3 1/2" front door Provincial Knocker is handsomely engraved on solid brass with family name. Small 3" knocker can be marked with first name or apartment number or "Hurry." SMALL KNOCKER LARGE KNOCKER

Golden Glass and Toothbrush Holder

Golden Brass Switch Plates

Solid Metal Switch Plates are handsomely plated in antique solid brass and lacquered to prevent tarnish. Opulent antique scroll designs appropriate for every room. Brass screws included.

Golden Glass and Toothbrush Holder

Golden Brass Door Sliders, $2.95 per pair

Remove your ugly sliding door handles and replace them with these golden brass beauties. Handsomely designed to enhance every sliding closet door. Handsome pullers fit every door groove and add a decorator's touch. Complete brass mounting screws, size 7 x 1/2".

Golden Glass and Toothbrush Holder

Golden Mirror Catchall... $1.95

Use one or more mirrored trays on dressing table or vanity. Plate glass mirror forms bottom, golden filigreed gallery frame side and elegant curved legs to add a baroque affect. 5" square. Perfect for perfume bottles, jewelry, lipsticks. $1.95 each 3 for $5.00

Golden Glass and Toothbrush Holder

3 Rooster Hooks... $1.95

Charming chanticleer hooks are made of solid metal, handsomely plated in golden brass or antique copper. Each rooster measures 3" tall and will hold a skillet, towels, pictures or what not. Matching mounting screws included.
Hot tots

Antique kitchen pieces reproduced handsomely in black cast aluminum to show off round a spoon rack or wall clock. Butter churn's 8½" high, others about the same size. Old-time American utensils—great fun for collectors! Set of 6, $7.98 plus 35¢ postage. Foster House, Dept. 107, 6523 N. Galena Road, Peoria, Ill.

No-squirt spoon

It's tops for grapefruit, oranges and melons; serrated edge cuts fruit away from the rind without squirting a drop of juice in your eye. We find this pointed-tip teaspoon perfect for a morning's boiled egg, hard-frozen ice cream. Stainless steel with black handles; 6, $2, ppd. Wil-Sons', HG8, Box 2328, Newport Beach, Cal.

Two for the road

Powerful magnetism holds 2-pocket pouch on dash to stash every little thing you need for car comfort. Maps, cigarettes, comics, tissues, pipes stay in place and within easy reach. Spacious plaid plastic bag measures 8" by 6" by 3"; $1; two for $1.79 postpaid. Greenland Studios, HG8, Miami 47, Florida.

Ironstone trio

Pretty pitchers are an accommodating addition to any lady's china cabinet. These three are English Royal Staffordshire and hold 10, 14 and 20 ounces. Use them for hot pancake syrup, the children's milk. Plant one with a posy on a breakfast tray. 3, $3.99, 5¢ post. Here's How Co., Inc., HG8, 15 W. 26th St., New York 10, N. Y.

Pool safety

Good insurance for pool owners is a cover that prevents accidents, keeps the pool clean and cuts down algae growth. Aqua polypylene cover, available in all sizes and shapes, snaps on with stainless steel springs that lock. 15' by 30' cover, $188.50 exp. coll. Meyco, HG8, 99-08 Metropolitan Ave., Forest Hills, N. Y.
For bird watchers
Twenty-one authentic American birds in their lovely, natural colors glide through the air with the slightest stir. A two-sided mobile, four feet square, is made of sturdy fibre board, plastic coated so it wipes clean. Delightful, decorative way to study nature! $1 postpaid. Modern Educational Aids, HG8, 225 W. Illinois, Chicago 10, Ill.

Labor saver
Lest the fresh pea become a thing of the past, an inventive genius has come up with a green pea sheller. An easy, quick way to pop the peas out of the pods with no squeezing, no mashing, and very little work. The gadget works so fast you can shell a tub in a trice. $3, ppd. Gifts & Gadgets of Dallas, HG8, 6327 Gaston Ave., Dallas 14, Tex.

Rosy holder
A rose on the wall holds toothbrush and all. Serviceable metal holder keeps mouth cleansing paraphernalia in plain sight and in perfectly beautiful order. Good for the guest room; pretty and practical for the powder room. $1.95 ppd. (Glass and brushes not included.) Wales, HG8, Box 241, Hartsdale, N. Y.

See-key-flash
A miniature but mighty flashlights makes it possible for you to find the door-keyhole at midnight; its power-laden beam lights up your home . . . hang these gleaming wall plaques. Solid, cast brass thick, Approx. 9" high. . . ½" ht. A shining example of India's finest brass craftsmanship. Hand engraved with a beautiful Kashmiri design by India's finest metal craftsmen. Complete with lock. Use as jewelery chest or decor accent. Lgth, 6" x 3½" x 4½" width. India Brass AFTABA.

Exquisite import
How lovely to have Herend china in a hand-painted porcelain bowl. The piece lends itself to decorative display and many uses. Market Garden pattern of delicately painted fruits and vegetables fits colorfully into any setting. 19½" diameter. $29 ppd. Imported by Martin’s, HG8, 1304 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D. C.

A natural
To take care of the little light brigade, a new folding chair. Easily weightless (of aircraft aluminum) it fits solidly into the rear area of the station wagon in 3's or 4's. Keeps fur from flying! For the boat and beach, too. Removable red canvas is washable. $5.95 plus 50c post. Harvest House, HG8, 230 Bryant St., R227, Buffalo, N. Y.
The tissue bonnet—from our Marion Wieder Bath Shop

Our pretty rose-trimmed cotton felt hat is designed to enhance a roll of tissue paper. The hat is trimmed with a decorative rose design and is made from pure linen canvas. It is lightweight and comfortable to wear, making it an ideal accessory for any occasion.

Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd.

DEPT. R, 153 EAST 57 ST., N.Y. 22, N.Y.

"Largest in the field of oil portraiture"
Refresher course
Once-a-month freshening keeps madam’s wig in chic condition—lustrous and manageable. Kit contains qt. of Kleener (non-flammable) pint set concentrate, 15 oz. can spray, bonus comb and brush; includes easy instructions. $6.55 plus $1 post. Frederick’s, HG8, 6608 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood, Calif.

New for smoking
Here, the ash dish of your dreams! Cigarette stays alight in the tray unless you stay away; then goes out but never drops off. Real achievement for safety’s sake. A cinch to clean, satin-golden metal retains its beautiful luster with no smell of smoke. Set of 4, $4.95 ppd. Peg Franklin, HG8, 7192 Red Road, South Miami 43, Fla.

White-tie basket
Dressy white wicker basket with gold velvet ribbon and wreath of golden blossoms is a pretty notion for the bathroom; 12” high, it holds many a magazine and morning paper. $6.50 ppd. Cleansing tissue holder $4.50; hamper $17.50; waste basket $6.75; toilet tissue caddy, $3.50. Edith Chapman, HG8, Blauvelt, N. Y.

Birthday special
On the right track for a cake ride! Engine, caboose head 4 cars with a passenger load of little animals; in lively-colored ceramic, playtime candlesticks fit perfectly into the piece de resistance of the day. Choice of Circus or Frontier train for your fast small traveler. $1 ea. set ppd. Spencer Gifts, 623 Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City, N. J.

To have and to hold
Unbeatably practical, a new glassware case with crush resistant construction takes cushioned care of 12 glasses, from goblet-size to sherbets; quilted vinyl pockets snap together to form individual nooks. 7½” and 5½”, gold, silver, white. $5.95 plus 35c post. RMS Designs, HG8, 311 N. Desplaines, Chicago 6, Ill.

True or false?
Is its elegance real lace? No, it’s plastic—as lovely a tablecloth as you’re likely to see. A breeze to keep clean (takes a mere wipe, no iron) cloth’s ever freshly on hand for family or VIP dinners. Newlyweds love it: 54” by 54”, $4.98; 54” by 72”, $5.98; 54” by 90”, $6.98 ppd. Harriet Carter, HG8, Plymouth Meeting, Pa.
**CLASSIC TOLE WASTE BASKET**

In an unusual boat shape, makes a decorative magazine holder, too. Heavy gauge white tole basket with black lining and gold edging has gold finished lion’s head handles and a striking black and white Roman scene by Piranesi. $7.95 postpaid.

Also: a matching very tall, cylindrical basket (21” high, 9” diam.) to use as an umbrella stand or oversized basket. Piranesi’s elegant “Sword & Helmet” print in black & white. $9.95 postpaid.

**ELIZABETH McCAFFERY**

**HANOVER HOUSE**

Dept. HG-8

Northport, New York

---

**GENUINE PORCELAIN HORSES**

Set of 8 $2.95 p.p.d.

A coral of beauties! Each Waite horse is in a different pose and magnificently executed in pure white porcelain. They make unique decorative pieces, are choice items for figurine collectors, horse fanciers. About 3” tall. Set includes 8 horses, all different.

**HARRETT CARTER**

**PLYMOUTH MEETING, PENNA.**

---

**NEW SWING AWAY FRAME FOR EASIEST BED-MAKING! SAVES CARPETS!**

**Exclusive glide-a-frame**

BY WARCO

YOU never move your bed! Warco’s advanced frame revolutionizes bed-making forever! No lifting...no wear and tear on carpet or floors.

- Upper frame only
  - Locks automatically, opens or closes
- Lower frame maintains stationery
  - Glide easily in and out of position

**$4.00 each f.a.b. factory. Money-back guarantee.**

DEPT. B

**WARCO PATENT BED CO.**

P. O. Box 338, Delaware, Ohio

---

**48**

---

**NEW ENTRY**


---

**DRAWER DIVIDERS**

Divide and conquer clutter in dresser or kitchen drawers with adjustable organizers. They come in 3 heights and expand to fit drawers from 9” to 17” wide. Durable metal in brown finish. 2½” high, $1 in sets of 3; 4½”, $1.09; 6½”, $1.19. Ppd. Restore peace to drawer sharers! Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis.

---

**FABRIC FRAMES**

Practical and decorative new inside window treatment. Frames come in several designs; easy-to-install, custom made, sanded, ready to paint or finish. 30” by 20” high panels shown are $15.12 for 4 with hardware. Fabric not incl. Free brochure, Town & Country, HG8, 219 N. Carpenter, Chicago 7, Ill.

---

**LOTUS LOVE**

The graceful petals of a lotus, the lovely pond flower, unfold to hold a candle. Golden hand-etched brass bloom is 5” in diameter, takes any candle up to 1½” in diameter. Singly for a table à deux; doubly effective in pairs. $2.95 each; 2 for $5.75. Ppd. American Trader, HG8, North Main, White River Junction, Vt.
Hi jinks decanter
For the far out fun of it (old-world charm, too) Sweden comes up with hand-crafted copper music box for the bar. A pint-size decanter gives out with the music and measures an ounce. Your spirited friends will go for this antique-type liqueur bottle. $8.95 ppd. Novelty Nook, HG8, Box 2771, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Lily pad tables
For poolside coolers, patio cocktails what could be prettier than these graceful wrought iron tables? The lily pad top, 11" by 12", on a slender, graceful 21" "stem" that's sturdy and firm. Eggshell white or statuary bronze, they nest for storage. Set of two, $19.95 postpaid. House & Garden Shop, HG8, 212 Newbury St., Boston 15, Mass.

Stop water damage!
Thompson’s Water Seal defies dampness better than a flock of ducks! Wondrous liquid cooks up expansive pores of tile, wood, brick, metal, plaster, etc.: non-sticky seal never discolors, protects against the most savage weather. Qt. $1.75; Gal. $5.35 ppd. E. A. Thompson's, HG8, Merchandise Mart, San Francisco, Calif.

The unsinkable you
It’s a little nothing in silk (4 oz. 1/25" thin) but Swim-Ezy keeps you afloat and unsinkable in the sea. Water-worthy girdle goes under a bathing suit; its unique apparatus invisibly supports the whole body while you swim. Satellite waist size and sex. $7.95 plus .32c tax. Universe Co., HG271, 959 N. Lake Ave., Pasadena, Calif.

Assemblage at home
Black walnut cabinet (6 ft.) gives a household plenty of lovely storage space; provides for full Hi-Fi including end speaker sections, record-Kits. You’ll have no trouble assembling this impressive Furn-a-Kit. Storage shelves $142; Hi-Fi $152.20. Exp. coll. Furn-a-Kit, HG8, 1308 Edward Grant Highway, New York 52, N. Y.

Elegance at ease
Feminine charm in the full-skirted ante-bellum tradition. Hardwood frame; foam-filled seat and back; coil springs; lined skirt. 24 avbl. spot-shed velvets (samples). 18" by 24" by 33" h. $44.50 ea.; $85 pr. Your fabric, 3½ yds. 54" or 5 yds. 36", $35.00. Exp. coll. Catalogue 25c. Hunt Galleries, HG8, Box 492, Hickory, N. C.
RATTAN PLATE HOLDERS
Set of 4 for $1.50
Pick up that paper plate with picnic goodies! Then let this clever wicker holder keep it firm 'til the last bite is eaten! Hand-woven Hong Kong imports, 9-in. diam. to fit most plates. Use over and over, for pассивn goodies, too. Removable-priced set of 4 for $1.50: 3 sets, $3.75. Plus $5e shipping. Satisfaction guaranteed.

DEPT. 108

Foster House
623 GALENA ROAD
PEORIA, ILLINOIS

Send Today for FREE 48-page Shoe Booklet H
See how easy it is to be fitted Direct via Mail in Shoecraft Famed 5th Ave. Shoes priced as low as $3.55
NO RISK TO YOU! Money-back guarantee if returned unworn within 10 days.

Save More Money! NO EXTRA CHARGE for SIZES 8 to 13; AAAA to C.

Great values at low prices

ONLY $695

SKIPPY
Snap up this skimmer in lined, butter soft leather to wear with just about everything. Black or brown glove leather and grey, green, copper or black suede.

SHOE CRAFT 603 FIFTH AVE.
NEW YORK 17

YOUR OLD FUR COAT INTO NEW CAPE, STOLE.

FREE! 60% FOR FREE STYLE! SHOP, 50 FUR STYLES 40 GOOD FROM!

I. R. Fox, fur specialist, Restyles your old worn fur coat into a glamorous new cape or stole. Remodeling service includes cleaning, glazing, repairing, new lining, interfacing, monogramming. $2.150 complete (*Mink, beaver, extras add). All work guaranteed. Send no money. Just wrap up your old fur coat, mail it to us now. Send your dress size and height on postcard. Pay postman $2.150 plus postage when coat arrives. Or write for free style book.

I. R. FOX, 146 W. 29th St., Dept. A-8, N.Y., 1

Currier & Ives
Miniatures

Authentic Early Americas!
$1.00 ea.
6 for $5.75
plus 25c shipping
Currier and Ives captured the charm of an early America in their famous lithographed prints. Here are richly colored copies—delightful miniatures of these nostalgic scenes. Framed in warm, rubbed honey with brass hangers, they add a smart touch to any decor. And so low priced, too! Six assorted prints, 3 3/4" diam. each. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Dept. 69

ONIX CHOKER
hand-carved in Mexico
Imagine, onyx white as snow! Refreshingly cool contrast against a summer tan, colorful cottons. Carefully hand carved and polished by Mexican Indians in the state of Oaxaca, the choker is 17" long.

FREE: Write for 22-page Magazine Catalogue of 2,000 exclusive imports from 30 countries.

SHOPPING INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED
Dept. 608, 233 Main St., White River Jct., Vt.

OPEN ALL

"Your Kitchen Buddy"
Not a toy—not a gimmick—but high quality professional tool used by chefs, bartenders, and professional cooks. Can be used for opening jars, peanuts, nuts, macadamia nuts, squishing orange, Lemon, and lime, crushing ice, removing crumbs from table, cleaning grills, uncorking bottles, and much, much more. On the table, standing upright, it becomes a salt shaker. On the table, standing upright, it becomes a salt shaker. 2 oz. for one room, 6 oz. for lots of travel musts. Order a pair—one for front, one for back. 4 1/2" by 3 by 1". $2.49 pair. Depts. 56/65, Sunset House, 81 Sunset Bldg., Beverly Hills, Calif.

R VTTAIN PLATE HOLDERS

For candle or have it wired to any side. A pair contributes an early-va era elegance to the room, makes a glowing impression. 12½" high. For candles, $25 pair; Wired $35 pair. Ppd. Hagerstrom Studios, HG8, Wheeling, Il.

Superb sconce
Bright idea for foyer or dining room, this decorative brass sconce. For candles or have it wired to take graceful tapered bulbs. Either way, a pair contributes an early-va era elegance to the room, makes a glowing impression. 12¼" high. For candles, $25 pair; Wired $35 pair. Ppd. Hagerstrom Studios, HG8, Wheeling, Il.

Spices stand pat
Magnetism in the kitchen, that's what! Sandalwood color, enamel rack sits on top the counter, magnetically holds spice cans in place; includes attractive snap-round covers, press-on labels. Definitely for yourself, certainly a set to remember for gift-giving. $1.98 ppd. Taylor Gifts, HG8, 226 West Wayne Ave., Wayne, Pa.

Luxury unlimited
Hurratho the hostess who enhances her guest bath with these elegant satin fingertip towels. In luscious shades of aqua, pink, lilac, orchid, gold, blue or white, they are edged with delicate lace and measure 11" by 18". Divine bridge prizes and just 75c each ppd. Scintilla, HG8, 1209 W. Bal­ moral, Chicago 40, Il.

Wallpaper remover
How about a decorative tonic for your bedroom? Applying new wallpaper is easy when you've removed paper underneath. Mix 2-oz. of liquid concentrate in a gallon of water. Apply. Paper peels off in minutes. 6-oz. for one room, 98c. 25c post. Pts. $2.49 ppd. Nell-King, HNG88K, 811 Wyn­ dotte, Kansas City 5, Mo.

Country squire desk
Can't you imagine the landed gent­rty of yore keeping accounts at a desk just like this handsome maple reproduction? Slant-stop storage bin and drawer below; 2 small gal­ley drawers; 2 regular and 1 file drawer in pedestal. 46" by 22" by 35". $87.50 exp. coll. Catalogue 25c. Ephraim Marsh, Dept. 137, Box 266, Concord, N. C.

Travel tray
Console convenience fits handily on the seat of your sports car. Sits tight (slip-proof anchor) holds doubles: coffee and food for two—or lots of travel musts. Order a pair—one for front, one for back. 9" by 15" molded-plastic center­ seat tray $2, each postpaid from Sunset House, 81 Sunset Bldg., Beverly Hills, Calif.
**Shopping Around**

**Do knock it!**
Knocker in the form of the good ship “Beauti’y” anchor. Door’s charming focal point in highly polished brass attracts callers’ admiring attention. Could be the distinguished gift for your friend, the skipper; it’s 7” high and easy to install. $5.95 ppd. Howell Evans, HG8, 220 Harding Place, Nashville 5, Tenn.

**Perfect timing**
Better never than late. But late you’ll never be with pocket-size (1½”) alarm on a key chain. Precision Swiss timer-minder takes settings from a minute up to two hours—move the car, take the cake from the oven, leave for train or school bus. No more parking tickets! $4.98 ppd. Greenland Studios, HG8, Miami 47, Fla.

**Rocker 1963**
Today’s rocker—the welcome seat for a busy man after a long day’s journey into politics; evokes old world charm, provides rhythmic relaxation. Hardwood in maple, walnut, birch, mahogany finish, $23.95; black & gold $24.95; white & gold $27.95; unfinished $16.95. Exp. colK Gift Bazaar, HG8, 572 Rockaway Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

**Bigwig beauty**
Women are wig-struck—no secret important ladies wear them day in and day out. A beauty here of Celanese acetate made to look like the real stuff; coiffed and shining clean hair. What a boon when your own “do” is a mess! Easily reset. Auburn, black, brown, blonds, platinum. $4.95 pppd. Guild, HG-83; 103 E. B’way, New York 2.

**Screen test**
In the market for an original work of art? Small Byobu screen (14½” by 30” W) sets a tasteful Oriental tone wherever it’s shown. “Pleasing in Cherry Tree’s” black lacquer molding frames 4 hand-painted panels on a gold paper ground. Other designs, $3.99 ppd. Palley’s, HG8, 2263 E. Vernon.

**Remember when?**
Stuffed that memories are made on—exquisite Irish linen and French lace handkerchief with a bridesmaid’s name cut into the cloth. Keepsake square of sheer loveliness makes a telling gift for your faithful attendants. 14” by 14” including inch-wide lace. $3.75 ppd. Villari Co., HG8, 280 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
Be good to your feet!

Enjoy buying choice-quality shoes by mail. Our world-famous catalog shows vast array of smart styles from $10.95 and huge size range. Smart styles from $10.95—or your money refunded.

BOOKEND POSTS

END Unnately books become A sensible, decorative way to support books, magazines, pamphlets, file-folders & catalogues. Internal spring-tension automatically adjust between shelves 9 to 14 inches, flexible rubber tips top & bottom, no slip or slide when books are removed. Made of brass-anodized, high quality aluminum. Bookend Posts are attractive & functional. Set of 4-$4.95 or Set of 12-$12.95

Art Guild Enterprises
Box 6393-AS, Minneapolis 23, Minn.

Custom Fur Service

FOR DISCRIMINATING WOMEN

DIRECT N.Y. FACTORY

- Remodeling
- Re-Dyeing
- Repairing

Newest couturier styles in furs made from your old fur coat. See for yourself before you order. Write for our FREE, colorful 20 page Brochure of New, Glamorous Fur Styles.

We sell prestige quality second-hand slightly used furs at a fraction of their original value. We also buy good used furs, too.

Abco Furs
312 7th Avenue, Dept. G-03, New York 1, N.Y.

EXECUTIVE SMOKER

Rich brass-plated finish and smart styles with white ceramic ash tray and shelf in wicker finish. Overall height 27 1/2"; tray 9" square.

CUS-48 P.P. prepaid $23.95

UMBRELLA STAND

An old favorite in fresh new design and finished in bright brass-plume. Removable drip pan. 24" High. 12" Diam.

CUS-48 P.P. prepaid $12.95

New GARAGE FLOOR MAT ends oil problem!

No more tracking of oil from garage to home or car with the new SOAKUP Floor Mat. More than catches, actually absorbs oil! You can walk on it without tracking oil. Stays firm, unaffected by water or freezing. Rugged enough to withstand weight of car. Lasts up to 5 yrs. in normal use. Price: $8.95 (Incl. Shipping Cost). 2 for $15.75. Immediate delivery. Send check or money order to manufacturer. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

COMPOSITIONS, INCORPORATED
645 Chestnut, S.W. Grand Rapids, Michigan

Take a dip

Conch shell from the depths of the Caribbean with added treat: tasty dip concoction. Mix with sour cream, cottage cheese or cream cheese for the most delicate gourmet spread ever. Serve in the gracefully curved pearly pink shell. 6" by 4". $4.50 ppd. Extra jars of dip 98c ea.

Copyright House & Garden
Far east foot
Always alluring, strappy sandals with bare foot is smartly comfortable—with any number of costumes, from Capri sets to the new straight pants to mumus. Geisha’s splendid for the beach. Sturdy rubber sole withstands wet sand. Black with gold trim, 4 to 10. $1.98 pr. ppd. Cal-Leather, HG8, 963 Harrison St., San Francisco 7, Calif.

Right in shape
To shape and color a pretty eyebrow, use Shapette forms, the cut-out guides that help you apply makeup with a professional touch. For your lip line, try the lip forms and fill in with lipstick brush. Experiment till you find the perfect one for you. 10. $1.10 ppd. Charles of 5th Ave., Inc., HG8, Box 98, Cedarhurst, N. Y.

Takes the cake
Big-bon small appliance for the kitchen. Spatula spreads out 3 ways to pick up the sole, turns 3 eggs at one time, flips the flap-jacks: takes a whole cake without crumbling. Adjustable 6” stainless steel blades work also as one. $1 postpaid. Walter Drake, HG77, Drake Building, Colorado Springs, Colo.

Stay-abed bed
Stray-at-home pups love cedar-scented foam mattress that’s anath­ernas and sofas. 28” by 36”.

Cut cut cost
Trim your hair at home for a year and save enough for a trip to Paris! Kurley Kut has notched steel blades that trim and taper hair professionally. Perfect for shaping little girl’s hair. And each haircut costs just 10c. With blades and styling booklet $1.98 ppd. Aquamint Laboratories, HG8, Box 111, Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Charming children
“Monday’s child is fair of face…” The favorite old rhyme is in­scribed, for each day’s child, on a gay charm with her name and birth date engraved on the back. 14k gold, 1”, $13.60; ¾”, $9.60. Sterling, 1”, $3.50; ¾”, $2.50. Ppd. tax included. From The Jamaica Silversmith, HG8, 50 Delaney Street, New York 2, N. Y.

Shopping Around

Now in your own backyard enjoy
8
this real “shore dinner” treat!

LIVE LOBSTERS
Plus half-peck of clams
Ready to cook and serve from this disposable lobster steamer

Two wonderful courses of a Maine Shore Dinner, ready to cook and serve. Live Lobsters, each 1 1/2 pounds, ideal eating size—two big claws, sweetest of all—and juicy steamer clams! Nestling in ocean-chilled rockweed, iced all the way. Just you say the “When” and “Where”—we’ll get your lobsters there! Live delivery guaranteed within 1800 rail miles. Only 15.95 plus express collect. Cooking and eating directions accompany. If you’re extra cautious, write for our catalog. Our 15th year of pleasing thousands of families throughout the U.S.

Extra Bonus: Two 15 oz. tins Maine Clam Chowder included free now until September 30th.

CRANBERRY RAKE
Our interpretation of an Early New England cranberry rake makes an interesting mail box or planter

$17.95

Perfect Lighting for Fine Paintings

* No Glare  * No Shadow

Display the full beauty of your finest art treasures. Gold-finished adjustable shade has inside reflector surface. 10’ cord with built-in switch and light bulb included.

2’ lamp
$5.95 ppd.

15’ lamp
$8.95 ppd.

Write for Catalog

EDWARD H. ZIFF, IMPORTER
Dept. HG-83
Merchandise Mart
Chicago 54, III.

ASHBURY, 1963
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CRYSTAL-BRIGHT

CHANDLER

Screws Into Any Ceiling Socket

Gleaming 5" long prisms expertly faceted to shimmer like diamonds. Triple or Double-tiered design adopted from the priceless hand-cut crystal originals. Iridescent styrene plastic. Never yellow—easy to clean. Ideal for foyer, hall, etc.

2-Tier (shown) $8.50 ppd.
3-Tier $6.98 ppd.

Send check or money order. Satisfaction guaranteed or refund.

SPENCER GIFTS
AV-67 Spencer Building
Atlantic City, New Jersey

Give Your Slides
A SORTING
with a
GEIST
SLIDE-SORTER

Patented

Identifies 40 slides at once quickly, clearly and distinctly. 12" x 14" translucent, illuminated top permits rapid, positive selection of slides for fast arrangement in projector magazine. It's easy . . . it's fast . . . it's fun.

$12.95 ppd.

SLIDE-SORTER II $9.95 ppd.
SLIDE-STORE $5.95 ppd.—for SI.2.95 ppd.
Satisfaction Or Money Refunded.

THOM GEIST
2170 West 25th St.
Cleveland 13, Ohio

SMALL

YOUR APPEARANCE
RELIEVE
BACKSTRAIN

New, improved Princess Beauty Belt is 3 garments in 1: a figure-flatterer, 6 oz. girdle; a roller belt; and a back support with a genius foam rubber pad. New design hip-hug elastic non-slip slide panels hug your hips like the skin itself. Give hip and waist measure. Removable long garter attachments available—all of 4 removable long garter attachments $6. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back if returned post-paid in 30 days. $4.98 post-paid hip measure 26 thru 44. Larger sizes, $1.50 extra.

NEL-King Products Dept. HNG-831
811 Wyandotte Kansas City 5, Mo.

Shopping Around

Hang round

Endearing young charms—fine figure of a girl contributes utter charm to the bracelet collection. Sea-sports in silver or gold would make both mother and daughter happy. Sterling diver, $3.50; gold $20.; silver skier, $24; gold $9.50. Ppd. Tax incl. 144 page catalogue 50c. Charm & Treasure, HG8, 509 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Buckled down

For brisk autumn walks, an after­noon at the museum or lunch with the man of the hour, these trim flats should send a girl skimming merrily on her way. Sizes 8 to 12, slim or medium; black or brown suede with leather strap, or all black smooth leather, $7.60 ppd., Shoecraft, Inc., HG8, 603 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Big lift

For the fashion-savvy co-ed, a boxy fold over tote in straw and leather. John Romain's design allows for plenty of room inside; in pleasing autumn shades—mahogany and natural straw. An accessory for the traveler any month of the year. 9" by 14", $13.50 ppd. Add 60c postage. B. Altman, HG8, Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Turn coat

Who turns an old fur coat into a brand-new and beautiful jacket? I. R. Fox, of course! He's the genius who grants your wish to have this height-of-fashion topper with muffled-up collar. From dawn till dark new cut of an old coat's just made for you. $34.95 tax free, post. coll. Free catalogue. I. R. Fox, HG8, 146 W. 29th St., New York, N. Y.

Madam, your car

Next best thing to a chauffeur and a mink lap robe is an instant quick long-handled dry cleaner, so easy the family teenagers may be persuaded to join in no-water 67 second polishing with built-in sil­icone doing the job. The dry, fast, method and cleaner! $1.98 ppd. Sunset House, 81 Sunset Bldg., Beverly Hills, Calif.

Dial a story

Fun for young knot-twillers! Children dial characters and stories in any of 4 big books. Presto! An illustrated tale appears as if on a color TV screen. Cowboys, Nursery Rhymes, Animals or Alphabet books. $1 each plus 25c postage, or $4 ppd. for the set. Associated Booksellers, HG8, 1582 E. State St., Westport, Conn.
Right handy
For the lady who sews or even her less talented sisters who are mere hem-shorteners—a ruby red velvet pin cushion. Right at hand whenever you’re at work! Pin cushion clips to your wrist or to your sewing machine. Florentine gold tone plate, 3” diam., $1.25 ea. or 3 for $2.95 ppd. Lillian Vernon, HG8, 30 Evans St., New Rochelle, N. Y.

Beverage bar
Store six-pack cartons of soft drinks, soda or beer in a compact rack made of knotty pine. Finished in honey tone pine or in maple, it has 4 slanted shelves which prevent bottles from toppling. 26” h. by 18” w. $10.75. In unfinished kit form, it is $8.75, postpaid. Order from Yield House, HG8, North Conway, N. H.

Visions of Sugar Plums
Do you love to try your hand at fancy baking, getting ready for a harvest supper or a church bazaar? Let visions become realities and learn to decorate cakes and make candy the professional way. Earn money for yourself or your organization. Send for free facts to Candy & Cake, HG8, Box 338, Fallbrook, Cal.

Show wonderful new Original deluxe personal Christmas greetings. Over 60 thrilling new EXCLUSIVE designs—mastercrafted on the finest of printing papers—rich water color printings, special foil inlays and a host of other fine features you’ll find only in Original cards. The sentiment and name imprint inside the cards actually compliment the design. Truly the finest personal Christmas cards in America.

THE MOST UNIQUE FABRIC SERVICE IN THE WHOLE WIDE WORLD!
Every 2 weeks throughout the year you will receive 20 fabric swatches gathered from the four corners of the globe!

A recent presentation, for instance, offers hand woven cottons from PAKISTAN, pure silks from the ORIENT, the finest cottons from SWITZERLAND, AUSTRIA and ITALY... as well as many exclusive fabrics from AMERICA’S finest mills! And all at LOWEST IN THE COUNTRY PRICES!

With each fabric purchase receive a SURPRISE GIFT BONUS of fresh, new fabrics, FREE, or take a 10% DISCOUNT as preferred. There is no obligation whatever, to buy.

MONEY FOR YOURSELF... YOUR ORGANIZATION
EARN EASILY $500-$1000
You or your organization can earn easily $500-$1000 even more. It’s fun—it’s easy. Send today for a sample kit—all you need to start earning money. A Free book on fund raising is available on request.

Show wonderful new Original deluxe personal Christmas greetings. Over 60 thrilling new EXCLUSIVE designs—mastercrafted on the finest of printing papers—rich water color printings, special foil inlays and a host of other fine features you’ll find only in Original cards. The sentiment and name imprint inside the cards actually compliment the design. Truly the finest personal Christmas cards in America.

Fine Writing Papers
A most distinguished background for all your social correspondence. In addition to the fine quality personalized notes and stationery, Original Greetings offer a complete selection of personalized napkins and matches. You will find this unusual collection in heavy demand, every month of the year. Prices range from $4.50 to $7.50. If you desire these samples please check box in coupon.
A light touch
Candle light casts a spell. And these two for the glow are enchanting. Sconces devised from Early American strap hinges create a warm glow on a stairway or a mellow mood for dining. Black cast iron, 21 3/4" high, $8.95 a pair, postpaid. Order from Virginia Mills Specialties, HG8, R. D. 1, Fairfield, Pa.

French twist
Even fine wine tastes better in better glasses. Loveliest of lovely hand-blown crystal (made especially for the French Wine Industry) rings to the touch like a bell —proof of the real thing. Tulip shape 5 oz. wine, 4 oz. champagne, 8 oz. water glass—any two, $3.95 plus 50c post. Added Touch, HG8, Bryn Mawr, Penna.

Sine qua non
Simple as A B C to keep track of business cards in this neat file drawer; includes alphabetical index, adjusts to hold 1000 cards; good for greeting card lists, too. For office, home, classroom in grey or brown plastic and aluminum; 9" by 5" by 3". $4.95 plus 50c post. Art Guild, HG8, Box 6393, Minneapolis 23, Minn.

Party-prettly curls
Perfect curls of butter to outdo Jeeves himself and make a party table especially elegant. A mere pressure of the thumbs and up pops butter all a-curl. Half fill base with butter, screw on lid, turn over, press rim—magic! Silver plated butter curler, $5.95 ppd. Add $1.25 for postage. A Man's World, HG8, Box 486, Elmira, N.Y.

Holiday revue
Take your slides along for family gatherings, class reunions or club meetings. This compact Bausch & Lomb slide projector and editor is just 10 1/4" long, but fills a 40" screen at 90° or can focus at 2° for editing. UL approved. A precision unit at only $14.95 postpaid. Order from A Man's World, HG8, Flushing 52, N. Y.

Lots of luck
Where the white stork nests, the legend goes, luck will surely follow. Happiness should go with happiness. Happiness should go with happiness. Happiness should go with happiness. Happiness should go with happiness. Happiness should go with happiness. Happiness should go with happiness.
Lady bountiful
Capacious caprice to carry on
pleasure bent with picnic goodies
or swim togs or tote groceries,
flowers or vegetables from the gar-
den. Strong woven palmetto basket
from Portugal has myriad uses,
personalized with name or initials.
$3.55; plain, $2.85. Ppd. Kenmore
Trader, HG8, 122 Deerhurst Park,
Kenmore 17, N. Y.

Arms and the man
A valet to order a gentleman's
dressing room. Outstretched arms
hold his coat and cravat; cross-bar
takes his trousers. What a boon to
a commuter or plane-hopper!
Brass-plated chair has sandalwood
seat, stands 46" on carpet-protec-
tor glides. $12.95 plus $1 postage.
Greenland Studios, Dept. HG8,
Miami 47, Fla.

The joys of painting
Sunday painting has grown in
popularity spurred on by person-
alities who find it stimulating. Art
can be profitable as well. Home
instruction course with lessons in
drawing, cartooning, illustrating
is by experts. Send for free book-
let, "Art for pleasure and profit" to
Washington School of Art, HG8,
145 Main, Port Washington, N. Y.

Spicy thought
Scented candles to tuck in table
arrangements, to keep rooms flow-
er fresh, or add an air of welcome
to a hall. Choice of: bayberry,
magnolia, lavender, lemon, cinna-
mon, apple blossom, lilac, gar-
denia, jessamine. A full dozen in
plastic bag, $3; ppd. Carolina
Soap & Candle Makers, HG8,
Southern Pines, N. C.

Buttons 'n bows
The handiest, handsomest vanity
chest to keep a girl straight is this
9-drawer charmer for earrings,
lipsticks, eye makeup, pins, pills
or whatever needs dresser-top fil-
ing. 14½" w. by 3½" h., olive-
gold, blue-green, or shocking pink-
orange. $4.50 plus 45c postage.

American legacy
A rare combination of handsome
design in the American tradition
and the ample storage so essential
to today's homes is this dry -ink
dressing room. Outstretched arms
are ideal for serving. Pine sink.

DECORATIVE BRASS PULLS
add a new sense of elegance to your furniture
pieces, hallways & kitchen cabinetry, etc. Exqui-
site designs made of cast metal, brass plated, hand-
hammered for permanence. Complete with inclin-
ing screws.
Butterfly and Fish, 2" wide: Lion's Head, Winged Cherub, Bear, Triple Handle, Indian Head
3" wide, all to be used on one-hale openings. French model, 4" wide, to be used on two hole
openings. $1 a pair: $5 for six pairs.
Also: 4½" wide Humming Bird: 6½" wide Federal Eagle or Oak Leaf, for two hole openings.
$2.50 a pair: $15 for three pairs. All postpaid.
ELIZABETH MCCAFFREY
Dept. HG-05
Northport, New York

CLIPIT for Clipping Savers
Here's the cleverest, easiest way ever to
cut recipes, articles, household hints,
photos, coupons, etc. from newspapers and
magazines. Just a "rip" is all it takes to cut
een out cleanly—without damaging the whole
page. Cutting blade with sharp point is enclosed in plastic case that
tucks on purse or pocket. "T" long. Clipit's a
must for anyone who keeps a scrapbook
or present, too! Order No. 3659.
Only $1.00 each. 3 for $2.75 and postpaid.
Send for FREE catalog of unique gift items.
DOWNS & CO. Dept. 1408-A
1914 Davis St., Evanston, Illinois

FILE-DRAWER TABLE
3½"x22½"x33½h.
Why buy an- 
ordinary end table
... when you can
have this handsome
piece of furniture that
doubles as a file chalk?
Now you can keep
your valuable papers orderly,
accessible ... In a drawer deep
drum, 2 single drawers on
nylon glides, long enough for the ••-
merely a regular tape recorder can be
plugged into the back to take everything
down. Have fun! $18.95 ppd.

PORTABLE WOODEN RACK
KEEPS TOWELS HANDY
Now you can take your paper towels
everywhere you need them with our new
wooden towel rack. Stand it on counter
or table within easy reach—or even hang it from the wall! Made of richly
antique pine, 18" high, holds standard
roll of kitchen towels.
$3.95 plus 45c postage
Send for free gift catalog

THE SNOOPER-
WORLD'S ONLY PRIVATE
LISTENING DEVICE

- Aim it at a group of
friends a block away and
hear every word!
- An outgrowth of the fabulous
missile - tracking antennas
- Transistorized-Weights only 4 lbs.

This is literally an electronic marvel that's a
direct result of the space age. Incredibly as it may
seem, it does amplify sound 1,000,000 times. Sen-
sitive 18" disk reflector will pick up normal con-
versations at a distance (500 ft.) where you
can't even see lips moving. Just think of the
ways you can use this. Portable; complete
with tripod and stethoscopic earphones. The best
part—a regular tape recorder can be
amplified 1,000,000 times. Amplifies sound
1,000,000 times!

MADISON ELECTRONICS, Dept. HG-8, 122 East 42nd St., N. Y. 17

DOWNS & CO. Dept. HG8
122 Deerhurst Park, New York

SPICY THOUGHT
Scented candles to tuck in table
arrangements, to keep rooms flow-
er fresh, or add an air of welcome
to a hall. Choice of: bayberry,
magnolia, lavender, lemon, cinna-
mon, apple blossom, lilac, gar-
denia, jessamine. A full dozen in
plastic bag, $3; ppd. Carolina
Soap & Candle Makers, HG8,
Southern Pines, N. C.

Buttons 'n bows
The handiest, handsomest vanity
chest to keep a girl straight is this
9-drawer charmer for earrings,
lipsticks, eye makeup, pins, pills
or whatever needs dresser-top fil-
ing. 14½" w. by 3½" h., olive-
gold, blue-green, or shocking pink-
orange, $4.50 plus 45c postage.

American legacy
A rare combination of handsome
design in the American tradition
and the ample storage so essential
to today's homes is this dry -ink
dressing room. Outstretched arms
are ideal for serving. Pine sink.

DECORATIVE BRASS PULLS
add a new sense of elegance to your furniture
pieces, hallways & kitchen cabinetry, etc. Exqui-
site designs made of cast metal, brass plated, hand-
hammered for permanence. Complete with inclin-
ing screws.
Butterfly and Fish, 2" wide: Lion's Head, Winged Cherub, Bear, Triple Handle, Indian Head
3" wide, all to be used on one-hale openings. French model, 4" wide, to be used on two hole
openings. $1 a pair: $5 for six pairs.
Also: 4½" wide Humming Bird: 6½" wide Federal Eagle or Oak Leaf, for two hole openings.
$2.50 a pair: $15 for three pairs. All postpaid.
ELIZABETH MCCAFFREY
Dept. HG-05
Northport, New York

CLIPIT for Clipping Savers
Here's the cleverest, easiest way ever to
cut recipes, articles, household hints,
photos, coupons, etc. from newspapers and
magazines. Just a "rip" is all it takes to cut
an item out cleanly—without damaging the whole
page. Cutting blade with sharp point is enclosed in plastic case that
tucks on purse or pocket. "T" long. Clipit's a
must for anyone who keeps a scrapbook
or present, too! Order No. 3659.
Only $1.00 each. 3 for $2.75 and postpaid.
Send for FREE catalog of unique gift items.
DOWNS & CO. Dept. 1408-A
1914 Davis St., Evanston, Illinois

FILE-DRAWER TABLE
3½"x22½"x33½h.
Why buy an- 
ordinary end table
... when you can
have this handsome
piece of furniture that
doubles as a file chalk?
Now you can keep
your valuable papers orderly,
accessible ... In a drawer deep
drum, 2 single drawers on
nylon glides, long enough for the ••-
merely a regular tape recorder can be
plugged into the back to take everything
down. Have fun! $18.95 ppd.

PORTABLE WOODEN RACK
KEEPS TOWELS HANDY
Now you can take your paper towels
everywhere you need them with our new
wooden towel rack. Stand it on counter
or table within easy reach—or even hang it from the wall! Made of richly
antique pine, 18" high, holds standard
roll of kitchen towels.
$3.95 plus 45c postage
Send for free gift catalog

THE SNOOPER-
WORLD'S ONLY PRIVATE
LISTENING DEVICE

- Aim it at a group of
friends a block away and
hear every word!
- An outgrowth of the fabulous
missile - tracking antennas
- Transistorized-Weights only 4 lbs.

This is literally an electronic marvel that's a
direct result of the space age. Incredibly as it may
seem, it does amplify sound 1,000,000 times. Sen-
sitive 18" disk reflector will pick up normal con-
versations at a distance (500 ft.) where you
can't even see lips moving. Just think of the
ways you can use this. Portable; complete
with tripod and stethoscopic earphones. The best
part—a regular tape recorder can be
amplified 1,000,000 times. Amplifies sound
1,000,000 times!

MADISON ELECTRONICS, Dept. HG-8, 122 East 42nd St., N. Y. 17

DOWNS & CO. Dept. HG8
122 Deerhurst Park, New York

SPICY THOUGHT
Scented candles to tuck in table
arrangements, to keep rooms flow-
er fresh, or add an air of welcome
to a hall. Choice of: bayberry,
magnolia, lavender, lemon, cinna-
mon, apple blossom, lilac, gar-
denia, jessamine. A full dozen in
plastic bag, $3; ppd. Carolina
Soap & Candle Makers, HG8,
Southern Pines, N. C.

Buttons 'n bows
The handiest, handsomest vanity
chest to keep a girl straight is this
9-drawer charmer for earrings,
lipsticks, eye makeup, pins, pills
or whatever needs dresser-top fil-
ing. 14½" w. by 3½" h., olive-
gold, blue-green, or shocking pink-
orange, $4.50 plus 45c postage.

American legacy
A rare combination of handsome
design in the American tradition
and the ample storage so essential
to today's homes is this dry -ink
dressing room. Outstretched arms
are ideal for serving. Pine sink.
Three for a crowd

All set for Goldilocks and friends are trim nesting stools ready to move wherever the gang goes. Use for seating or snacks. Handmade of polished bamboo with split bamboo tops, big, 12" h., 12" x 15 1/2" middle, 10" h., 10" x 12 1/2"; baby, 9 1/2" h., 6 1/2" x 9 1/2", complete, $9.95 ppd. Patio Sales, HG8, Box 25, Highland Park, Ill.

Pressed into service

There is nothing more useful to have in your china cabinet, more decorative to serve salads and dessert than these pretty pressed glass plates. Eagle design is from a Colonial pattern. Octagonal shape, 7 1/4" diam., amber or blue. $6.50 for 4; $12.50 for 8. Ppd. Add $1.00 W. of Miss. Jennifer House, HG8, Great Barrington, Mass.

Going into orbit?

Wherever you may roam this passport case is bound to serve you well with its built-in currency converter, travellers' checks holder, spaces for credit cards, tickets and bonus of 4 foreign dictionaries. Red, black or brown cowhide with initials. $11.95 plus 10% tax. Ppd. Ambassador Leather, HG8, 2222 Falls St., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Contemporary oils

Portal Gallery will send you a selection of exciting color photos of paintings by European artists who have shown their work in major cities on the continent. Receive paintings on approval. From $65 to $130; canvases about $450. Ppd. Ambassador Leather, HG8, 2222 Falls St., Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Window wonderland

Picture windows replete with generous pleats are easy to come by with pre-pleated yardage custom pleated to double fullness, spaced to your rod length. Costs 5c per inch of rod. 10'-wide fabrics "upended" for seamless panels from $2.98 a yd. Catalogue, 34 samples 25c. Homespun House, 261 S. Robertson, Beverly Hills 44, Calif.

Dove tale

Two are better than one set of graceful Limoges doves to arrange among the plants, decorate a table or hold place cards. And how sweet for dressing up present-packages! Darling as a nursery mobile, too. $1.25 ea.; set of 4, $4.95. Postpaid. Downs & Co., Department HG8, 1014 Davis Street, Evanston, Illinois.
Shopping Around

From Madeira m'dear
Cute as a bug's ear is this flower sprinkled beanie in black felt. The colorful flowers are embroidered by the skilled needlewomen of Madeira and appliqued on the traditional black cap. For totes, teen-agers and Mom, too, $1.99 post-paid. Here's How Co., Inc., HG8, 15 West 26th Street, New York 10, New York.

Barrel along
Out to the garden it goes or to a friend's house for an afternoon of needlework and pleasant conversation. Handy knitting and sewing barrel holds the family mending, doubles as a stool. Lid covered in bright calico. Choice of dark maple or black with gold trim, $19.95 ppd., Templeton Crafts- men, Inc., HG8, Templeton, Mass.

Seraphic guardian
Dream the night away with a gold cherub to guard the advance of time. Antique watch on stand is a copy of an Italian Renaissance design. Delicate embroidered dial with filigree hands, Roman numerals; wear detached or on a chain. Watch and stand $10.55; chain $2 ext., tax incl., ppd. Hobl, HG8, Flushing 52, N. Y.

Shoe for you
New four-season shoe is for girls who want casuals to look smart and feel comfortable. American last and Italian style provide proper fit, trim design; hand-sewn black, brown or tan leather in slender widths, 4½ to 10; medium widths 4 to 10, $8.55 plus 45c post. Portsmouth Shoe, HG8, 1139 Gallia Street, Portsmouth, Ohio.

Journey's end
Make life easy for everybody head ed for your house. A day and night marker is clearly visible gleaming from either side of the mailbox. Raised letters reflect light; guaranteed for 10 years (up to 17 years) from either side of box in mailbox. Guaranteed. Prompt delivery.

Waiting room
Decoons bench in the foyer wel comes all comers. Fine for the porch, too, since it's specially treated to stay poop to the weather. Of solid maple, settee's ready for paint, stain or lacquer. 41" wide by 33" high, $22.95; 48" $27.95; 69" $34.95. Exp. charges coll. Meadowbrook Industries, 2268 Bellmore Ave., Bellmore, N. Y.

Historic House

COMMEMORATIVE CHINA COFFEE CUP Series

1st truly new china cup design in decades!
Will charm your guests and make every coffee serving a gala event. Created by super-6, S. craftsmen, this coffee service is of same high quality china as your fine dinnerware. Exclusive hard glaze, chip-resistant china. 4" high, 2" diam.; 8 cups in Series.

No saucers needed, cup is antique white with base in 8 magnificent colors (each color commemorates one of America's His toric Houses! Mt. Vernon antique yellow, Hermitage burn green, Lee mahogany, Peppermill black, Mate rose, Adams gray, Beavoir blue, Monticello light green.

We offer 1st cup at $1.00 ppd. because we think you'll be so thrilled with it you'll want the entire Series. With 1st cup we'll help you collect it. Collect by Series; by color; by manufacturers; by name of House; by number of cups.

(At $1, 1st CUP IS ALMOST A GIFT)

HISTORIC HOUSE CUP, DEPT P, P.O. Box 3109, Miami 1, Fla. D.O.Y. OF BEST VALUES CO.

Colonial American Bed Steps

Handmade copy of original in finest solid woods with natural shell finish. It will give your bedroom additional charm and authenticity. Makes an ideal step table for use with a chair. In solid mahogany, $13.50. Walnut or cherry, $10.95. Whispering charges col lect.

Newcomb's Reproductions

Yard Boy

AMERICA’S FINEST OUTDOOR INCINERATOR

Endorsed by Fire Prevention Authorities

BURNS GARBAGE, LEAVES & LITTER TO A POWDERED ASH!

Quickly! Safely!
SAFE—Sealed-in fire chamber prevents sparks! PATENTED—Air rising thru perforated flue forces top-lighted fire to burn downward! Can't catch on fire! HEAVY CAST-IRON CONSTRUCTION for long life. Weather-proofed with fused-on vitreous porcelain enamel, PER FECTION, for homes, estates, camps, cabins.

J. W. Fiske

ARCHITECTURAL METALS, INC.

335 Pennsylvania Ave., Paterson 3, N. J.

ESTABLISHED 1858

Write for FREE OFFER! 6-CUP CASE...FREE! 6-CUP MATCHING CASE SET...FREE! 6-CUP MATCHING CASE SET...

FREE OFFER! 6-CUP CASE 4-Piece Set for $4.95
4-Piece Set for

Dinners
Salads
Butters
Sauces

Write for Our FREE CATALOG

RMS Designs

811 N. Dearborn St.
Dept. HG-3, Chicago 6, Illinois

YOUR ADDRESS

LABELS, 1000—$1
Any message up to 4 lines neatly printed in black on white, gilt-edge gummed paper, 1/2" in. long. Padded and packed with 2¼" in. plastic box. Quite possibly the best label value you can find. (No use will ever wear out!)
1000 for $1 ppd. Any 5 or more or- ders, 10% each. Any 10, 75c; any 25 or more, 60c each. Via air, add 24c per 1000. Write for fixed mailing folder, too. Guaranteed. Prompt deliv ery. Beau Blvd., 60 Bellind Blvd., Boulder 41, Colo. Thank you kindly!
not for sale
(in any market, that is)

These primrose of filets mignon are not sold in any market. Yet, you've probably enjoyed them in luxury restaurants. They're U.S. Prime Filetsteaks—tender, flavorful, aged. Now you can enjoy them at home, or have them shipped in gift box, with personalized card. Quick-frozen, packed in dry ice for guaranteed perfect arrival.

Box of 16—
6 oz. each, 1/4" thick—

$33


Write for free catalog listing more than 100 gift items

BIRDDIE HOSE GUIDE

keeps flowers and shrubbery so well protected from dragging hose in spots selected just stick in the ground on any day to guide the hose the safest way bird slip on iron rod strong and round eighteen inches high and sturdy in the ground it's finished white so that it can be seen when placed upon the lawn so green $3.95 postpaid is the little price $10.50 is the price for three a very low and reasonable fee

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE

Hagerstrom METALCRAFT STUDIO

DEPT. HG

WHEELING, ILL.

THE CLASSIC SEAT

For the sophisticated taste, sheer beauty, illustrated in every detail. Ideal decorative touch for French Provincial interiors.

THE CLASSIC SEAT

THE CLASSIC SEAT

A natural for kitchen

Easy, inexpensive, profitable fun for all ages. Fully illustrated catalog shows 40 Molds the most complete line of candle making supplies available—numerous decorating ideas.

NO EXPENSIVE COURSE REQUIRED.
Free instructions accompany every mold purchase. Send 25c in coin for new catalog.

MAKEYOUROWNCANDLES

SUNDAY TREAT

SUNDAE TREAT

Always on edge

S. Broadway, St. Louis 4, Mo.

Always on edge

Scissors sharpener zooms along the edge and back again to provide you with the keenest tool imaginable. A natural for kitchen work, it also does a slick job on garden shears. Sharp idea to give one to a weekend hostess. Polished cast aluminum, 98c plus 20c post.

Hanover House, Dept. 3380, Hanover, Penna.

EAT ROSES AND LIVE

Gelatin's the ticket for a summer lunch al fresco, especially when it's mighty like a rose. Non-rust molds of flexible polystyrene form desserts, salads and entrees into the classic flower; 4" diam. Easy-to-manipulate set of 6 individual molds, $1.; 3 sets, $2.50. Ppd. Downs & Co., HG8, 1014 Davis Street, Evanston, Ill.

House & Garden
Shopping Around

Fabric go 'round
Sheer plaid Einiger wool could be the lively start to your fall wardrobe. A suggestion from a unique service presenting Asian silk, Scandinavian linen, sheers, cottons from the wide world. For $2 you receive over 500 swatches in a year. Free gifts with each fabric order. Fabrics 'Round the World, HG8, 270 W. 38 St., N. Y. 18.

Your image
Take a pretty face; service takes the picture: twenty-five 2½" by 3½" photos made on professional paper. Send negative or snapshot, state color of hair, eyes, clothing. They return originals intact with bonus oil-colored enlargement, 5" by 7". $1. plus 25¢ post. Discount Photo Service, Dept. 5, 835 B'way, New York 3, N. Y.

Golden glide
Renaissance opulence is in store for contemporary doors that are mounted with chased slides that look for all the world like ormolu. Door slides fit round openings, 5½" h., 2⅔" w., in brass plate that has been antiqued and lacquered, $1.95 a pair postpaid with screws. Lilian Vernon, HG8, 30 Evans St., New Rochelle, N. Y.

223 sizes!
The fit's the thing with moccasins and if you've had trouble finding your size, your search ends with these hand-laced, soft leather casuals. Cushion crepe soles, full and half sizes from 3 to 13, AAAA to EEEE widths. Red, white, smoke, taffy, black for men or women. $6.98, ppd. Moccasin-Craft, HG8, Mulberry St., Lynn, Mass.

Music's golden tongue
Happy the home that echoes to the sound of gay and tuneful melody. It's possible to play tunes right from the start and on your choice of instruments from piano to violin to accordion. Home study course brings hours of musical enjoyment. Free booklet, U. S. School of Music, HG8, 145 Main St., Port Washington, N. Y.

Petal trimmed light
Airy chandelier bedecked with flowers in antique white and gold to shed a pleasant light over a table or soft glow through a room. Glass has jewel-cut design. Three lights, 3-way switch, 18" diam., adjustable, 18" to 62". $40 exp. coll. Catalogue, 35c. Artistic Lighting, Dept. C-8, Box 86, Homecrest Sta., Brooklyn 28, N. Y.
Pot luck
Calico cat and polka-dot mouse handle pots handily and prettily. Of quality-cotton with highly effective foam insulation, they’re party-wise at home in festive colors: tangerine, lemon, turquoise. To keep clean, toss in the machine. 8½" high. $1.50 each; $2.25 a pr.
Pdp. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG8, Northport, N. Y.

Straight mileage
Fascinating sport—keeping track of the miles you clock in a day. A pedometer is an aid to straightening out your golf game and a guide to saving needless steps around house and garden. Pedometer adjusts to your step, hooks on belt or goes in pocket. $7.75 ppd. Windfall, G8, 185 Adams St., Bedford Hills, N. Y.

Private stock
Why not be the first in your group to turn your hand to winemaking? Making cider, sparkling wines and champagne is fun. And it saves money! “Winemaking at Home” by Homer Hardwick, $3.75 plus 50c post. Free catalogue details what you need. Order book from Milan Laboratories, HG8, 57 Spring St., New York 12, N. Y.

Cookbook ends
An idea from way back when—book ends in the shape of Granny’s woodburning stove—enchanting look-alikes with open-and-shut oven door, warmer above et al, all in black cast iron. Unusual pair for any cookbook fancier—and aren’t we all? 3½" by 4½". $2.98 plus 35c post. Helen Gallagher, Dept. 107, 413 Fulton, Peoria, Ill.

Ticking for wash
Laundry bag’s pretty and appropriate in striped ticking for campers or the campus-bound. Hang it in the bathroom or on the closet door; holds quantities of soiled clothes and keeps them out of sight till wash day. Red and white, blue or charcoal ticking. $3 plus 50c post. Lord & Taylor, HG8, Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Piping hot
That’s how a hearty harvest time soup should be served and what better to keep it steaming than a generous china tureen adorned with the time-loved Blue Onion pattern? The 2½ qt. tureen is 9½" deep, comes with matching plate and china ladle, $7.95 ppd. From Seth & Jed, HG8, New Marlborough, Mass.
L-O-O-O-O-K!
BATH VANITY
JUST $69.95
ready to install

WITH LIVE SINGING CRICKETS

The cricket is destined to be the most rewarding and least demanding pet you can possess. Clean, harmless, beguiling, crickets can entertain children and adults, providing a singing link between our culture and the past. Ardeli designers have created a house to blend with modern or traditional decor. Available in black or ivory with gold screen blend with modern or traditional decor. The cricket is destined to be the most

AMAZING! KANT-BITE!
YOU CAN'T BITE A FINGER-NAIL WITH KANT-BITE!
ON IT! A SENSATIONAL SCIENTIFIC MIRACLE!
Gives INSTANT NAIL PROTECTION!

Serves you right
All-in-one porcelain set serves breakfast: cereal, jam, berries or fruit, sugar and cream. Replica of antique English strawberry dish, fine white china is lined with limoges-style blossoms and touches of gold. 9" by 8½" by 2½". What a beauty for the bride! $2.95 plus 35¢ post. Victoria Gifts, HG8, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Private screening
A prized piece of needlepoint, crewelwork or a sampler is decorated with displayed on this Queen Anne firescreen. Send your favorite; it must measure 19" by 18". Solid mahogany stand in natural dull satin finish. 18" by 17" by 56" high. $89.50 exp. coll. Newcomb's, HG8, 3231 Hillside Rd., Durham, N. C.

Inside straight
Lucky the player or sportsman who owns these continental demi-busts. Easy-fitting shoes, glove-lined with soft, calfskin for comfort and long wear. Black cashmere grain in 10-16 AAA to EEE, ½ sizes to 15. $18.95 ppd. Free catalogue. King Size, 26163 Forest St., Brockton, Mass.

Yearning for a turn
Connoisseurs of furniture craftsmanship love the fine turnings, simplicity of line that have endeared Hitchcock chairs to generations. This undecorated version with hand-woven rush seat is solid maple, 18" by 15½", 31" over-all height. Unfinished, $21.95; maple, pine or walnut, $24.95. Exp. coll. Jeff Elliot, HG8, Statesville, N. C.

All buttoned up
Cover your pool when ill winds blow and when no one's on hand to watch toddlers and pets. Cover snaps on with tension springs, locks in place but can be removed in a trice. Custom made to fit all sizes, 15' x 30', $188.50 express collect. Order from Meyco, HG8, 9906 Metropolitan Ave., Forest Hills 75, N. Y.

LORD OF THE FLIES
with live singing crickets
Ideal for remodeling older, smaller bathrooms:
• Formica, Crema-marble pattern top
• White lacquered base, satin gold provincial edges
• 24" wide x 22" deep x 30½" high
• 2-door linen storage • chrome fixtures
• 18" white porcelain on steel bowl

Quick delivery, Shipping charges collect. Ohio residents add 3% sales tax. No C.O.D.'s. Send check or money order to:

PEASE WOODWORK COMPANY
Dept. RB-1 • 960 Forest Avenue
Hamilton, Ohio

SHOPPING AROUND

Master bag
Sack to make a Japanese carpenter sit up and take notice; precious-tool bag just like his, in heavy canvas with metal-studded base and heavy rope pull. Totes a load of groceries, laundry; carries bowling ball, gym sneakers. 16" by 11" in assorted deep colors. $5.50; 2, $6.75 ppd. Downs & Co., HG8, Evanston, Ill.

INDOOR/OUTDOOR
Plugs into convenient outlet.
Florentine Dolphin Fountain
Lends antique flavor to garden, terrace or foyer. Hang on wall or place on table. No plumbing required. Self-contained pump. Cast aluminum, approx. 12 lbs; 28" high, 19" wide. Antique Bronze or White. Lead or Old Iron finishes. $47.50 prepaid. Send check or money order. Fully guaranteed.

For complete fountain and garden accessory catalogue send 25¢ coin.

DEPT. HG8, Old South Forge, Inc.
P. O. Box 220 • West Point Rd. • College Park, Ga.

BURNS TRASH Safely Outdoors!


CLEANS HOUSEHOLD STONE & BRICK

New Cleans restores dirty, soapy stain and brick to original color, cleanliness, beauty. Brush on, let dry, wipe clean. No rubbing. Not an acid, alkali, bleach, or abrasive. Won't damage clothing, wood, uprisen. No rubbing. Not an acid, alkali, bleach, or abrasive. Won't damage clothing, wood, uprisen. No rubbing.

Smoke, sinril. Will burn when no one's on hand. Sack to make a Japanese carpenter sit up and take notice; precious-tool bag just like his, in heavy canvas with metal-studded base and heavy rope pull. Totes a load of groceries, laundry; carries bowling ball, gym sneakers. 16" by 11" in assorted deep colors. $5.50; 2, $6.75 ppd. Downs & Co., HG8, Evanston, Ill.

Private screening
A prized piece of needlepoint, crewelwork or a sampler is decorated with displayed on this Queen Anne firescreen. Send your favorite; it must measure 19" by 18". Solid mahogany stand in natural dull satin finish. 18" by 17" by 56" high. $89.50 exp. coll. Newcomb's, HG8, 3231 Hillside Rd., Durham, N. C.

Inside straight
Lucky the player or sportsman who owns these continental demi-busts. Easy-fitting shoes, glove-lined with soft, calfskin for comfort and long wear. Black cashmere grain in 10-16 AAA to EEE, ½ sizes to 15. $18.95 ppd. Free catalogue. King Size, 26163 Forest St., Brockton, Mass.

Yearning for a turn
Connoisseurs of furniture craftsmanship love the fine turnings, simplicity of line that have endeared Hitchcock chairs to generations. This undecorated version with hand-woven rush seat is solid maple, 18" by 15½", 31" over-all height. Unfinished, $21.95; maple, pine or walnut, $24.95. Exp. coll. Jeff Elliot, HG8, Statesville, N. C.
Turn left at the pine
Or was it a birch? Don't leave your guests guessing. Point the way with a clearly lettered sign ready to hang on fence, lamp post, or mount on mailbox. California redwood sign, 17" l., 3" h. with name in brown or white enamel. Specify lettering and color, $1.95 plus 15c post. Mastercraft, HG8, 275 Congress, Boston 10, Mass.

Charleston footstool
Nothing could be finer than to have a Carolina footstool! To support a pair of weary feet, to take a small backside at storytime. Mahogany, cherry or walnut with your needlepoint or fabric. 12" by 17", $22.75; 13" by 20", $26.75. Frt. coll. Catalogue, $1. Benbow Reproductions, HG8, Friendly Rd., Greensboro, N. C.

Golden nuggets
Here's a way to win over a prospector's appetite and keep young gold diggers asking for more. Authentic recipes for sourdough pancakes, biscuits and bread in "Sourdough Jack's Cookery". Cookbook and dehydrated package of starter, $2.10 ppd. Catalogue, 10c. Dave Wiltzie's Western Den Shop, HG8, Bishop, Calif.

Anyone stirring?
What a break for you and your baby sitters to have a 2-way intercom to pick up the sound of a croupy cough or restless stirring. Two-station intercom permits you to soothe, child to call. Speakers and 50' of cable $29.95; 100' extra cable, $2.95. Ppd. Graham Electronics, HG8, 677 Manhattan Ave., Brooklyn 22, N. Y.

Saltwater fare
Have a clambake within your own balliwick. From Maine to you, 8 1½ lb. lobsters, ½ peck ocean-fresh clams packed with rockweed in a ready-to-cook container; bonus until September 30th: 2 tins fresh clams packed with rockweed in a ready-to-cook container; bonus until September 30th: 2 tins of flowers, plants or lights. Only $7.98, postpaid.

Saltwater live within 1800 rail miles. Saltwater fare

Bought Engineering, HG8, 309-6 Spear Rd., Greensboro, N. C.

THE KITTY SCRAPBOOK

Imagine a beautiful, sparkling water fountain right on your table. The FOUNTAIN'S adjustable spary head lets you set the water to the height you desire. Circulating pump and motor run on regular 110V AC current. In Onyx height you desire. Circulating pump and motor run on regular 110V AC current. In Onyx

FREE CATALOG 30 UNSIXL GIFTS AND GADGETS

FREE CATALOG 30 UNUSUAL GIFTS AND GADGETS

All water colors blend with your own skin tones.

Be a beauty . . . try JCB now!

No fairy tale this, but a fact!

FREE 6-PAGE BOOK describes

FREE 6-PAGE BOOK describes

THE KITTY SCRAPBOOK

AFRICA thoughtfully different

Afrika

THE KITTY SCRAPBOOK

AFRICA thoughtfully different

THE KITTY SCRAPBOOK

AFRICA thoughtfully different

THE KITTY SCRAPBOOK

THE KITTY SCRAPBOOK

THE KITTY SCRAPBOOK
Embarrassing Perspiration Problems!

How is a cute, smiling, friendly, well-dressed, well-groomed, odorless, perspiration-free, dry, happy, healthy, exceptionally attractive, well-liked, lovable, desirable, self-confident, self-assured, vital, vivacious, and attractive young woman or man living in the real world? No matter what your answer is, I have a product just for you! You may have heard about it from a friend or from reading an article on perspiration problems. You may have even learned about it from a medical or scientific source. Well, it's finally here! And it's called NEW CARPET-FRESH.

One 4 oz. bottle will last up to six months! Used by thousands of satisfied women and men.

GIANT 4 OZ. SIZE ONLY $3
Guaranteed results or return for full money refund. No money is required.

HOUSE OF CHARLES
Mail Order Dept., 8-P-1
Box 98, Cedarhurst, N. Y.

Give Your Pet Restful Comfort with Flea-Kill Bed

New, Exclusive Foam Mattress
Super-soft, sanitary, so inviting your dog will love it! Colorful, authentic Scotch plaid or acrylic style is attractive in any room. Stain-resistant, washable, long-lasting, non-skid. It's cool in summer, warm in winter.

Kills Fleas While Dogs Doze

Fleas are easily killed from dogs, cats, and furniture. Prevents other dogs' fleas from infesting your pet. Stops scratching, gives restful sleep, improves the disposition. Protects children. Soothing cedar scent attracts dog from chairs, sofas, beds, rugs—end soiled cushions, tear-rabies and dogsay cues. Compact 16 x 27 in. $4.95 Regular, 28 x 34, $6.98 + King Size, 32 x 37, $12.90

New Cat-Nap-Beds, Too

Prevent stress paws in luxury! Killa feaces while cat naps. Stops scratching and biting. Same foam mattress and cover as dogbed. Enjoining catnip attracts cat from your furniture 15 in. x 27 in., $4.95

Family Size, for mother cat and kittens, 22 x 28, $6.95

FREE—Heavy plastic pet-washing mitt with firm-spangled brush and soap pocket ($1 value) used to wash pets easily. One 4 oz. bottle will last up to 6 months! Covered in attractive blue.

Send today.

CHAPERONE Box 1054, Sudbury, Mass.

Earn at Home Making-Decorating CANDLES

BEAUTIFUL PROFITABLE PRACTICAL EXCITING EASY UNIQUE JOYABLE

Fabulous Home Craft—Hobby—Business!

Men & Women, Any Age... Learn the new-old craft of Creating & Decorating Candles for all occasions. Learn this fascinating craft—hobby, business at home, in Square Time, for fun or extra $$$. Start small, expand to Colorful Candle Shop later.

ENORMOUS DEMAND...for original, unusual shapes, colors, scents, types for holidays, weddings, birthdays, parties, all events. Friends, businesses, stores, clubs, all prospects. NO ARTISTIC ABILITY REQUIRED. Just show you how to make it step-by-step. Send Today for FREE FACTS on home instruction method.

CANDLE INSTITUTE Dept. X-30
Fallbrook, Calif.

Deal the Winning Hand!

KENNEDY CARDS

All the honors cards in this new deck feature the fabulous Kennedy clan. JFK is the ace and Jackie (of course) the queen of hearts. Finesse through brothers, sisters and in-laws. Good quality standard deck is grand slam fun to own and give.

$1.25 per deck p.p.

FREE CATALOG OF HAPPY GIFTS
GREENLAND STUDIOS DEPT. H-6 MIAMI 47, FLORIDA

Hang the shoes

Up they'll go on a closet or dressing room door. This accommodating wooden organizer in honey-tone pine or maple finish racks up 27 pair of women's or children's shoes, 22 of Dad's brogues. Also stands in the corner end of closet. 22" by 84" by 66" high. $16.95; unfinished, $13.95. Ppd. Yield House, HCB, N. Conway, N. H.

Fair means

An effective cosmetic cream created to cope with the problem of facial hair lightens it to blend with natural skin tones. Jolen Creme Bleach is safe and easy to apply with spatula and palette. Use it on face, arms and legs, too. 3 oz., $2.20; 5 oz., $5.50. Ppd. tax included. Jolen, Inc., HCB, Box 204, Arlington, Mass.

Keep up with the K's

Nowadays it's not only healthy to keep in shape, it marks you as being in. The Trim-Jym lets the whole family share a fitness program and the six part unit hangs on a door or slides under a bed. Includes exerciser, chin-bar, pulleys, 6-way gym, $99.50 exp. coll. Battle Creek Equipment Co., HCB, Battle Creek, Mich.

Sun powers grill

Science fiction stuff but for real—grill (13 lbs.) whose plastic mirrors unfold to focus sun's hot rays on aluminum broiler below; no charcoal, no matches involved. Results are delicious, with steaks, lobsters. Folds into compact car-carrying case 17" by 17" by 6". $29.95 exp. coll. From Old Mexico Shop, HCB, Sante Fe, N. M.

Personally yours

The Emily Post school of etiquette approves of writing "Shopping Around" orders or notes to teacher on these printed postcards—Name and address in blue on one line's an easy way to keep up workday correspondence. Print name, address, 50, $1; 100, $1.75; 200, $3.25; 500, $6.50. Ppd. International Ind., HCB, Culver City, Calif.

Put the cat out!

A rear view of a black cat makes a perfect knocker for the kitchen door, the patio entrance. Black-finished aluminum, 7" high, it mounts with two wood screws which come with this faceless feline. $4.75; brass, $6.75 ppd. Fun for kitchen or patio door! Tennessee Chromium, HCB, 208 Louise Ave., Nashville 5, Tenn.
RENAISSANCE SWITCH

Bright idea for lighting up. Gold- en switchplates are a shining ex- ample of Renaissance design that fits any room plan. Lacquered to stay glowing, fixtures can be used with telling effect throughout the house. Single $1.50; Double $1.95; Triple: $2.95; Twin outlet $1.50. Ppd. Lillian Vernon, H8, 20 Evans St., New Rochelle, N. Y.

FOR SQUARE SHOULDERS

Posture correction doesn’t have to be an uncomfortable ordeal. Slip on the Pi Peer shoulder brace and enjoy even, distributed support. Armbands are comfortably padded; lightweight fabric not detectable under clothing. Give chest size. For men and women. $4.95 pdp. Piper Brace, HNG-83H, 811 Wyandotte, Kansas City 5, Mo.

FULL OF BOUNCE

Probably the largest ball in the world is this one 12" in diameter, made of long-lasting neoprene rubber. It’s a new government surplus meteorological balloon, inflatable, and a smashing success at a children’s party. Great fun for the beach! $2.95 postpaid. Davis Co., Dept. HG8, 125 East 41st St., New York 17, N. Y.

A DREAM WALKING

Here’s what this Diana shoe is! And Solby Bayes has such a fab- ulous selection of sizes, you’re sure of superb fit along with fine fashion. Call black with gray strips; beaver-beige; malt-choco- late; white. AAAA-D (D to 10), 3-10, $14.95. 10g-12, $15.95. 50c post. Solby Bayes McIntosh, H8, 78 Pratt, Hartford, Conn.

ROCKABYE BABY

At home in a beautiful Colonial rocker you sew, you sooth the baby, you’re proud of a period piece lovingly reproduced. Maple or mahogany, it’s upholstered in tapestry with beige or black. With or without arms. $32.95; your fabric $32.50. Exp. Charges call. No C.O.D.'s. Chair Shop, H8, Box 367, Morganton, N. C.

FABRIC FRAMES

Custom-Made

Decorator’s choice for inside window- covering for any room in your house. Four different designs made to your spec- ifications, sanded, ready for painting or staining (also available pre-printed or stained at additional cost). Size illus- trated 30" wide by 20" high. Four panels $15.12 plus tax. Some size square from $11.12. Prices include all necessary hardware.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

FOR FREE INFORMATION WRITE TO:
TOWN & COUNTRY WOODCRAFT CO.
219 N. Carpenter St. • Chicago 7, III.

SHOPPING AROUND

"FORTY WINKS"

Sit down, lie back, relax for forty winks. If this were a walking chair, that’s the comment you would hear from those charis- design and deep luxurious, comfort-con- struction. Any time, any place, in any room in the house, Forty Winks is “very person- ally yours.” 5 H. 28"; W. 28"; D. 46"; Seat H. 16". Nature hardwood; foam seat; fully lined slip. Upholstered in finest spot-proof velvet in your choice of twenty-four decora- tor colors (samples on request). $99.00 each. (Your fabric, 6 yds. $99.00.) Exp. Call. H.C. C.O.D. Send 2 1/2 for Hunt Galleries’ “SHOWCASE”.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

HUNT GALLERIES
P. 0. Box 492, Hickory, N. C.

INSTANT DRESS SHIELDS!

They’re really disposable—no pins, no straps, no laundering bother! When one is soiled, there’s a fresh replace- ready to use. Shields stay put in any garment...cling to fabric at self- adhesive points...won’t slip. Moisture- proof inner liner, soft, absorbent outer layer. 8-pair Pack in Regular (fold- over) or Sleeveless (single) style. Guaranteed to do the job or money back! REGULAR SHIELDS PACK, $1.49 SLEEVELESS SHIELDS PACK, $1. Postpaid. Sunset House, 405 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, Calif.

YOUR OLD FUR INTO NEW CAPE- STOLE - JACKET $24.95

Write for FREE STYLE BOOK

MORTON’S remodels your old fur for you! Jacket, or cape in charming new fashion for only $24.95. Includes recycling, new lining, inter- linings, buttons, new sleeves and trim. SLEEVLESS (or Sleeveless) or SLEEVED (or over) or Sleeveless, any garment... cling to fabric at self- adhesive points...won’t slip. Moisture- proof inner liner, soft, absorbent outer layer. Guaranteed to do the job or money back! REGULAR SHIELDS PACK, $1.49 SLEEVELESS SHIELDS PACK, $1. Postpaid. Sunset House, 405 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, Calif.

DOLLS!

LEARN WORLD’S MOST FASCINATING BUSINESS

We teach you to make, repair, and sell all kinds of Dolls and accessories. Start at home. Excellent money- making opportunities in every locality for men or women of all ages. Start a DOLL HOSPITAL, part or full time or add to retirement income. Wonderful opportunity for husband and wife team to have profitable business without being tied down. We teach easy-to-understand illustrated practical assignments. Low monthly payments—many pay for their course out of earnings made while learning. We show you how. May we send FREE and without obligation our informative booklet? No salesman will call. For an existing and profitable future. ACT NOW!

NORM & SUE MARRIS LIFETIME CAREER SCHOOLS Studio HG-33 11824 San Vicente Blvd. Los Angeles 49, Calif. Dear Norm & Sue, Please rush FREE information on the fascinating opportunities in Dolls. Name Address \ City Zone State
DISPLAY A PRIZED WATCH

This authentically detailed (miniature size) Clock Case turns your family heirloom watch into a decorative timepiece to stand on a desk, table or to hang proudly on the wall. 10" high, 4" wide, carved of satin finish cherrywood. The face of the clock is the pocket watch (any size) you add. Guaranteed to please or your money back!

CLOCK CASE

only $2.98 postage paid. Order direct by mail from Sunset House, 405 Sunset Building, Beverly Hills, Calif.

THE LIGHTHOUSE INC.

or they may be sewn on. 50 name labels just by the use of heat from an iron gear! These individual, pre-cut Cloth Labels prevent laundry mix-ups! Assure now you can identify clothes and DU IRON-ON LABELS

$1.25. Add 25c for handling.

Send for free folder.

SPENCER GIFTS

AV-68 Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City, N. J.

50 IRON-ON LABELS

Now you can identify clothes and prevent laundry mix-ups! Assure quick return of misplaced school gear! These individual, pre-cut Cloth Labels can be permanently attached just by the use of heat from an iron or they may be sewn on. 50 name labels, 1-line, 2" x 3/4", only $1.00. 50 name and address labels, 3-lines, just $1.25. Add 25c for handling.

(Prompt shipment by 1st class mail)

THE LIGHTHOUSE INC.

DEPT. H-2, BROCKTON, MASS.

NEW FREEDOM FOR YOUR PET... AND YOU!

"You had a brain wave when you used stickers for pets, they just want to be like you, Pete.

DE LUXE CRYSTAL BOWL

Fill it with fruit or flowers to create a magnificent timepiece! The crystal clear top of this handsome appointment is 12" in dia., 10" high. It is dome shaped with handcut, diamond-like crystal prisms which hang from the rim. The base is lustrous cut crystal.

Check or money order—Express postage added.

Satisfaction guaranteed.

PAULEN CRYSTAL CO.
36 White St., Dept. HG-83, N. Y. 13, N. Y.

A real breeze

Floods of requests for charity concert tickets? Replies to ball invitations? The answer to a committeewoman's prayer is this battery operated letter opener. Envelopes are slit, leaving contents intact. Built-in pen holder and pen. Operates on 3 batteries (not incl.) $5.98. 35c post. Harriet Carter, HG6, Plymouth Meeting, Pa.

Shoppers all set

Ladies like and lady-like—set of shopping bags in natural rattan that will never clash with a costume: cloth lining protects parcels. Knitters love them, so do those who sew; and, to picnics they could go. Set $7.95 (12" by 9" by 4½"; 14" by 10" by 5½""). 2 sets, $15.50 ppd. Downs & Co., HG8, 1014 Davis Street, Evanston, Ill.

For fair feet

Slip a pretty pair of feet into fall's new open-heel shoes. This garnet composition pedicure file brushes away rough skin with a coarse side, smooths with fine side. And well-groomed feet won't snag nylons! 11" long, a Danish import, $1 postpaid. E. W. Telltcher, Dept. HG8, 20 W. 47th St., New York 36, N. Y.

Adjustable headboards

Cover this foam cushion to match your décor, install unit on wall with 2 screws. Concealed hinged mechanism flips forward and backward, adjusts to any angle. Twin, 38" by 21", $12.95; 2, $24.95; Double bed, 53" by 21", $17.95; King size, 76" by 21", $25.95. Exp. coll. Yield House, Dept. HG8, N. Conway, N. H.

Pet blow-up

Keep a favorite shot at home and abroad. Service produces for you 2 impressive enlargements—8" by 10" or 4—5" by 7"—on portrait paper: all you need do is send them the photo or negative. $1 plus 25c postage. Quality Values, HG8, 2 East Ave., Larchmont, N. Y.

NOW! A BUCKET SEAT FOR BABIES!

The BABY BUCK-ETTE... The answer to a common question: 'Why do you (In with baby in a bucket seat car? Here's your answer.' The BABY BUCK-ETTE is custom manufactured to fit any car. This practical seat of washable vinyl gives your child an answer. The BABY BUCK-ETTE is custom manufactured to fit any car. This practical seat of washable vinyl gives your child

'What do you do with baby in a bucket seat car? Here's your answer. The BABY BUCK-ETTE is custom manufactured to mount snugly and fit snugly between the bucket seats of almost any car. It is easy to install, and keeps baby safe, convenient, and handsomely upholstered bucket seat all his own. Well padded, and equipped with a soft, but strong safety strap, the BABY BUCK-ETTE puts your baby right where you want him, but still safely out of your way while driving. The seat easily folds back for sleeping and up for sitting, and it can be quickly removed for other uses. White, blue, black and red. Slide make and model of your car when ordering.
Shopping Around

Bold brave
Indian chief in full feathered war bonnet makes a distinctive wall ornament for a man's domain. Handsomely detailed brass sculpture to highlight study, den or boy's room. The head is 15 1/2" over-all. $16.95 plus $1 postage. Order from Empire Merchandising Co., HG8, 140 Marbledale Rd., Tuckahoe, N. Y.

Walk on air
Does deerskin keep a foot blissfully comfortable and smartly shod? Indeed it does when it has crêpe soles and Solby Bayes famous last. In good-looking taupe, natural, black or white leather. 4 to 10, $13.95; 10 1/2 to 11, $14.95 AAA to EE. 50c post. Free catalogue, Solby Bayes, HG8, 45 Winter St., Boston 8, Mass.

Brilliant show
Inclined working surface of Slide Sorter II lets photo-buffs see slides comfortably. Just place pictures in the projector and Sorter identifies them brilliantly, true to their colors. 3 1/2" by 15" by 11", it's a must for pros who lecture, job-train or teach. $9.95 ppd. Thom Geist, HG8, 2170 W. 25th St., Cleveland 13, Ohio.

Exciting western
For your little Indian's playroom—wall or floor—for the pony's back, a handsome Navaho saddle-blanket of virgin wool with symbolic Indian designs. Handloomed, rugs in grays and browns with bright shades. 30" by 30" $12.95; 60" by 30" $23.95 plus 75c ea. post. House of Lewis, HG8, 112 Ridge Lane, Chapel Hill, N. C.

Sparkling safeguard
Beauty and protection go together with imported crystal bobbles to catch candle drippings. The bobbles (3 1/2" in diameter with a 1" hole) have 8 glittering prisms that reflect the candle glow. A pair with 3 1/2" prisms is $5.50; with 2 1/2" prisms, $4.50. Ppd. Order from Paulen Crystal Co., HG8, 36 White St., New York 13, N. Y.

VERSATILE CRIBBAGE BOARD DOUBLES AS COFFEE TABLE
This versatile cribbage board doubles as a marble cocktail table. A sure winner for your den, patio or recreation room. (Crib­bage, O, becoming America's No. 1 table game, is a game of extreme popularity. The hand-carved table has a beautiful brown varnish or natural pine finish. Comes with cribbage pegs. 36" x 17 1/2" x 3" $19.95.)

Here's How Co.
213 Exchange Street, Bangor, Maine

PERSONALIZED SWITCH PLATES
For the chief switch, a delightful white metal plate designed with kettle, recipe book and pineapple in black and gold. Personalized with hand-painted initial. Single switch $1.75 Double switch $2.50 To glamorize a bathroom, use this elegant white metal switch plate with a black and gold design and personalized with one bold initial, $1.75. Send for free gift catalogue.

WASHINGTON
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WASHINGTON
BELOVED BLUE ONION

CANISTERS and ACCESSORIES

Centuries-old favorite Blue Onion pattern now on an exciting set of Ceramic Canisters, in an antique horseshoe shape! Set includes 12½" Floor, 9½" Sugar, 8½" Coffee, 7½" Tea. A fascinating quartet for a bride, housewarming gift, or your own new home. Set of 4 canisters $12.95. Terrace, 2½ qt., tray and lid $7.95.

Additional Blue Onion Mathematics:

- Instant Coffee Jar with Spoon; Covered Butter Dish; Salt IBea, 2½ each 2; Covered Sugar & Creamer; Covered Jam & Jelly with Spoons; Salt & Pepper, 5 36 each set. Save . . . complete 9-piece ensemble . . . $12.95
- All prices postpaid. Write for FREE catalog.

GIFT BOX. Use them on stationery, cards, bags, and envelopes to identify your remarkable gift. Tray measures 6" by 2½" can be used for candy, nuts or cards, too. Order several for Gifts. $7.95 each, postpaid.

Gift Bazaar
Dept. G-1 572 Rockaway Ave. Brooklyn 10, N. Y.

1000 Name & Address Labels $1
ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2 ppd.

Sensational bargain! Your name and address handsomely printed on 1000 finest quality gummed labels. Conveniently mailed, packed with FREE useful Plastic Gift BOX. Use them on stationery, cards, envelopes, bags, etc. Beautifully printed on finest quality gummed paper—1000 labels with $1.00 postage. SPECIAL—SAVE MONEY on ANY 3 DIFFERENT ORDERS $2. Any specialty hardprint makes an ideal gift. If you don’t agree this is the buy of the year we’ll refund your money in full. HANDY LABELS, 851 Jasperon Blvd., Culver City 1, California.

WINE AND FOOD

WINE AND FOOD, the famous gastronomic quarterly founded and edited by Andre Simon, previously obtainable only by members of the Wine and Food Society, London, England, is now available to all readers of Vogue and House & Garden and their friends who are interested in the pleasures and problems of the table. Each issue embodies the reminiscences of experienced gourmets, out-of-the-ordinary recipes, practical guidance to theformation of a cellar or cellarette.

Published quarterly (March, June, September and December); annual subscription direct from The Conde Nast Publications Ltd., Vogue House, Hanover Square, London W.1., England. $3.00 postpaid.

Spanish beauty

Take the chair, imported from Spain by Door Store and plant it anywhere. It has a bamboo look, finished in gold, has a natural rush seat. Delightful dining chair, perfect for a desk—wherever you need an extra chair. 36" h.; seat, 17½" h. $25. Exp. coll. Catalogue, 50c. Door Store, HG8, 3140 M St., Washington 7, D. C.

Walk-around phone

You see this beautifully styled award-winning Swedish phone all over the world and for good reason. It’s made in one piece (dial is at bottom). It weighs less than the receiver of an ordinary phone. Complete with jack ready to plug in and use. In colors (specify). $59.95 ppd. Telephone Supply, HG8, 125 East 41st St., N. Y. 17.

Real cool, real neat

Snap on can caddies—a triple use idea for the thirsty. Cold drinks stay icy; warm hands don’t touch the can; coaster bottom protects tables, kids can hold on—no slippery sides. Four colors identify each person’s drink. Set of 4 colorful plastic caddies, 69c ppd., Walter Drake, HG67, Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo.

Just lucky

Terrific trumpet—not a piggy bank, nor one of a pair of book ends, but a delightful crystal ornament to carry luck wherever he goes. Perfect paperweight, marvelous on a mantel, cute on a coffee table, 6" trunk to tail, hand-made crystal, 85.35 ppd. Casual Living, HG8, 108 Chatsworth Ave., Larchmont, N. Y.

Print your name

Books come back like homing pigeons, stationery is nicely personalized, with this three-line stamp. Slip it into its little sheath to carry in purse, pocket, school bag. For away-at-college sons and daughters, it’s neat and practical. With case and ink pad, just $1 ppd. Sunset House, 81 Sunset Bldg., Beverly Hills, Calif.

Baby bracelet

ID beads used in hospital nurseries to identify your remarkable offspring are made into enchanting bracelets. Pink or blue beads linked with make-believe pearls and golden heart bangle. Specify name and size of bracelet—adult, teen, child. (Beads furnished.) $2 ppd. tax incl. Best Values, HG8, 401 Market, Newark, N. J.
Three on a catch
A set of sailfish carved from Haitian taverneau, a tawny-toned hardwood. The difference in grain is interesting and the oil finish highlights its texture. The largest measures 13 1/2" long; the smallest, 9 1/2". With no-mar hanging device for mounting without nails. Set of 3, $2.90 ppd. Harriet Carter, HG8, Plymouth Meeting, Pa.

Plaudits in order
When you don these casual raves are in order and "Raves" they're named with built-in comfort, all-around smartness. Vinyl one-piece construction to hold firm on wet decks or grass. Black or white, small, 4-6, medium, 6-8, large, 8-10, $1.99 plus 25c shipping charges. Hanover House, Dept. 3385, Hanover, Pa.

Pewter reproductions
The patina of fine pewter is lovely to look at and these excellent reproductions are a pleasure to use. Finish never needs polishing. Syrup jug from an 1825 original, $11. Plate, $2.50. Server for gravies, melted butter, from an 1820 piece, $10. Ppd. Catalogue, 25c. Hildegarde, HG8, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford 5, Conn.

Two for the glow
A shimmering glass of wine or a glittering candle—what a glorious glow on a party table! Hand-blown Italian glasses in emerald, smoke, amethyst, sapphire blue, aquamarine, amber or clear—all with clear stems. 8", 98c each; 7 1/2", $1.29; 9", $1.59. Post. coll. Palley's, HG8, 2263 E. Vernon St., Los Angeles 58.

Two's company
Four flavor-filled dinners are ahead for a couple selecting gourmet package of 4 favorite cuts of U.S. Prime aged beef. Quartet Assortment: 2 ea. boneless strip steaks, filet mignon boneless rib, boneless centercut top sirloin, $25 ppd. From the suppliers of America's finest restaurants, Pfaelzer Bros., Dept. LEK, Chicago 32, Ill.

Hey, I'm hungry
How automated can a dog's life be? Now he can have his own personal signal to let you know he's waiting to come in. Chimes sound when mat is stepped on. Mount signal unit inside door and plug into regular outlet. Pet mat, 12" by 18", $29.50; man size mat, 15" by 30", $34.50. Ppd., Tunen, Inc., HG8, Dept. 61, Danvers, Mass.
**ROCKLAND COUNTY, BLAUVELT, N. Y.**

**HOMESPUN HOUSE**

- **Catalog**
- **Suntime**
- **Free**

**72 only $2.98 a yard and it's 10 feet wide!**

Decorators and architects "top off one" project with the widest window drapery—no seams to new or show. Seven heavy, sturdy cottons launder, hold drier, never tuned—in primitive weaves that look handwoven. Smart too, for all furnishings, bedspreads, tablecloths. Natural, white, or custom matched to your swatch or paint chip. Plus 5 new "see through" weaves. All 2.98 to 3.25 yd.

**world's widest seamless draperies!**

Your choice of yardage, do-it-yourself planting materials—or preprinted purchase—or complete, made to measure draperies (hemmed at low, low cost because they're seamless). For brochure and 25¢, send 25¢ to Beverly Hills or Blauvelt.

**HOMESPUN HOUSE**

261 St. Robertson, Beverly Hills 4, Calif.

**The famous 3-position barra chair**

that has given comfort comfort to millions, is as much as comfortable as it is roomy. Now we offer the same chair, the hard-to-find re-cover for it, and brand new, western Nevada redwood gunstock draperies in a choice of bedroom, bathroom, or terra cotta.

- **complete barra** (frame and cover) $26.95
- **striped express covers** $11.95 p.d.
- **barra re-cover** (specify 1st & 2nd color choice)
- **barra accessories:**
  - 25¢ small set of arms
  - 50¢ set of arms
  - 50¢ set of springs (no extra charge)

**Port of calls**

You've got their number in the directories stored below or on the ruled card that slips under the glass top shelf. Gleaming brass-plated wall unit fits any size phone, stores several books. With easy-to-install brackets, brass screws, 13" wide; top glass, 10" by 12", $9.95 ppd. Colorlife House, HG8, Box 325, Evansville, Ind.

**Dancing waters**

Cooling thought for a summer day—sparkling blossoms of water whisking in the air from pool or fountain. Floral fountain heads rotating on brass ball bearings create distinctive spray patterns. Small Thimble head has center jet, 8 outer jets all in oxidized bronze finish, $32 l.o.b., Eriks Studios, HG8, 8 W. 40 St., N.Y. 18.

**THE HORSEY SET**

. . . will be glad to find this material for a very special room. Designed by Ellen Brown, one of the foremost painters of horses, it is a heavy washable cotton with a slightly off-white background and horses are both brown and dappled. We find that one chair slip-covered to match the draperies is an interesting decoration. Find that one chair slip-covered to match your swatch or paint chip. Plus 2 new "see through" weaves. All 2.98 to 3.25 yd.

**SAUCY BOAT**

All the charm of our Plantation Colonial pattern (made just for us by Mason's Show-on-Trail) is embodied in this little $12 long sauce boat. With it, we'll send you a recipe book of Mrs. F's secrets for a number of delightful sauces that will destroy your cook's head. The "Big Catalog" will be full of our Grand Rapids furniture, made in our own Manufactory—loads of color pages, of course.

**SHOPPING AROUND**

A working scale model of a World War II submarine actually dives, surfaces, runs at 5 knots, is detailed complete to adjustable diving planes, and rudders. And it teaches basic scientific and engineering principles. Measures 14". Fun for big or little boys! $9.95 p.d. Davis Model, HG6, 887 Second Ave., New York 17.

**Marble care kit**

It's no longer a chore to clean and polish marble. This kit contains a special cleaning powder and a can of marble polish. Follow the easy directions and every marble surface in your home will be stain-free and gleaming. $5.05 ppd. From International Marble, HG8, 9 Wyckoff Ave., Brooklyn 37, N.Y.

**NEW! SAFE AUTOMATIC HAIR REMOVER**

- **GRANTED U.S. PATENTS**

- **SAFELY REMOVED UNWANTED HAIR FOREVER!**

**PERMA TWEET** . . . the only ‘one-step’ home electrolysis unit in existence! Only automatic instrument being sold today, with special safety feature that will destroy hair root without puncturing skin! Remove all unwanted face, body hairs permanently with easy-to-use "tweezers-like" PERMA TWEET! Positive results without complicated controls or wires! $14.95 ppd. Send check or M.O. 14 day money back guarantee. Professionally endorsed.

**FADE THEM OUT**

*Weathered brown spots on the surface of your hands and face tell the world you're getting old—perhaps before you really are. Fade them away with new EUCERIN*, that medicated cream that breaks up masses of pigment on the skin, makes hands look white and young again. Equally effective on the face, neck and arms. Not a cover-up, acts in the skin—not on it. Fragrant, greaseless base for softening, lubricating skin as it clears up those blemishes. Guaranteed by the 30-year, no-fuss money back guarantee.

_**SEND NO MONEY—7 DAY TRIAL TEST**_

Send name and address. Pay only $2.80 on arrival plus C.O.D. postage and tax on guarantee you must be satisfied with first results or return remaining N.Y. 60c. Or save money. Send $2.80 which includes tax and we pay postage. Same guarantee.

**MITCHUM COMPANY**

Dept 6-H, PARIS, TENN. AVAILABLE IN CANADA
Spring along with me
Fall finds these "Rockets" to boost walkers right into orbit with a urethane pillow to cushion steps. Crushed leather in Irish oats, blue denim, squash, red, white, bone, black or avocado; narrow 7-10, medium, 4½-10, wide, 5-9, extra wide 5-8, $9.98. pple. Americana Shop, HG8, 217 East Todd Ave., Reed City, Michigan.

Mighty midget
And most powerful one is this tiny flashlight that fits into the palm of your hand. Its twin beams are stronger than a big ordinary flashlight. Has lifetime rechargeable miniature "space" cadmium battery. Bright idea for purse, car, home. Flashlight, $4.95: recharger, $2.95. Set, $6.95 pple. Davis Co., HG8, 887 Second Ave., N. Y. 17.

Christmas is coming
Don't order your Christmas cards until you see the 40-page Kimball catalogue of delightfully unusual and really personal greetings. You may choose a drawing of your new home, your family, or select a card designed around your initials. Lovely religious cards, too. Catalogue free from Miles Kimball, 610 Bond. Oshkosh, Wis.

Harvest spoon-ing
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SHADOW CANDLE

SHADOWS OF BEAUTY are cast by this truly beautiful work of art. Done in genuine Mahogany or Walnut of the highest craftsmanship with a hand rubbed satin finish.

An unusual conversation piece. Size approx. 11 inches high.

$5.85 each plus 20c postage and handling.

Specified Mahogany or Walnut. Sorry No C.O.D. Patent pending.

NATIONAL CASE

Jafferson Road, Browns Mills, N. J.

LAZIDAZY—sunning cot

For comfortable sunbathing, exercising or relaxing. Weather-resistant building fabric at low end. Made of beautiful pink seagrass weaving and heavy fade-resistant black or blue plastic webbing. ($2.95 each plus 20c postage and handling.)

SHADOWS OF BEAUTY arc cast by this truly beautiful work of art. Done in genuine Mahogany or Walnut of the highest craftsmanship with a hand rubbed satin finish.

An unusual conversation piece. Size approx. 11 inches high.

$5.85 each plus 20c postage and handling.

Specified Mahogany or Walnut. Sorry No C.O.D. Patent pending.

NATIONAL CASE

Jafferson Road, Browns Mills, N. J.

LAZIDAZY—sunning cot

For comfortable sunbathing, exercising or relaxing. Weather-resistant building fabric at low end. Made of beautiful pink seagrass weaving and heavy fade-resistant black or blue plastic webbing. ($2.95 each plus 20c postage and handling.)

WALL MEMO PAD

Make a memo, NOW, to order this charming and useful gift for the hostess with so much to remember. Complete with 6 months' supply of paper, 16 x 12. High, 4" wide. Uses standard adding machine tape. Finishes in Honey Pine for kitchen, den or game room. 16" high. 4" wide. Uses the hostess with a host of merits to remember. Make a memo, NOW, to order this charming and useful gift for the hostess with so much to remember. Complete with 6 months' supply of paper, 16 x 12. High, 4" wide. Uses standard adding machine tape. Finishes in Honey Pine for kitchen, den or game room. 16" high. 4" wide. Uses the hostess with a host of merits to remember.

$2.95 ppd.

casual living

108 Chatsworth Ave., Larchmont, N. Y.

SHOPPING AROUND

Go-chair

Something real special for the study and library-seat that does a turn. It's blessed with washable white fiberglass on a neat chrome base; goes from house to veranda. You could do with several of these actively adaptable chairs. $19.95; with casters, add $5. Exp. coll.

Country Workshop, HG8, 95 Rome St., Newark 5, N. J.

Aquarium cleaner

Aqua-Vac cleans your fish tank without disturbing the occupants. Push-button operation separates and removes imbedded dirt and debris yet leaves gravel behind. It works on one flashlight battery, adjusts to clean 5-26 gallon aquariums. With disposable filter bag. $4.98 ppd. Spencer Gifts, 623 Spencer Bldg., Atlantic City, N. J.

Just your dish!

There is no end to the variety of uses you will find for this lovely milk glass shell. Superb for soap in the bath, thin mints on your dinner table, sauce at a buffet, ice cream sundae. It stands on an elegant Baroque base of golden metal. 7" wide. $1.50 each; $3.95 for 3. Ppd. Lillian Vernon, HG8, 30 Evans St., New Rochelle, N. Y.

Posies aglow

The First Lady has brought little nosegays and clusters of tiny blossoms in small arrangements into a well-deserved limelight. Here's a ceramic bowl with built-in candle holder ideal for individual party groups or grouping together on a big buffet. Bowls $1.00 ea., plus 20c post. Hanover House, Dept. 3384, Hanover, Penna.

Winning wedge

The life of ease is in store for wearers of glove leather wedgies with beaded moccasin toes and trim fringe. White, natural, turquoise, red or black. Sizes 5-10 and half-sizes, narrow or medium. $5.95; 1½" higher wedge, $7.95 plus 50¢ post. Order from Old Pueblo Traders, 622, HW8, So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz.

Know antique prices

If you like to jaunt to auctions, browse through shops, order this 378-page handbook. 32,000 American antiques, with prices and pictures of china, furniture, toys and 200 other groups. 1963 dealers' price book saves you money and you feel like an expert. $5.95 ppd. Madison House, HG8, 380 Lexington Ave., New York 17.

Just $2.00 each—order yours today. Buy several for gifts—we'll enclose a handsome card signed with your name!

To: House & Garden, Dept. MS, P. O. Box 1910, Grand Central Station, New York 17, New York
Please send me _______ H&G Magazine Saver(s) at $2.00 each. I enclose check or money order.

Name ______________________________
Address ______________________________
City ______ Zone ______ State ______

List additional names on separate sheet. Allow 3 weeks for delivery.
family were weavers. Today, Thai silk is sold around the world, and James Thompson's company has eighty competitors.

At 8:30 each morning Mr. Thompson is greeted by his weavers holding baskets of multi-colored bobbins of silk from which he selects the colors for the Queen's new evening coat or for the thousands of sarongs that are sold in his shop. The weaving is done in the workers' homes. In each tranquil house, the housework and vocational work move simultaneously. More like a fire sale, Mr. Thompson's shop on Suriwongse Road is a madhouse of stylish but grabby ladies in a whirling sea of brilliant yardage.

Mr. Thompson's home, a compound containing six Siamese houses, is open to the public two days a week and will be given after his death to the government of Thailand. Six of us dined there one evening on the brick terrace in front of the drawing room. The table was laid with pink-red mats and Thai plaid napkins to complement the bowl of hisbicus and the large hisbicus bushes that surround the garden. While our host told us the history of the house (the seventeenth-century brick in the stair bases had come from upcountry in Ayudhya), the antique green tiles of the parquet were used as ballast in the rice boats that came from China), we dined on Siamese food. We served ourselves from four plates of hot food at each end of the table. There was a bowl of rice at each place, then the hot soup was brought on after the main course. The Thais also make beautiful cutlery at a dozen different prices, but inferior bronze turns green and poorly made handles split. S. Samran Thailand has a good selection of quality bronze wares. The Thais also make beautiful celadon. At La Boutique I saw a lamp for with a 2-foot-high green celadon base and a handmade beige silk shade.

Thailand would seem to be the obvious place to buy gold jewelry, but I saw no gold necklaces or bracelets to compare with those at the Trio Pearl Company in Bangkok.
If you're short on space, fussy about colors and insist on quality, then insist on Eljer!

An Eljer original!
Saves space or enhances the decor of the most luxurious bath
Eljer precision-made fittings for "extra years" of service
Wide rim seat
5'0"
7'0"

Vitreous china shelf-back lavatory with convenient towel bar
One-piece bath, acid-resisting porcelain enamel on steel or cast iron
Flat bottom for safety

Better living begins when you own a new home equipped with Eljer fixtures. Visit the PARADE OF HOMES or other model homes in your community and ask about Eljer fine plumbing fixtures. Or write for Eljer's colorful "Bathroom Ideas" booklet. The Murray Corporation of America, Eljer Plumbingware Division, P.O. Box 836, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.

SINCE 1904
Nothing can match a Stevens sheet
...except a Stevens towel!

Stevens takes the guesswork out of decorating. Choose from a gorgeous array of fresh, exciting sheet patterns, mated to thick, luxurious towels. Complementary solid shades in both sheets and towels extend the sure-fire possibilities, every one guaranteed to make your bed and bath more beautiful.

For every taste, every bed and bath—it's Stevens Sheets and Towels.

All sheets and towels 100% cotton.

For your Booklet, "How to Decorate Your Bedroom and Bathroom," send 25¢ to Dept. UM 14.

SHEETS & TOWELS by STEVENS

UTICA® • MOHAWK® • BEAUTICALE®
THE COMPANIES WHO COOPERATED WITH HOUSE & GARDEN
in planning, building and furnishing our 1963 House of Ideas

FURNISHINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antiques and Accessories</th>
<th>Fabrics</th>
<th>MAJOR APPLIANCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antiques and Accessories</td>
<td>American Leather</td>
<td>Kitchen, Laundry and Party Pantry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orville Carr Associates</td>
<td>Belgian Linen</td>
<td>Elkay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doris Dessauer</td>
<td>Charles Bloom</td>
<td>Norge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Driver Antiques</td>
<td>Cohn-Hall-Marx</td>
<td>Perfection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James M. Faulkner</td>
<td>Design Tex</td>
<td>Preway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The House of Glass</td>
<td>Ford Vinyl Fabrics</td>
<td>RCA Whirlpool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Hart Galleries</td>
<td>Stroheim &amp; Romann</td>
<td>Tappan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambert Landscape</td>
<td>Furniture</td>
<td>Mobile Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Mood Designs</td>
<td>Baldwin Piano</td>
<td>Sico</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neiman-Marcus</td>
<td>A. Brandt</td>
<td>Waste King Universal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read &amp; Pate</td>
<td>Brown-Jordan</td>
<td>Pool House Kitchen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roundtree Country Reproductions</td>
<td>Directional</td>
<td>Norcold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample House</td>
<td>Dux</td>
<td>Tappan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shabby Shoppe</td>
<td>Hardwood House</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelmar</td>
<td>Tropi-Cal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells Design</td>
<td>Paintings and Sculpture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westmorland Importers</td>
<td>The James Bute Gallery of Houston</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedding</td>
<td>Rugs and Carpeting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chatham</td>
<td>Bigelow-Sanford</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simmons</td>
<td>Callaway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Springs Mills</td>
<td>Karastan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drapery Hardware</td>
<td>Towels</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>throughout House</td>
<td>Callaway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirsch</td>
<td>Dundee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Window Shades and Blinds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Illinois Shade</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BUILDING MATERIALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exterior and Interior Redwood Paneling, Decking and Doors</th>
<th>Vinyl Flooring and Wallcovering</th>
<th>Thermostats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simpson (a member of the California Redwood Association)</td>
<td>Armstrong</td>
<td>Minneapolis-Honeywell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting and Ventilating Equipment</td>
<td>Paints and Stains</td>
<td>Wood Flooring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerson Electric</td>
<td>Martin-Senour</td>
<td>E. L. Bruce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing Fixtures</td>
<td>Garage Doors and Openers</td>
<td>Countertops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eljer</td>
<td>Crawford</td>
<td>Formica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glazing and Skylights</td>
<td>Heating and Air Conditioning</td>
<td>Fireplace Screens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Cyanamid</td>
<td>Arkia</td>
<td>Portland Willamette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Telephones and Intercom System</td>
<td>Gas Incinerator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Southwestern Bell</td>
<td>Caloric</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more details, write to H&G’s Reader Service, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
For room by room information, see page 139
Only 30" of wall space. This compact new Tappan 'Fabulous 400' gas range gives you 1) a rotisserie big enough for a king-size roast, 2) four burners, one an automatic Set 'n Forget, 3) an automatic oven—at reach-in height—that can take a 24-pound turkey. And 4) a Tappan bonus, an extra 10 cubic feet of storage space beneath the range. • Matching Tappan dishwasher scrubs with suds.

For full information on Tappan's complete line of gas and electric ranges, and Tappan dishwashers, write Tappan Company, Dept. HG 8-3, Mansfield, Ohio. In Canada: Tappan-Gurney, Ltd., Montreal.
Our newest House of Ideas, built in the Inwood Oaks section of Houston, Texas, is a big-family house with two-story roominess and one-story practicality. Designed for today, it is a house that can take change in stride, a house that will still be young twenty years from now. From foundation to roof beams it is crammed with provocative new ideas you will want to borrow for your own home. We invite you to examine this exciting house room by room on the next thirty-six pages.
Through the carved wood doors, you enter an enchanting courtyard adorned by a blue-tiled swimming pool that dramatically reflects the main façade of the house. Built of redwood and lime-washed brick, its four great columns and the deep, raftered overhang of its pitched roof eloquently express a spirit of welcoming shelter. From the front door, at the left of the pillared porch, a covered walk leads past the entrance gates to a self-sufficient pool house with a big deck that overhangs the water. The glass doors at the right of the porch open the master bedroom to this private outdoor world.
OUR HOUSE OF IDEAS CAN TAKE CHANGE IN ITS STRIDE

Designed by Roger Rasbach and decorated by H&G, our House of Ideas was planned for a hypothetical young couple with two children in their early teens. But as our young family grows and matures, the house around them is designed to change, too—adapting itself to their new ways as pliantly as a form-fitting skin of supple plastic.

Today the house reflects the realities of contemporary living. The plan recognizes, for instance, that today's family wants a dining room even though two out of three meals might be served almost anywhere else in the house. It recognizes the importance to a growing family of a second kitchen. It takes account of the facts that father more often than not brings work home from the office, that mother's day includes half-a-dozen activities that do not fit serenely into living room or bedroom, that doing the laundry still requires a certain amount of space and that in ten minutes or less two children can become a crowd. These facts have inspired new ideas for the use of space, new kinds of rooms—like the party pantry, the leisure room, the studio-office—that can play many different roles today and still others tomorrow.

To meet our hypothetical family's present needs, the house has three full-time bedrooms. But in later years, as Mr. Rasbach points out, it might well become a five-bedroom house—or later still, be reduced to one bedroom. For instance, the two children's rooms on the upper floor (see upper floor plan, page 103), might become a bedroom and study for one college student, or the floor might be closed off entirely. The studio-office with its adjoining bath is admirably located to be used as a nursery for a new arrival—or as a bedroom for an older relative. And the pool house, both now and later, might be many things to many members of the family: a dressing room for swimmers; a children's playroom where electric trains and such might be left undisturbed for weeks at a time; a party room; a guest room; a private apartment for an older son; headquarters for visiting grandchildren.

The house is also designed to take time in its stride. Its mechanics and equipment are as advanced as current technology can provide (see page 114). The materials it is built of, however, and the finishes specially created for it were chosen specifically because they look mellow while still brand new, but will age gracefully. There are no contemporary clichés to date the house as the years pass, but there are dozens of timeless details that add to its individuality—the handcrafted hardware designed by Mr. Rasbach, the decorative tiles by sculptor-ceramist Martha Mood, the massive hand-carved doors.

This is a house where a family can live as they please today, tomorrow, twenty years from now. And because of that, it is a house that is destined to become more deeply rooted in their affections with every passing decade.

The flexibility of the plan stems largely from the fact that every room on the main floor has direct access to the outdoors as well as to an adjoining room with which it may be used in tandem. Across the back of the house, laundry, breakfast area, leisure room and studio-office all open to a spacious sweep of terrace, lawn and garden. Even the little sitting room, tucked away in the bedroom wing, has a private high-walled patio for sun-bathing. For plan of the upper floor, see page 103.
THE ROOMS THAT WELCOME GUESTS

The free sweep of space across the front of the house is a marvelously flexible area for entertaining as well as a warm human environment for family living. The dining room is quite separate from the living room, since the foyer lies between them. But each room is enhanced by its open view of the other.

From one end of the living room in our House of Ideas, space flows without interruption across the entrance foyer to the dining room. Yet each of these three areas is clearly defined by changes in ceiling height and floor level, and by a series of four glazed wooden posts that duplicate those outside in the courtyard. The living room floor is 6 inches lower than those of the rooms around it, and its set-apart atmosphere is further emphasized by the arrangement of three loveseats in front of the fireplace—an irresistible invitation to genial conversation.

The walls of the room, like those throughout the house, are finished with a subtle blend of H&G colors—in this case Pastel Citron glazed with Mushroom. (Over a flat base of Pastel Citron a paint glaze tinted with Mushroom is applied, then wiped with a rubber comb so that some of the contrasting color shows through.) Drawn across the sliding doors that open to the pillared portico are two sets of sheer curtains—one Pastel Citron, the other Butterscotch—on two electrically operated traverse tracks. Thus the push of a button can give the room any one of three different color effects. There are no lamps because all the lighting is built in—four recessed ceiling lights plus two swivel-bowl fixtures focused respectively on the fireplace and on a painting. All operate on dimmers.
A planter bed recessed in the floor, above and above left, greets your eyes first as you walk in the front door. Light pours down through a deep well overhead, topped by an acrylic plastic skylight.

On the left of the foyer, the dining room, above, seems much larger than it is because one side is wholly open and because its redwood ceiling, following the lines of the roof, slants upward to a point considerably higher than the foyer ceiling. The dining table is a permanent fixture: an hexagonal pedestal of brick with an oval top of reconstituted marble (for details of this remarkable material, see page 117). The cherry buffet topped with laminated plastic, standing against the brick wall, is a contemporary version of a Sheraton huntboard.

On the right of the foyer, the ceiling continues without changing level across the living room, below, but the lowered floor gives that room added height. A change of flooring to pre-finished oak also helps to underline the transition from the foyer to the living room.
The festive powder room, above, holds one of the many delightful surprises in which the house abounds: a floor paved with lavishly flowered Italian ceramic tiles. Harmonizing finishes on woodwork are but two of the specially created series used variously throughout house. All interior doors are of stock design, some finished like this one with H&G Mushroom frames, Espresso moldings, Mushroom-splattered Antique Gold panels—some in an alternate scheme. All are embellished with specially designed pewter-finished hardware. Hexagonal terra-cotta tiles of foyer, left, hand fired in Mexico, vary softly in color, need no waxing, eventually acquire the patina of old leather.
THE INGENIOUS PARTY PANTRY

This brand new idea for serving and storage triples the usefulness of the dining room, giving it a flexibility that ranges from seated dinner parties to intimate pick-up suppers.

A seated dinner party, *opposite page*, may be served in formal fashion in the dining room of our House of Ideas—or the guests may serve themselves from an attractive buffet in the adjoining party pantry, *right*. Installed in the ceiling over the plastic-topped hexagonal-based table is an infra-red warmer that keeps the food at serving temperature no matter how long diners may linger over the meal. When the party numbers more than eight, extra tables can be set up in the foyer where the guests will still be close enough to serve themselves from the pantry buffet. The dining room chairs upholstered in Lemon Peel leather offer a strong starting point for an almost infinite variety of table-setting color schemes.

For family meals the party pantry is equally practical, and for pick-up supper parties it might serve as the main base of operations with or without the services of the food warmer. No small part of its usefulness is the fact that it is pleasant to look at from the dining room. The pedestal of the warming table matches that of the dining table and a handsome copper hood shields the infra-red warming unit. Antique Gold laminated plastic tops cabinet that houses an ice cube maker and a sink.

On the other side of the pantry is an open wine rack, *below*, surrounded by cupboards and drawers for the convenient storage of china and linen.
THE ALLURING KITCHEN

Pretty enough for a party, the competent all-gas kitchen is finished in soft unkitcheny colors that make it pleasant to look at from whatever room you happen to see it.

Our House of Ideas kitchen, opposite page, is as invitingly decorative as any room in the house. This is due partly to the colors—predominantly Antique Gold and Bronze Green—and partly to the sophisticated but easy-to-care-for finish on the cabinets (the result of an undercoat of Bronze Green, a surface coat of Clay Beige, an overglaze of Espresso applied with a graining comb). Ingratiating decorative details like the white porcelain knobs and pewter-finished plates on the cabinet doors and the series of ceramic vegetable plaques sculptured by Martha Mood also contribute to the kitchen's living room look. An acoustical plaster ceiling absorbs clatter.

The peninsular cooking counter, right, divides the work area from the storage and breakfast area, and the round section at the end makes each of the surface burners equally easy to reach. Below the oven built into the wall next to the door to the party pantry is a pull-out broiler. All the appliances are gas, including the dishwasher.

The breakfast area is like a second dining room—a cheerful place for children's meals or family suppers. Table top of plastic-laminated walnut has wrought-iron base painted Antique Gold. Sheer wool curtains are drawn across sliding doors that open to rear terrace.
The visual excitement of this glorious two-and-a-half-story room is held in reserve until you round the corner of the entrance foyer. Primarily a feet-up room designed for the relaxed enjoyment of family pleasures, its great scale makes it also a noble partner for the living room.

The magnificent space of this second living room at the back of the house and its wall-to-wall, floor-to-roof view of the garden are, in themselves, conducive to relaxation. Since in a room of this size even the most brilliant colors are rarely overpowering, we chose a bold combination of Tangerine, black and white. An antique oriental trunk makes the brilliant coffee table. The rest of the furniture is simple and easy to care for (all the upholstery is vinyl) but not so informal as to mark the room "for teen-agers only." The soft pinky tone of the redwood wall and ceiling was achieved by applying one coat of white-pigmented paint stain, then rubbing it lightly with a lint-free rag. Four swiveling bowl lights in the walls near the ceiling flood room with light at night.
Four-fold doors at left of fireplace open to living room so that the two rooms may be used together for extra-large parties—or separately in the case of simultaneous parties for parents and children.

From the balcony, opposite page, that runs the length of the room (disappearing behind the chimney—see plan, above), you can get the full sweep of the transparent wall. The glazing, like that used throughout the house, is shatter-resistant acrylic plastic that makes sliding doors lighter in weight and screens the sun’s rays to retard the fading of indoor colors. Between the two huge weathered beams that support the roof is a series of six skylights that balance the light from the window. The room is divided into three areas by three matching striped rugs—one for the piano, one by the fireplace and one for a game table and chairs in the opposite corner. Between the folding doors to the family breakfast room and the doorway to the foyer is a bar cabinet on wheels that may be rolled around to any part of the room or out to the paved terrace.

The same lime-washed, rough-faced bricks used on the exterior of the house built the huge chimney, above right. The fireplace, tall and powerful, has a circular back, a copper shield at the top of the opening and a bow-front hearth. Hanging under the balcony by doorway to foyer is “ Burning Bush,” a handwoven tapestry in red and black by Jan Yoors.

For a family who loves music, there is a sound center, right, at the far end of the room, opposite the piano, that offers the most advanced and precise equipment for listening and recording. Built into the first cupboards: speaker, record changer, heavy-duty professional turntable, multiplex stereo FM radio, control center, record storage; in the lower sections of next two cabinets: tape recorder, tape player, more record storage. All of these compartments plus the speaker at the far right can be closed off by doors so that only the niches for books, TV and objets d’art are visible. In addition to two speakers for this room, there are ten other listening stations throughout the house, each with two speakers.
Buffered from household distractions, the parents' bedroom, a corner of which you see on our cover, is adjoined by a room for work and another for daytime resting. But both are ready to serve other needs now or in the future.

On a sunny summer morning, the parents of our young family can step outdoors from their bedroom, opposite page, and breakfast in the courtyard. But when doors are closed and curtains drawn, room has total privacy. Linen curtains were printed to order with border design in three H&G greens to match ombre stripes of custom-made quilted silk bedspread. The sleigh bed with white leather headboard panel, the marble-top table and tall cane-back chair are all cherry.

Adjoining bath-dressing room, above right, is partly paved with marble, partly carpeted in Empire Green of bedroom. Ceramic frame of mirror over marble-topped lavatory counter is an enchanting composition of three-dimensional leaves and flowers by Martha Mood. Cabinets are finished in one of antiqued multichrome effects used in all bathrooms throughout house. Opposite the lavatory on the carpeted side of the room is a wall of closets with sliding mirrored doors.

Between sitting room and studio-office (see next page) is another bathroom, right, which might be earmarked for the man of the house or reserved for guests. The colors—Mandarin Orange, browns and beiges—form a bridge between greens of bedroom and sitting room and bright hues of studio. Latticed door in wall is a recessed medicine cabinet. Ceramic mirror frame is by Robert Weimerskirsch.
A new idea in furniture arrangement, *above left*, adds marvelous convenience to one corner of bedroom. Two myrtle burl tables—console and coffee table—set at right angles to each other serve respectively as dressing table and bedside telephone table. Tub chair swivels easily from one to the other.

Sitting room, *above*, is most secluded spot in house for reading or taking a nap. Or a sick-abed child might be cared for here rather than upstairs. Antique iron daybed, armchair and ottoman are upholstered in black-and-white checks. Sliding doors in wall opposite bed open to the enclosed sun patio.

Multipurpose cabinet of aluminum and oil-finished walnut, *above right*, is stocked with everything needed to make the room a self-sufficient retreat. On the counter are a hot plate for making afternoon tea or early morning coffee and a new 1/2-cubic-foot thermoelectric refrigerator for fruit or cold drinks.

All creative crafts projects as well as any odd job from mending to paying bills may be carried out in the studio-office, *opposite page*. Here, too, father can concentrate on his homework from the office, and upon occasion the room can become a guest room. White walls, black-handled white linen curtains and black-and-white wallpapered ceiling make a crisp background for the riot of colors in boxes, baskets, yarns and other materials ranged around the room. Sliding doors open one wall of room to back garden; other walls are lined with a series of oiled walnut storage units arranged to leave spaces for a loom and a desk. Desk chair is an old office chair painted Mandarin Orange and upholstered in tweed. Four-drawer taboret for small tools (paints and brushes, perhaps) rolls on wheels to wherever needed.

The other side of the desk, *above left*, makes a stout and steady surface for a portable sewing machine. Cabinet in corner conceals fold-down guest bed, *above*. Antique brass trivet doubles as bedside table.

Everything imaginable—yarns, fabrics, Christmas wrappings—can be stored, *above right*, in pigeonhole units, sliding-door cabinets, drawers, open shelves. Floor is teak-patterned vinyl with orange strips.
UPSTAIRS: THE CHILDREN'S ROOMS

Set apart yet still close to the heart of the house are the son's and daughter's bedrooms that open off the balcony overlooking the leisure room.
FOR THE SON: SHIPSHAPE BUNKS

1. For the youngest member of the family, an enthusiastic 12-year-old sailor, we chose sturdy oak furniture that refuses to reveal tell-tale signs of vigorous use. Lower section of bed pulls out trundle fashion, or upper section may be raised to height of an upper bunk. Walls of Clay Beige and floor covered with off-white terrazzo-patterned sheet vinyl make a practical neutral background for Green Olive upholstery fabric and the Mexican rug. The painting over the bed is “Beach Scene” by David Adickes.

2. Sheer wool plaid that curtains sliding doors to outdoor balcony inspired the bright color accents of this room and adjoining bathroom. A cedar chest topped by an upholstered cushion gives the young man a window seat as well as extra storage for his sports gear. The seats and basket-weave backs of his oak chairs are stout cowhide.

3. All storage is built in. In the corner opposite the door to the bathroom is a built-in chest of drawers as well as a man-sized desk, both finished in one of the multichrome schemes used elsewhere in the house. The continuous top is white plastic laminate.

4. For the children’s bathroom we chose colors that would go equally well with either of the bedrooms that flank it. Striped towels in two different color combinations inspired the striped ceramic tiles Martha Mood designed to border lavatory. Recessed in wall at each end of the room is a lattice-door medicine chest, one for each child.

5. A short hall that turns the corner from the leisure room balcony leads to top of stairway. Door to long narrow storage space at left is narrower variation of doors used throughout house. Over stair well is large skylight screened with translucent acrylic.

6. The soft pinky tones of redwood glazed with white like that in the leisure room glow in the natural light of the stair well. Sides of stairs, too, are redwood, but treads are planks of oak. Antique carriage lamps flank “Still Life” by Francis Skinner.
FOR THE DAUGHTER: LIVELY PINKS

For the daughter still in her early teens we created a bed-sitting room, opposite page, in colors similar to those of her brother's room, but with a switch of emphasis. Here the deep pinks, reds and yellows of the sheer wool curtains comprise the main theme rather than the accents. And they are reflected even in the painted furniture: the Curry-finished high chest for her smaller possessions, the dark red drum table that doubles as a writing stand. To set off these gay hues, walls are Crystal Pink.

A Provincal daybed finished in white, above left, emphasizes the sitting room atmosphere and has the practical advantage of converting into two single beds when a schoolmate comes to spend the night. A covered basket lacquered to match the room's predominant colors serves as a stash-away cache and night table. Set high in the wall over the bed (over her brother's bed, too—see page 102) is a pair of stereo speakers that form one of the eleven listening stations of the housewide high fidelity music system.

Tucked in one corner of the room is the young lady's built-in dressing table, left, with a multichrome finish and a white plastic laminate top. To the right of it, around the corner from the wardrobe, a door leads into a large walk-in clothes closet generously fitted with built-in storage.
A delightful satellite of the main house, the little house in the courtyard offers a constant welcome to guests, to swimmers, to children. Planned especially to expedite poolside activities, it is also a self-sufficient retreat where long-term guests can enjoy complete independence and privacy.

Linked to the main house only by the covered walk at one side of the courtyard (see page 82), the pool house reflects the big-house design as closely as if it were an integrated wing. Its pitched roof has the same deep overhangs and projecting beams. The framework of the roof has been given the same “weathered” finish of charcoal gray washed with white, and the overhangs, like those of the big house, have been stained Antique Gold. As large in area as the pool house itself is the redwood deck that overhangs the water, tying house to pool.

The pool will be a joy to look at—as any pool should be—winter or summer, empty or full, for it is lined with Venetian glass mosaic tiles—260,000 of them. Three gradations in their color from top to bottom create an effect similar to the natural variations in color of a body of water that changes in depth. A gas-fired heater attached to the pool’s recirculating system can warm the water to a comfortable temperature the year round.

The all-weather furniture on the deck is of Sagebrush-finished aluminum, with chair seats and backs of aluminum mesh and table tops of mesh or glass. Only the chair cushions, along with the oversized canvas-covered deck cushions, have to be rescued from rain—a job speedily done with a canvas-covered cart (see page 110). At night the deck is lit by lamps mounted on courtyard wall and screened by pierced ceramic shields.
The pool house is always ready for guests. A pair of roll-out beds, opposite page, retire cozily into curtained, fabric-lined niches framed in redwood with the same weathered finish as the exterior beams and trim. Extra blankets and pillows are kept in the stack of mammoth books—actually a top-opening chest. One long narrow rug adds its soft warmth to the sleeping area without obtruding on the swimmers' route from pool to dressing room.

The other side of the room, right, is furnished as a game and dining area with a rattan hour-glass table and club chairs lacquered Tangerine and upholstered to match the bed niches. Dark stained wood-slat blinds over the sliding doors provide privacy and shade the room for sleeping without cutting out all the light. A ceramic lantern from Mexico lights the table for dining, and the deck outside is presided over by a ceramic doll by Robert Weimerskirch.

Multichrome finishes, latticed doors, specially designed decorative tiles embellish the pool house lavatory, opposite page, lower left, as they do the bathrooms in the main house. But here there is additional drawer space for the convenience of guests. The rest of the bath-dressing room is divided into three compartments for toilet, shower and a good-sized wardrobe (see plan, below).

A wonderful way to store party accessories so they are easy to reach and pretty to look at was devised for the pool house kitchen. One whole wall is lined with open shelves and compartments, some tall enough for oversized items such as party coffee makers. Small accessories are kept in boxes covered with decorative paper or fabric, trays are filed in a plastic rack and wine bottles are stacked in plastic containers that may be added to as needed.

Sleeping niches, bath-dressing room and cooking facilities make pool house a self-sufficient apartment. A fully equipped "second kitchen," the kitchenette contains an undercounter refrigerator, a single-bowl stainless steel sink with a plug-in appliance center and a range with four burners and oven.
Our House of Ideas is admirably designed for entertaining outdoors any number from one to one hundred. The little kitchen in the pool house makes it as easy to serve small-to-medium parties in the courtyard as in the dining room of the big house. But when the guest count reaches fifteen or more, an outdoor party anywhere calls for a quantity of dishes, glasses, bottles and food that takes innumerable trips to transport from the house. So H&G decided to test the feasibility of a party on wheels.

To this end, we furnished the house with five pieces of wheelabout equipment: a large folding table, a gas barbecue, a refrigerator, an ice-maker and a dishwasher. In addition, we designed wheeled carriers for deck cushions and other poolside accessories. These are ordinary office mail carts fitted with bright canvas covers that include flaps to protect the contents from dust. Storage for everything was easily found in one of the two double garages, only a few steps away from the courtyard entrance gates (see plan, page 84).

Our party was set for 5 o’clock on a Saturday afternoon and we invited eighteen guests, mostly in their mid-teens. Around 3:30, the girls who were to serve as hostesses stopped by and performed a few preliminary chores. They rolled the mail carts to the poolsidr and distributed the cushions. They wheeled in the barbecue, the refrigerator (loaded with bottles of Coke and ginger ale) and the ice-maker. Finally they brought in the 10-foot folding table and set it up near the
pool house. We couldn’t dissuade them from also setting the tops on the table’s twelve attached stools in spite of the fact that our party was to be a buffet.

Very little pre-party cooking was required for our menu:

- Cold crawfish with a hot sauce
- Barbecued beef, ribs and links
- Rolls
- Mixed vegetable salad
- Cake and ice cream

And we did not have to wait until the last minute to set out the food, for we had a series of serving dishes with ice compartments and plastic dome covers to keep everything fresh and crisp. The rolls went into a basket on the lower shelf of the barbecue.

When our guests arrived, some changed immediately into swim suits and headed for the pool. Others lounged on the deck and listened to records, and everybody consumed quantities of Coke. As soon as the meat was ready, dinner was served. When all had had their fill of barbecued ribs, two boys rolled in the last of our wheelabout equipment—the dishwasher—which was loaded with first-course plates and forks while the ice cream and cake were being served. Later the dessert dishes, too, disappeared into the machine, and it was wheeled to the pool house kitchen and set to work.

After dinner, everyone took to the dance floor—the pool house deck. When the party was over, all that was left to be done was to fold up the table, collect the cushions and wheel everything home to its shelter in the garage.
THE
GENEROUS
ARRIVAL
AREAS

Like a solicitous host, our House of Ideas encourages you to enjoy its hospitality a little at a time. The face it turns to the outside world inspires pleasant speculation. What lies behind the brick wall? Where does the driveway end? What is the small, separate building? The answers are revealed, one by one, as a series of delightful surprises.

1. The driveway paved with a compound colored a mellow terra cotta leads you past the broad brick-walled forecourt. Punctuated with sections of iron grillwork backed by planting, the wall provides the house with an adequate measure of privacy whereas a solid wall would have seemed inhospitable. Tall live oaks and pines, long standing on the site and carefully preserved by the builder, contribute a look of maturity that is seldom realized in brand new houses. (No shadeless saplings here!)

2. The motor court is not merely a place to park your car; it is a distinctive design adjunct to the house itself, and fulfills the psychological purpose of making guests feel welcome even before they get out of their automobiles. Bounded by the wall of the pool court, the garage and another, lower brick wall, the parking area has the character of an outer courtyard. Its surface is concrete aggregate with redwood dividers. Automated garage doors are redwood boards stained to match the house.

3. The two garages designed to satisfy the ever-growing need for family mobility are part of a storage-service complex which also includes the laundry and the housekeeper’s suite. The garage facing the motor court houses two cars and the other, approached by the curving driveway, houses three. Heating and air conditioning units are built into the wall of garage on right; the other garage has square bulk-storage room.

4. The covered walk leading to the front door introduces three materials used prominently inside: terra-cotta floor tiles, lime-washed brick for the wall and redwood in the ceiling which is stained Antique Gold.

5. The entrance gates are the real front doors, and their hand-carved panels establish the importance of craftwork in the house you are about to enter. Each fir door weighs 300 pounds, boasts real dowel joinery.
If a house is a "machine for living," as some architects have been accused of saying, then our House of Ideas can be credited with literally generating the machine in a new way. As far as we know, this is the only house in the world that furnishes all of its own energy, full time, by means of a 30-kilowatt natural gas generator. This is saying a great deal, since the house requires an extraordinary amount of energy. Major kitchen appliances, washer and dryer, heating-air conditioning system, swimming pool heater—all of these use gas. In addition, the on-site gas generator provides all electricity needed for lighting, ventilating fans, the two automatic hot water heaters, the music system, thermostatic and garage door controls and the dozens of small appliances common in every home today.

You can't buy the House of Ideas "total-energy" generating system in a store, but neither is it merely an engineering stunt. Already such on-site energy producers are now a reality in numerous commercial and school buildings, and engineers believe the day is not far away when energy packages also will be available for single-family houses as well. In theory, an on-site energy system offers greater architectural freedom to the designer of a house where difficult terrain or local ordinances restrict the manner in which the utility lines may be brought into the building. It may also be feasible in the near future for a builder to establish a central energy generating unit that can supply the needs of a group of houses.

Energy-producing natural gas frequently emerges from the earth accompanied by petroleum, and the two are both represented importantly in our House of Ideas by an imposing array of products and materials developed by the prodigious applied science called petrochemistry. With the chemicals derived from natural gas and oil, the petrochemical industry has created a world of synthetic fibers, rubbers, plastics and epoxies. Some are brand new products, others have already become household familiaris.

For instance: a petroleum derivative introduces color to a place where it has never been satisfactorily achieved before—the pavement of the driveway. Instead of terra cotta, we could have chosen green, blue, yellow or white because these are all integral colors in a new petroleum-derived "binder" material. You simply mix the colored binder with an aggregate of sand and gravel and apply the mixture just as you would asphalt.

The sheets of shutter-proof acrylic plastic that are used to glaze all the windows, skylights and sliding doors throughout the house also stem from petroleum.

The reconstituted marble used for the dining table top, the floor, walls and counter of the master bathroom and the countertop in the guest bath is made by combining real marble dust with a petroleum-based epoxy. This material has the beauty of natural marble plus a notable advantage: it can be molded to any shape you want such as, for instance, the oval form of the bathroom basins.

Among the more familiar petroleum-based products in the house are:

- The acrylic paints used to develop the variety of imaginative finishes on the walls and cabinets.
- The nylon and Dacron that give the curtains and upholstery their long-wearing, easy-washing qualities.
- The plastic laminates used to make durable countertops in bathrooms, kitchen and laundry.
- The vinyls that show up in nearly every room of the house as flooring, wallcovering, cushion covering or upholstery.

Without the many products that trace their origin to the wizardry of petrochemical scientists, our House of Ideas would clearly have taken a very different and, we believe, less sparkling form.

Laundry-solarium invites ease-taking, plant-tending

Even with the most efficient equipment and the most miraculous of detergents, doing the family laundry takes space (whoever saw clothes sort and fold themselves?). But since no one washes clothes all day, every day, the generous laundry in our House of Ideas has been designed to double as a solarium-flower room: cut flowers can be arranged at the deep sink and any surplus moisture in the atmosphere will be gratefully received by a collection of growing plants on a specially designed wrought-iron stand. Located next to the kitchen, the room's sunny disposition is assured by the window wall that opens to the grassy terrace. Washer and dryer are finished in H&G's Bristol Blue, and above them hangs a series of ceramic plaques by Martha Mood depicting the weatherman in all his moods: wind, rain, storm, scorching sun and benignly fair.
THE MARKS OF INDIVIDUALITY

Every room in the house boasts at least one new idea designed to ease a care, add a comfort or, best of all, to multiply the sources of delight.

Deft details in unexpected places

Some of the most delightful touches turn up where you least expect them: • Living room fireplace (1) is framed with slate edged by a molding of wormy chestnut with a mellow weathered finish. At the back of the hearth is a gas pilot light to start the logs burning without kindling. • A parade of benign insects on ceramic tiles (2) marches in friendly fashion around the countertop of kitchenette in the pool house. • A series of twenty-four ceramic bas-reliefs depicting luscious vegetables (3) decorates the whole wall over the sink and counter of kitchen in the main house. Both series, like tiles that edge counters of bathrooms, are by Martha Mood.

Handsome housing for gas heaters

The vast dimensions of the leisure room’s transparent wall (22½ feet across, 21 feet from floor to ridge of roof) are further dramatized by the strong pattern created by 9-inch-wide mullions, based on proportions of sliding doors.

The gas that supplies all the power for the house also controls the temperature, but its sources are pleasantly unobtrusive. • A series of six semi-portable infra-red heaters set around the pool terrace (7) radiate enough heat to extend the season for courtyard living by several weeks in early spring and late fall. Each heater is mounted vertically in a gaslight post. • One of the central heating and air conditioning units and the gas-fired incinerator (8) fit neatly into closets designed for them in the wall of the garage. • Infra-red food warmer in party pantry is actually installed in ceiling, but copper hood (9) hides working parts and directs rays to buffet table.
Distinctive co-ordinated hardware

The specially designed doorknobs, handles and pulls, combined with the specially developed finishes, give the standard doors and cabinets a made-to-order look. Like a well-planned wardrobe, this repertoire of hand-crafted hardware allows for refreshing variations from room to room, but each of the designs is repeated often enough to contribute decorative unity to the whole house. • Pewter-finished knobs on lacy escutcheons (4) embellish most of the bedroom doors. • Simple porcelain pulls with leaf-like pewter escutcheons (5) are used in the kitchen and some of the bathrooms. • Sturdy spool handles (6) grace double doors of leisure room.

Synthetics in new roles

In places where all materials have to take a beating, petroleum-derived synthetics combine uncommon endurance with good looks. • The terrazzo-patterned vinyl plastic sheeting that covers floor of housekeeper's bathroom (10) also lines three walls of bath-shower niche (a single sheet turns corners without having to be cut or joined by moldings). • Reconstituted marble makes an elegant surface for master bathroom's step-down tub and shower compartment (11). Fabric used for curtains of adjoining bedroom (see page 98) was laminated to window shade, water-proofed with plastic coating. • Accordion panels of plastic (12) line tub enclosure of guest bath.
THE UBIQUITOUS

Not long ago my young son and I were in India visiting my family and re-acquainting him with the Indian half of his heritage (the other half is American). While we were there, in consideration of the more orthodox members of his Indian family—great-aunts, second cousins and all of the relatives that Indians consider "close kin"—I had to instruct him in the etiquette and technique of eating a meal properly with his fingers. It isn't simple.

First he had to learn to be served and not to behave in the way that we do in our American home where we expect him to serve himself. The servant with the large ladle or cooking spoon comes to each member of the family and places rice on the large, round silver trays we call thalis. Then, into the small silver bowls, or catoris, the servant spoons various kinds of curries, vegetables, yoghourt, pickles, lentils. Once served, my son had to learn to eat only with his right hand, never to touch food with his left hand, to use his fingers in such a way that they do not get dirtied beyond the first knuckle, to be sure to begin eating before his hostess because this is expected of any man or boy, and to master the countless other details of correct behavior at a formal Indian meal. By the end of our stay in India, my son was quite adept in the complexities of the Indian eating ritual.

When our Bombay visit ended, we went to London for a few days as a break in the long trip back to New York. There my son was invited to a children's tea party. The British, as everyone knows, make quite a performance out of the ceremony of High Tea—everyone, that is, except my son on that occasion. I will never forget his look of horror when he sat down at the tea table and faced a formidable array of food and of spoons. Which spoon went with which of the many delicious dishes? There were, of course, teaspoons to stir the very milky tea in the children's cups, then there were the spade-shaped spoons that the English like to use for ice cream, dessert spoons for the various jellies and trifles, large serving spoons next to each bowl of goodies, but, just to confuse matters in my child's mind, he found that he could eat the sandwiches and the cake with his fingers.

In America there was further instruction in this small area of living waiting for him. His father, an invertebrate iced-tea drinker, introduced him to the long-handled spoons used for the cold drinks that are served in tall glasses. He also learned to recognize the wooden spoon I use in making cream sauces, the perforated spoon I use for scooping vegetables out of boiling water, the big mixing spoon, the tiny salt-spoon that I still prefer to use on the table instead of the more popular (in America) salt shaker. Altogether, I could see, it really was an embarrassment of spoons.

But then I began to think about how pervasive and how basic this simple household item is and why it appears in so many different forms. It occurred to me that any woman who does her own housekeeping uses, in the course of a day, innumerable spoons. First, the spoon to measure early morning coffee (instant or regular), then the sugar spoon, the spoons to be set out for breakfast, the spoons to stir the coffee and eat the cereal, the cooking spoons for boiled, poached or scrambled eggs. Spoons all morning if you are a habitual coffee or tea drinker. The simplest soup-and-sandwich lunch requires a spoon, and the cooking of any kind of dinner involves spoons ranging from the ladle to the miniature spoon you use for measuring spices.

A friend of mine, an industrial designer, once told me that one of the first assignments her class in training school was given was to think up an implement that would serve all the purposes of eating a complete dinner, something that would combine the functions of the knife, fork and spoon. Most of the class, she said, finally settled for chopsticks because meat and vegetables can always be cut up in the kitchen, as they are in Chinese or Japanese cuisine, and consequently virtually anything can be eaten with chopsticks. Anything except soup. None of the students could think of a substitute for a spoon. Even in China and Japan, where long metal chopsticks are the main cooking implements, there is no way of serving most of the cooked food except with a spoon, and though knives and forks never appear on the table, soup spoons at a formal dinner are essential.

In Indonesia, in Ceylon, in the most obscure African village, people will fasten the scraped-out half-shell of a coconut to a stick to make, once again, that necessary implement—a spoon—to scoop water out of a brook for drinking, to use in the kitchen, to use as a measure in buying at the market or judging a recipe. A primitive variation, certainly, but don't we, in effect, do the same? After all, a "spoonful" is a standard measurement appearing in recipes the world over.

In a way, this taken-for-granted household implement carries its own important psychological significance. Thinking about it, I was rather surprised to find how evocative a spoon is of our earliest associations. It is, for instance, the first feeding instrument that a child knows after he is weaned from the breast or bottle. By now, in these psychology-conscious times, all of us have learned, one way or another, of the expression of love implicit in the offering of food to a child. The hand with the spoon in it, giving sustenance and satisfaction to the baby, will inevitably be a symbol of security, cherishing and consequently love. Indeed, this is only one part of a long tradition—a tradition that possibly has grown out of the early needs and dependencies of children on the people that feed them.

In virtually any country in the world, eating is a kind of ritual with its own rules, sometimes rather bizarre rules. Whether it is the Masai tribe of nomads in Kenya who will ceremoniously offer you fresh cow's blood sipped through a reed inserted in the vein of a living cow, or whether you are courteously handed the special delicacy of a fish-eye in Japan, or whether you are surfeited with caviar and vodka by a Russian host, the principle is still the same. Food and the serving of it is a fundamental part of hospitality, a gesture from one human being to another of generosity, friendship and finally—to put it pretentiously—the brotherhood of man. If you can offer the first basic need of mankind, food, to another person, you are to some extent expressing your wish for his good, for his survival, for his camaraderie, as well as your acknowledgment that both you and your guest share in "the human predicament," as the
It seems natural, then, in the West, that a logical decoration for the hand
understandable when you remember the form of the communion service in a
more enriching.

And, as a result, the housewife's most monotonous tasks become that much
mous draftsman, is the same: to bring grace and beauty into the home.

Yes, but the sight of them is also esthetically pleasing. In the end the
constructed for line and usefulness are the cooking spoons you can buy in
spoons hang proudly on display. This is partly for convenience of access,
cheapest sets of stainless steel knives, forks and spoons appear, how well
equally in the minds of buyers and manufacturers of household equip­
masters like Cellini fashioned with equal brilliance a statue as impressive and on as grand a
fashioned with equal brilliance a statue as impressive and on as grand a
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into designing a 168-piece Louis XV silver dinner service that it recently
spoons. An artist like Jacques Rutiérs put so much imagination and work
for a dining table with their exquisite matching spoons. Hamburger—like
burgers and ice cream and like that. O.K.?”

Even now, a sense of the value of both design and utility continues
equally in the minds of housewives and manufacturers of household equip­
unfashioned with equal brilliance a statue as impressive and on as grand a

The dignity of religion, the charm of beautiful workmanship, the
earthly realism of the mechanics of living are all things that we become
awake of as children. The instruments we use for cooking, serving or eat­
ting food have associations far beyond their simple utility. They are, for
example, an intimate part of our feeling of hospitality—any hostess would
bring out her best silver to honor special guests. And what is hospitality?
Essentially a giving and receiving between people, a gesture of gracious­
ness, the acknowledgment that the courteous offering of the fundamental
necessities of life to another person distinguishes the civilized human being
from the suspicious hoi.

My son said to me the other day (in the incurable and only occasion­
ally comprehensible jargon of small boys), “Hey, Mom, Billy and Peter are
coming for supper. Neat, isn’t it?”

“Neat” is exactly what I knew it wouldn’t be if the three of them
got together at table. However, with motherly self-restraint, I asked only
what they would like to eat.

“Nothing creepy, O.K.? Like, I mean, no kind of liver or anything.”

“Well, what?” (I’ve long since given up on liver anyway.)

“Something real cool, O.K.?”

“You mean cold cuts?”

“Oh, Mom, don’t be such a spaz. I mean, like soup, maybe, and ham­
burgers and ice cream and like that, O.K.?”

It was certainly O.K. with me, and I started setting the table with the
appropriate dishes and spoons and spoons and spoons. Hamburgers, like
sandwiches, should be eaten with the fingers; a wonderful convention,
since then there are no forks to wash. But I washed an amazing number of
spoons that day.

By Santha Rama Rau

great English novelist, E. M. Forster, has called it.

If the most casual stranger walks into an Indian house, the owner, by
the traditions of our society, must offer him something to eat and drink.
In fact, an Indian friend of mine has, as her recurring nightmare, the
dream of twenty-five people dropping in unexpectedly to dinner—and there
is no food in the house! She always wakes consumed with guilt after this
dream. How, she asks herself when she is still half-asleep, could I not have
seen to it that there was enough food for even the most unplanned number
of visitors? There is so great a feeling about hospitality in India that
there is even one day a year set aside for the worship and appreciation
of household utensils. These, after all, are the objects that not only help
to keep us alive, but also make it possible to show cordiality to other
people. No wonder, then, that entertaining anywhere in the world usually
involves the serving of food and drink, and that the objects that make this
possible deserve individual attention.

In the West as much as in Asia, the classic present to a bride is the
silver and cooking utensils she will need. Out of this basic sense of neces­
sity combined with the higher sense of social grace grew the practice of
creating ordinary household objects that are works of art. From the need
to include elegance and beauty in daily living, great masters like Cellini
fashioned with equal brilliance a statue as impressive and on as grand a

The dignity of religion, the charm of beautiful workmanship, the
earthly realism of the mechanics of living are all things that we become
awake of as children. The instruments we use for cooking, serving or eat­
ting food have associations far beyond their simple utility. They are, for
example, an intimate part of our feeling of hospitality—any hostess would
bring out her best silver to honor special guests. And what is hospitality?
Essentially a giving and receiving between people, a gesture of gracious­
ness, the acknowledgment that the courteous offering of the fundamental
necessities of life to another person distinguishes the civilized human being
from the suspicious hoi.

My son said to me the other day (in the incurable and only occasion­
ally comprehensible jargon of small boys), “Hey, Mom, Billy and Peter are
coming for supper. Neat, isn’t it?”

“Neat” is exactly what I knew it wouldn’t be if the three of them
got together at table. However, with motherly self-restraint, I asked only
what they would like to eat.

“Nothing creepy, O.K.? Like, I mean, no kind of liver or anything.”

“Well, what?” (I’ve long since given up on liver anyway.)

“Something real cool, O.K.?”

“You mean cold cuts?”

“Oh, Mom, don’t be such a spaz. I mean, like soup, maybe, and ham­
burgers and ice cream and like that, O.K.?”

It was certainly O.K. with me, and I started setting the table with the
appropriate dishes and spoons and spoons and spoons. Hamburgers, like
sandwiches, should be eaten with the fingers; a wonderful convention,
since then there are no forks to wash. But I washed an amazing number of
spoons that day.

Editor's Note: India-born journalist, novelist and playwright Santha Rama
Rau had a grandmother who thought Westerners were barbarians for eat­
ing with forks and spoons. “After all,” she used to say, “you know if your
own hands are clean. But who knows if the servants washed the silver
properly?” But even in her house, reports her granddaughter, a spoon was
used for the serving. Although Miss Rama Rau has traveled and lived in
many parts of the world and now resides in New York with her American
husband and young son, she has always been “engaged with India,” as she
puts it. Her recent play—the first ever on Broadway about India by an
Indian—was a dramatization of E. M. Forster’s “Passage to India.” Rumer
Godden, another contributor to H&G’s essay series, once commented about
Santha Rama Rau’s literary accomplishments: “The balance remains:
cool and warm, East and West, wit and kindness, journalist and woman.”

This most taken-for-granted of household implements is also a symbol
of hospitality, of religious offering, of beauty and elegance, and of love.
Hanging basket plants are as old, probably, as Babylon, but they have lasted a lot longer. There is a good reason for both their antiquity and their longevity: A hanging basket provides a means of displaying plants that is unsurpassed for ease of planting and for dramatic show. Whether you fill a porch from floor to eave (opposite page and below), arrange a whole sky full of soaring color in a connoisseur’s collection (page 125), or simply put a begonia in celestial orbit across your living room window, the results differ only in degree. The principal requisite for a good hanging basket, of course, is a plant that will grow down as well as or better than it grows up. You will need to water the plant or plants you choose for your baskets about five times as frequently as you would the same plants in a garden, adding soluble fertilizer to the water fortnightly. This could be just a matter of a few extra minutes of regular attention (for details, see Gardener’s Month, page 140). On these six pages, the lovely results.

**HOW TO PLANT BEAUTY IN A BASKET**

Right:

Episcias, long known for their yellow, orange or red flowers and their ribbed and colorful foliage, are relatives of both African-violets and columneas and of the gloxinias on the shelf below them, but they are dissimilar except in technical flower structure. Like all the gesneria family, they need warmth, but protection from noon sun. Once these conditions are met (and a moist soil maintained) they bloom, at least a little, all the time.

Opposite page:

Begonia, episcia, columnnea — three “basket greats”—hang above the plant staging on Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Webster’s living porch in Islip, Long Island, N. Y. Other begonia types that would serve equally well above eye level are on the low shelf, with a new miniature cymbidium in the foreground and a tubbed lemon at far end. The Websters use the old reliable bamboo roller shades to control sun, have an automatic humidifier to keep winter air buoyant, reduce winter evaporation.
There are as many uses for hanging baskets as there are plants for baskets.

Ferns are marvelously textured even if their colors are largely limited to greens. From the bold fronds of nidulariums to the daintiest of maiden hair species, the range of fern types for basket use is wide. And the spongy kind of moss that is so suitable for lining hanging plant baskets is really a second home for most ferns. Chief growing requisites are protection from hot sun and, of course, plenty of moisture. Ferns grow best in wire baskets lined with sheet moss, available from most florists (see pages 140 and 141), but may be wired into “balls” of moss to cover a sphere, or grown in decorative pots. These baskets and those below hang in courts outside Mr. and Mrs. David Frame’s house in Houston, Tex. Architects: Neuhaus & Taylor.

Here is proof that a good fern basket can be decorative and useful wherever you put it. When the great tree around which the Frames planned their terrace lost its top, a fern basket clothed the remaining bare trunk. Other fern baskets at varying levels add height as well as depth. Notable in all these fern arrangements are species of nephrolepis, of which the familiar and durable Boston fern is one. Other suitable genera for similar conditions of shade and humidity: adiantum, cryptomium, davallia, lygodium, platycerium (including the bold staghorn fern). Best way to water outdoor jungles: early and often with a fine spray from a garden hose.
Begonias are almost without equal as hanging basket candidates. Not only is the foliage of the many species and varieties wondrously varied, but the pretty bursts of pinkish florets that come as the days lengthen are a constant delight. The plants will stand well a humid climate or endure considerable drought (when they wilt from dryness, they straighten up only minutes after they are watered.) Their roots will thrive in almost any container and a soil that holds gritty sand and plenty of leafmold. Three groups of heracleifolia varieties, including 'Ricinifolia,' grace Mrs. H. G. Safford's Houston, Tex., house.

Lantanas fill the arches all summer long of an outdoor Cape Ann, Mass. produce market, below. (Even the food may seem more appetizing for the beneficent garnish of hanging baskets.) Summer residents of Rockport, Mass., honor this establishment equally for its merchandise and for the baskets, which emerge each season from greenhouse hibernation brighter and more luxuriant than ever.

Baskets for their own sake, apart from the particular plants they may contain, are what counts. Even in spring and in a relatively cool climate, before the ivy-leaved geraniums have substantial foliage or any flowers at all, the mere presence of the baskets within the frame through which the garden is seen provides focus and increased perspective. Now in tight bud, these plants in the Wilmington, Del., garden of Mr. and Mrs. J. Dudley Clark will bloom without letup all summer long (see next page).
Staples in the inventory of basket plants would include these four plus the others on these pages: Browallia, far left, top, one of the very best and brightest of the trailing plants and easily grown from seed. It requires greenhouse warmth in winter and plenty of sun, and will continue outdoors all summer. Best variety is B. speciosa major. Most adaptable of a numerous clan, ivy-leaved geranium, left, top, has graceful but starchy leaves, almost continuous summer bloom. Nasturtium, far left, below, is as valued for its cool cucumber-green leaves as for its hot yellow-orange flowers. This, too, is easily grown from seed, likes heat and sun. Fourth species is climbing jasmine, making a shrubby tangle of green and white all summer. All four plants will flourish in the open as long as they are not allowed to dry out or blow apart.

Showmanship, even of a restrained sort, is the real secret of displaying basket plants well. Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Webster have added a fine sense of style to an unimpeachable knowledge of suitable plants, well grown. Their greenhouse, left and opposite page, was modeled after the classic orangery, but on a smaller scale. Plants at greenhouse end, left, include bromeliads, sedum, skinny rhipsalis, and, on both sides, fuchsia and begonia. Columneas, recently "discovered" kin of the African-violet, form the basis of these two groups and are at their spectacular peak of flowering, opposite page. The flowers of all the principal species run red to yellow. All the basket plants on these two pages are suitable for growth either under glass or indoors. (The four at top of page are also good for summer outdoors.)
The art of using paint to simulate precious marble or rich hardwoods is as old as the Egyptians and as new as today’s enterprising craftsman. The technique is not child’s play, but it can be mastered by a practiced amateur who has patience, imagination and enough space to set up a long-term workshop. With paint, brush and a steady hand, you can turn a humble wooden table top into fantasy marble, or a plaster column into trompe l’oeil porphyry.

Fantasy or faux finishes have been popular with artists and decorative craftsmen in all parts of the world. The Chinese and Japanese were early adventurers in the techniques of imitating exotic woods. In the sixteenth century, the Italians developed trompe l’oeil painting to a high degree in the course of decorating their villas and palazzos. Michelangelo painted an architectural framework of faux marbre for his great frescoes in the Sistine Chapel. You can see columns of faux porphyry in the Pitti Palace and architectural details of faux marbre combined with real marble at Fontainebleau. Among the earliest artisans who came to America were house painters who brought with them the knowledge of simulating marble and wood grains which they used to handsome effect on the pilasters and paneling of Colonial mansions such as the Hunter House in Old Newport. Fantasy wood-graining was a popular finish for furniture throughout the nineteenth century. Even today you will see very fine new (and expensive) furniture with fantasy finishes, particularly marble and tortoise.

Some fantasy finishes are faithful trompe l’oeil imitations of real materials. Others, with more exaggerated patterns and fanciful colors, imaginatively suggest marbles, woods and precious stones that never were. Both types are included in the collection of samples, opposite page, executed for H&G by the Isabel O’Neil Studio Workshop. For Mrs. O’Neil, who has adapted the traditional methods, encourages her students not only to master the techniques, but to employ them to execute imaginative finishes of their own creation. She urges them to study the patterns of natural materials, but never to copy a specific piece of stone or wood.

Step-by-step instructions for achieving the three fantasy effects in the top row of our sampler may be obtained by sending a stamped, self-addressed envelope to H&G’s Reader Service, 420 Lexington Ave., N. Y. 17, N. Y. Techniques for other finishes will be taken up in future issues.

1 Faux porphyry feigns the dark red or purplish hue of real porphyry enlivened by its characteristic metallic sparkle. This finish is achieved by a spattering technique—first with varying colors and values, then with white, black and brassy gold for the highlights.

2 Faux marbre in the stylized manner is a quite painstaking technique. The pattern is worked on a dry surface with small floats or patches of paint. By applying droplets of turpentine to each float you set it in motion to form a pattern. Then the many intricate little hairline veins of marble are painted freehand. This technique is practical for small objects such as pedestals, boxes or lamp bases of simple shape.

3 Faux marbre in the floating manner is so called because the surface is flooded with a base color, and while the paint is still wet, other colors are laid on with a feather and made to move with turpentine. This technique is recommended for horizontal surfaces such as table tops and shelves. With practice, it may also be adapted to vertical surfaces such as moldings, in which case the base paint is allowed to dry before the other colors are floated on in a similar but more controlled fashion.

4 The tools that work the magic, left to right: brush and paint for base coat; cotton to absorb excess turpentine used in “floating” colors for marble patterns; turkey feathers and jars of paint for “floating” colors; turpentine to move color; block of wood for heavy spatter work; sponge and crumpled newspaper for forming patterns with paint; chamois and water for removing excess paint. In foreground: brush for spattering and palette knife for mixing paint.

Opposite page:
As varied as the riches of the Indies are the luxurious and imaginative effects you can achieve on plain wood with fantasy finishes. Top row, left to right: wood before finishing; faux porphyry; faux marbre in the stylized manner; faux marbre in the floating manner. Center row: four versions of faux tortoise. Bottom row: faux lapis lazuli, faux malachite, two kinds of faux bois. Top and bottom: two imaginative versions of bamboo.
AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER OWNERS:

New Improved Dishwasher all not only ends water spots...but dissolves 7 of the most stubborn spots

 Guarantees spot-free washing... the most spot-free glasses, silver, dishes any dishwasher can wash!

New improved Dishwasher all not only ends water spots but dissolves 7 other stubborn spots that trouble every automatic dishwasher owner! Dishwasher all's super-penetrating solution gets in and under these spots, lifts them off and floats them away. Dishware comes out sparkling clean—even after being stacked for hours in your dishwasher.

And Dishwasher all is recommended by every leading dishwasher manufacturer. Get new improved Dishwasher all —new color, new fragrance. Dishwasher all guarantees the most spot-free glassware, dishes, silver any dishwasher can wash—or your money back.

Dishwasher all is recommended completely safe for finest china by the American Fine China Guild.

CORKSCREW

Delightfully different summer drinks—

By James A. Beard

Summer is the season of fruits and refreshing fruit-flavored drinks. What could be more appealing on a hot day than a tall vermouth cassis, sparkling with soda bubbles, scented with lemon zest? This estival hankering for fruits is nothing new. Long before the era of soda fountains and ready-bottled fruit drinks, the meticulous housewife prepared fresh fruit syrups, homemade wines, ratafias and shrubs and stored them in the cellar or pantry so that she might offer her guests a choice of cooling refreshments. Family recipe books are full of instructions for making raspberry syrups, for example, or dandelion or rosehip wine. Today we can buy a good selection of commercial fruit syrups and wines that can make the basis for some delicious thirst quenchers. Ratafias are seldom available commercially, but if you would like to try your hand at making them, you will find it an adventuresome way to use the bounties of summer.

SYRUPS

Raspberry Syrup

There are several varieties, some domestic and others imported from France or Switzerland. Use raspberry syrups in any of these ways:
1. Plain with ice and soda or water.
2. Combined with fresh fruit juices.
3. With vodka, rum or cognac, ice and a little lemon or lime to cut the sweetness.

Cassis Syrup

A delectable confection made from black currants, cassis has many uses. Its sharp, rich flavor is decidedly different. Try it:
1. Plain with ice and soda or water and a slice of lemon or lime.
2. As a substitute for crème de cassis in vermouth cassis. Pour dry vermouth over ice, add a dash of cassis syrup and a splash of soda. For a headier drink, add a jolt of cognac or vodka.
3. Added to a glass of chilled dry white wine or brisk chamagne. Use just a few drops.

Strawberry Syrup

This is pleasant but not as pungent as other fruit syrups. The flavor is less brisk and it needs thinning. Use it as follows:
1. With raspberry or pineapple sherbet added to give it zip.
2. Plain over ice with soda and a good dash of lemon or lime juice.
3. Mixed half-and-half with orange juice and poured over ice.

Orgeat

The typically European flavor of orgeat may seem strange to some American palates, but once you are accustomed to it you will welcome its addition to the home bar. Orgeat is made from sweet and bitter almonds, and its cool delicacy is most appealing. Try:
1. Orgeat over ice with soda and a touch of lemon.
2. A few drops in a Vodka Collins.

Wild Blackberry Syrup

This specialty comes from Oregon and is made from the native wild berries. Offer it in the same ways suggested for raspberry syrup or cassis syrup.

Continued on page 138

FRUIT SYRUPS, WINES AND RATAFIAS

By James A. Beard

Summer is the season of fruits and refreshing fruit-flavored drinks. What could be more appealing on a hot day than a tall vermouth cassis, sparkling with soda bubbles, scented with lemon zest? This estival hankering for fruits is nothing new. Long before the era of soda fountains and ready-bottled fruit drinks, the meticulous housewife prepared fresh fruit syrups, homemade wines, ratafias and shrubs and stored them in the cellar or pantry so that she might offer her guests a choice of cooling refreshments. Family recipe books are full of instructions for making raspberry syrups, for example, or dandelion or rosehip wine. Today we can buy a good selection of commercial fruit syrups and wines that can make the basis for some delicious thirst quenchers. Ratafias are seldom available commercially, but if you would like to try your hand at making them, you will find it an adventuresome way to use the bounties of summer.
The people who made vodka smart have now made Gilbey's the smart vodka. It imparts delightful spirit while it brings delicious smoothness to every vodka drink. This real difference is why Gilbey's Vodka is being asked for more and more. Sensibly priced, too.

**VODKA COLLINS**—fresh lemon juice, 1½ ozs.
Gilbey's Vodka, teaspoon of powdered sugar if desired sweet.
Shake vigorously with cracked ice. Strain into tall, chilled glass.
Fill with club soda. Garnish with lemon slice and cherry.

*Smart, smooth, spirited...*  
*Gilbey's Vodka*  
_by the makers of Gilbey's Gin*_
The Southwest region of the United States, especially southern California, Arizona, southern Nevada, New Mexico and parts of Texas, has a rich heritage of cuisines. The Spanish and Mexican influence is strong in Texas and southern California (of late, California has also shown a growing tendency toward Oriental and Hawaiian dishes). Nevada still clings to some of the old recipes, notably saffron buns and Cornish pasties, brought from England by Cornishmen who came to work in the mines. Yet another form of sustenance, dating back to the heyday of cattle raising and ranching, is the chuckwagon chow of the cowhands, with lashings of rib-sticking stews, hot breads and steaks—in Arizona frequently cooked over a fire of mesquite wood, theardy tree that is second only to cactus in its ability to survive the temperature extremes of the hostile desert. The Southwest specializes in big, gregarious cookouts, with poultry and meat—anything from a turkey to a whole steer—barbecued over an open fire. From the varied coastline and terrain come such native products as sand dabs, Gulf shrimp and Dungeness crab, California lemons and ripe olives, avocados and almonds, all to be turned into delicious and distinctive dishes. Apart from one or two purely local foods, the simple but appetizing dishes of the Southwest can be duplicated anywhere. The hearty chili con carne of Texas, California’s unique Caesar salad and the Mexican-style dips are easy to make in quantity. Salads and vegetable dishes, often served with plain charcoal-broiled meat or poultry, are especially inventive. People eat well in this part of the country, and their freehand manner of cooking, truly American in the importation and adaptation of recipes that go with the way they live, is well worth adopting for outdoor eating or for informal entertaining.

**Appetizers**

The Southwest has appetizers in great variety, many of which show south-of-the-border influence, although the pupus of Hawaii and tidbits from the Orient often appear, as do variations of French hors d’oeuvre.

**Chile con Queso**

This dip is very popular in the Southwest and rightly so. It’s both easy and inexpensive.

- 1 large onion, minced
- 1 small clove garlic, minced
- 1/2 pound, 13-ounce can tomatoes
- 4 tablespoons can green chiles, rinsed of seeds and chopped
- 2 tablespoons flour
- 1 cup cream or evaporated milk
- Salt
- Tabasco

¼ pound Cheddar or Jack cheese, finely diced

Cook onion and garlic in 2 tablespoons butter until soft. Add tomatoes and simmer until thick. Add chiles. Make a sauce with the remaining 2 tablespoons of butter, the flour and the cream or evaporated milk. Cook until smooth and thick. Then add to the tomato mixture. Season to taste with salt and, if you wish, Tabasco.

About 3 or 4 minutes before serving, stir in cheese until melted. Serve, keeping mixture warm in a chafing dish or a casserole over a burner. Serve with corn chips, Fritos, crackers or tostados (toasted tortillas).

**Josefinas**

These appetizers are definitely influenced by Mexico, although they come from California.

- 4 to 5 hard dinner rolls or 24 "French bread flutes, cut into 1/4" slices
- 1/2 pound soft butter
- 1 cup chopped canned green chiles, rinsed of seeds
- 1 clove garlic, crushed
- 1 cup mayonnaise
- 1/4 pound shredded Jack or Cheddar cheese

Toast bread on one side. Mix butter, chiles and garlic and spread on untoasted side of bread. Top with mixture of mayonnaise and cheese (spread topping clear to edges). Broil until brown and puffy and serve at once. Makes about 60 Josefinas.

Note. If canned chiles are unavailable, steam lightly so. It’s both easy and inexpensive.

**Soups**

Most of these soups are good either hot or, with the exception of the meatball soup, iced. All have distinctive touches of the Southwest.

**Minguiiche Fria**

*Cold Sour Cream Soup*

- 1 cup diced onion
- 2 tablespoons butter
- 4 canned peeled green chiles, rinsed of seeds
- 1 cup milk
- Salt
- 1 small clove garlic, crushed (optional)
- 2 cups sour cream
- Lemon juice
- Minced cilantro or chives

Cook onion in butter until just tender. Add chiles, milk, 1/2 teaspoon salt and garlic. Bring to just under a boil, then whirl smooth in a blender. Stir in sour cream, then correct seasoning, adding salt if required. Add a few drops of lemon juice if needed, chill, and serve in cups, sprinkled with cilantro or chives. Serves 6.
**Sopa de Albondigas**  
(Mexican Meatball Soup)

6 cups rich beef broth or 5 cans beef consommé  
⅓ cup canned tomato sauce  
1 clove garlic, crushed  
1 small onion, minced  
⅛ cup cooked rice  
1 egg  
⅓ pound ground meat (beef, beef and pork, or veal)  
⅓ teaspoon salt  
Freshly ground pepper  
2 teaspoons minced cilantro, fresh mint or parsley

Mix beef broth, tomato sauce and garlic. Combine onion, rice, egg and ground meat, season with salt, pepper and cilantro and form into marble-sized balls. Bring broth mixture to a boil, drop in meatballs, cover pot and again bring to a boil. Reduce heat to a simmer and cook 25 minutes. Serves 6-8.

**Ripe Olive Soup**

2 4-ounce cans minced ripe olives  
1 small clove garlic  
3 cups chicken stock  
2 eggs  
1 cup cream  
Salt, pepper to taste  
Minced dill for garnish

Simmer olives and garlic in chicken stock for 15 minutes. Discard garlic. Beat eggs with cream and add about 1 cup of the hot stock. Mix well, then add gradually to the remaining soup. Heat, stirring until slightly thickened; do not boil. Correct seasoning and serve hot or iced, garnished with minced dill. Serves 6.

**Artichoke Soup**

2 large or 3 medium artichokes, split  
3 cups chicken stock  
8 or 9 slices lemon  
2 tablespoons minced shallots  
1 cup cream

Cook artichokes in stock with 2 or 3 lemon slices until tender, about 30 to 45 minutes. Discard lemon and remove artichokes from stock. Reserve stock. Cool artichokes. Peel stems and mash with one of the artichoke bottoms. Dice and reserve remaining bottoms. Scrape pulp from leaves and combine with the mashed artichoke and reserved stock. Add shallots and cream. Simmer 5 minutes, strain, correct seasoning and add diced artichoke. Serve topped with a thin slice of bread. This soup is also good iced. Serves 6.

**Cold Avocado Soup**

1 avocado, fully ripe  
1 can jellied consommé  
Lemon juice  
Salt  
Eauh Tabasco  
Soup cream  
Diced avocado for garnish (optional)

Halve avocado, remove pit and peel. Rub through a sieve and combine at once with jellied consommé, or put in a blender with the consommé and whirl until smooth. Add a few drops of lemon juice, salt to taste and Tabasco. Serve topped with sour cream and, if you wish, garnished with diced avocado. Serves 3.

**Saffron Buns**

1 cup or package yeast  
⅓ cup warm water  
3 cup milk  
⅓ teaspoon powdered saffron  
Sugar  
1 teaspoon salt  
⅛ cup (2 ounces) butter  
2 eggs  
⅓ cup raisins or currants

Crumble yeast cake into the warm water and stir, or dissolve the package of yeast in the water. Warm the milk with the saffron and combine with 3 tablespoons sugar, the salt and butter. Stir until the butter has melted. Beat 1 egg and add to milk mixture with 1 cup flour and the yeast mixture. Beat well, then add raisins or currants and enough additional flour (about 2½ cups) to make a soft but not sticky dough.

Knead lightly, put into a greased bowl, turn upside down, cover with a cloth and allow to rise until double in size. Knead down, turn out on a lightly floured board and form into a long roll. Cut into 18 to 24 pieces, depending on how large you want the buns, and form into smooth balls.

Put on buttered baking sheets, flatten slightly and let rise until double in size. Brush tops with remaining egg, slightly beaten, sprinkle with sugar and bake in a preheated 375° oven for 20 minutes or until nicely browned. If preferred, the dough may be baked in muffin tins.

**Hottest news on the outdoor scene**

**Brandy new blessing for those who could not light a charcoal fire if their lives depended on it is a pint-size grill of heavy aluminum foil with special Sparkcoal briquets that spring alight at the touch of a match, bed down to glowing coals in seconds. The briquets present no disposal problem: after hors d'oeuvre kebabs or hamlovers are cooked, briquets can be dissolved with water, poured away.**
**Quesadillas con Chile**

These make wonderful snacks and a happy substitute for hamburgers or hot dogs.

Put a slice of Monterey Jack or Cheddar cheese, 3" or 4" long and 1" wide, on one half of a fresh tortilla and lay a piece of canned peeled green chile on top. Fold over like a turnover and sauté in butter, holding the tortilla down with a spatula so it won’t pop open. Turn and brown on other side. If you prefer, fasten quesadillas together with a toothpick and toast under the broiler.

**Salads**

The Southwest is probably most famous for its salads. This is natural, for the ingredients flourish year-round and the mild climate is particularly suited to salad eating. Salads are often offered as a first course, taking the place of an appetizer.

**Caesar Salad**

Although this famous West Coast salad was supposedly invented in Tijuana, it was first popularized in Hollywood.

2 cups croutons
Olive oil
2 cloves garlic
2 large heads romaine, chilled
Freshly ground black pepper
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 egg
1 lemon
4 or 5 anchovy fillets, cut in small pieces (optional)
1/2 cup grated Parmesan cheese

Brown the croutons in oil flavored with 1 clove garlic. Drain and reserve. Rub a capacious salad bowl with the remaining garlic clove. Break romaine into pieces and put in bowl. Pour about 1/2 cup olive oil over the romaine, add a few grindings of pepper and the salt. Mix gently until every leaf is glistening with oil. Break the egg into the center of the romaine, squeeze on the juice of 1/2 lemon and mix thoroughly until it looks creamy. Add the anchovies, if desired, and the cheese. Mix again and taste; you may need more oil, lemon, salt or pepper. Finally add the croutons, mix quickly and serve at once. Serves 6.

**Bean Sprout Salad**

This unusual salad goes especially well with charcoal-broiled chicken or spilt-toasted pork.

1/2 pound bean sprouts
1/2 cup thinly sliced celery
2 tablespoons minced green onions
1 teaspoon grated fresh or preserved ginger (optional)
1/2 cup mayonnaise
2 tablespoons soy sauce
1 teaspoon curry powder
1 teaspoon lemon juice
Slivered toasted almonds (optional)

Combine bean sprouts with celery, green onions and ginger. Make a dressing with the mayonnaise, soy sauce, curry powder and lemon juice. Mix gently with the bean sprouts, arrange on lettuce and, if you wish, sprinkle with almonds. This salad is excellent mixed with 1/2 pound of crab meat and a little additional dressing.

**Electric Skillet Takes Over Terrace Cookery**

Nowadays all you need is an outdoor chef; California version of Japanese butayaki is cooked in an electric fry pan, which regulates the temperature for fast or slow cooking.

Each guest picks up with chopsticks a selection of meat and vegetables from the platter and drops them into the pan. Small dish of mixed-to-taste sauce stands by for dousing the cooked meat.

**Celery Victor**

Allow 1 celery heart for each serving. Split hearts lengthwise, trim root and lay in a shallow pan such as a chicken fryer. Cover with chicken stock, add a bouquet of bay leaf, parsley and thyme and simmer until just tender. Let cool in the stock, then drain, carefully pressing out excess stock (save the stock for soup). Arrange celery hearts on individual dishes, two halves to a serving, and sprinkle with coarsely ground black pepper, minced parsley and chervil. Make a dressing with 1 part tarragon vinegar to 2 parts olive oil and lemon, salt or pepper to taste. Finally add the anchovies, if desired, and mix thoroughly until it looks creamy. Add the cheese. Mix again and taste; you may need more oil, lemon, salt or pepper. Finally add the croutons, mix quickly and serve at once. Serves 6.

**Persimmon and Grapefruit Salad**

This is an old favorite in southern California although a new version, papaya and grapefruit, may soon supplant it.

Ripe persimmons or papayas, peeled
Romaine leaves
Grapefruit sections
3/4 cup olive oil
3/4 cup bland salad oil
3 tablespoons lemon juice
Salt, pepper to taste

Cut peeled persimmons or papayas in long slices and arrange on romaine leaves alternately with grapefruit. Make a dressing with olive and salad oils, lemon juice, salt and pepper to taste and pour the dressing over the fruits. Chill well before serving.

**Orange and Mint Salad**

Peel oranges, removing all white pith. Slice, discard ends, and arrange in overlapping slices on plates. Sprinkle with finely chopped fresh mint. Make a dressing with 1/4 cup olive oil, 1 tablespoon lemon juice and 1 tablespoon cognac. Pour the dressing over the orange slices and chill well before serving. This salad is served without lettuce, although it may be garnished with a little watercress.

**Entrées**

Besides the main dishes that are served generally throughout the country, there are some typical of the Southwest, many of them showing the Mexican influence, some the Oriental, and, more recently, the French. Creole dishes are found in parts of Texas on the Gulf Coast and close to New Orleans.

**Butayaki**

This is a Japanese dish, a version of sukiyaki in which the ingredients are cooked in butter instead of in shoyu and stock. In California, an electric skillet is put on the dining table and each guest cooks his own butayaki. The ingredients should be attractively arranged on a platter or leaf-lined basket and each guest should be provided with a pair of chopsticks for cooking and eating the butayaki, a small plate and a dish for sauce, which is made by each guest according to taste.

**Ripe persimmons or papayas, peeled**
Romaine leaves
Grapefruit sections
3/4 cup olive oil
3/4 cup bland salad oil
3 tablespoons lemon juice
Salt, pepper to taste

Butter or beef suet
3 medium onions, peeled and cut in 1/4" slices
1 1/2 pounds lean beef, preferably tenderloin, sliced very thin
1 cucumber, peeled and sliced
Choice of: thinly sliced eggplant, carrot, green onions, Chinese cabbage

Sauce

Melt a lump of butter or beef suet in the skillet. Add the onion and cook until just hot but still crisp. Let each guest pick up some beef with his chopsticks and cook it in the skillet. Remove meat and cook any other chosen vegetables. A little soy sauce and a tiny bit of water may be added to the skillet after the meat is cooked; this helps to cook the vegetables, although they should be on the crisp side. Each guest dips his cooked meat in the sauce and eats it with his choice of vegetables.

**Sauce**

Have on hand in small dishes to be mixed to taste: Japanese shoyu sauce, grated daikon (Japanese radish), grated fresh ginger and seven spices (all of these ingredients are available at Japanese markets).
Chili con Carne

This is not, as many people think, a Mexican dish, but a specialty of Texas. It usually contains plenty of frijoles (beans). Some people grind the meat, but it is better if cut into small dice.

2 tablespoons lard or shortening
2 pounds lean pork or beef, cut into very small dice
2 tablespoons flour
2 I loves fiarlic, finely minced or crushed
2 pounds lean pork or beef, cut into small dice.

Heat the shorlcninjz and brown the meat. Add 2 tablespoons flour and combine with the beans, garlic, oregano, cumin, salt, chili powder and bean liquid. Simmer for 1 hour, or until meat is tender, adding water if necessary. Correct seasoning and serve in bowls. Serves 6-8.

New Mexican Junior Goose with Fruit Stuffing

Junior goose, which are young birds without the usual excess of fat, are raised in New Mexico, where they are put out under the pecan trees to keep the weeds down. If you can't get a junior goose in your part of the country, try using a duck instead.

1 junior goose
2 tablespoons flour
1/2 cup currants
1/2 cup nuts (pecans, almonds or walnuts)
2 cups chopped apple
3 cups bread crumbs
Cream
Salt and pepper

Prunes, pitted and soaked overnight in red wine

Remove liver, gizzard and heart of goose and cook in water to cover until tender, then drain and chop. (Save the stock for gravy.) Add currants, nuts, apple, eggs, bread crumbs and enough cream to moisten slightly. Season with salt and pepper to taste and stuff the goose. Fasten opening and roast in a 400° oven for 20 minutes. Prick skin, reduce heat to 325°, and continue roasting the goose for 2 1/2 hours or until the juice runs clear when the leg is pricked. Serve garnished with prunes. Serves 6.

Wok on wheels cooks in quantity

That classic Chinese cooking pot, the wok, is the latest thing for outdoor entertaining. As an accessory to the round barbecue kettle, the cookie-bat-shaped wok fits on top, over the charcoal. Although it can be used for Chinese stir-fry cooking, here it heats up a mass of chili con carne. Salad makings are nested over ice in a Thermalene stand-up server. Photographed at Tavern-on-the-Green, N. Y. C., by McKevitt.

Shrimp Creole, Gulf Style

3 pounds medium-sized raw shrimp
1/2 cup (2 ounces) butter
1 cup chopped onion
1 cup chopped green pepper
1 cup chopped celery
3 tablespoons minced parsley
1 clove garlic
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon thyme
1/4 teaspoon freshly ground pepper
2 tablespoons flour
Tabasco to taste
8-ounce cans tomato sauce

Shell and devein shrimp. Rinse under cold water and drain. Melt butter in a saucepan. Add onion, green pepper, celery and parsley and cook until soft. Crush garlic in salt. Add garlic, thyme, pepper and flour. Cook, stirring, for 2 minutes, then add a good dash of Tabasco and the tomato sauce. Heat, add shrimp and just enough hot water to cover them. Simmer for 8 or 10 minutes. Correct seasoning, adding more salt and Tabasco, if needed. Serve with rice. Serves 6.

Tongue or Ham with Raisin Sauce

1/2 cup (2 ounces) butter
2 tablespoons flour
1 cup bouillon (or liquid in which tongue was boiled)
1/3 cup seedless raisins
1/4 cup blanched slivered almonds
1/3 teaspoon ground cloves
1/3 teaspoon ground cinnamon
4 thin slices lemon, cut in quarters
1/4 cup sherry

Baked ham or smoked tongue

Lightly brown a pan in a butter, add flour and bouillon and cook, stirring until thickened. Add raisins, almonds, cloves and cinnamon. Let simmer until raisins are plump, then add lemon and sherry. Serve with hot or cold ham or tongue.

Chilaquillas

This is a poor man's dish and is made with leftover tortillas.

6 tortillas
Lard or oil for frying
1 large onion, chopped
2 or 3 peeled green chiles, chopped
1 pound tomatoes, peeled and chopped
1/4 cup water
Salt to taste
1 cup diced Monterey Jack or Cheddar cheese
Grated Parmesan cheese

Cut tortillas in strips and fry lightly in lard or oil. Drain well. Cook onion, chilies and tomatoes in 1 tablespoon of the shortening for 4 to 5 minutes. Add water and salt to taste. Simmer a few minutes and add Monterey Jack or Cheddar cheese. Cook until cheese begins to melt, add tortillas, mix well, and serve at once, sprinkled generously with Parmesan cheese. (Sometimes cream cheese is used instead of the Monterey Jack.) Serves 6.
**Arizona Steak with Salsa**

Arizonians love to go out in the desert for a "steak fry" where, in spite of the name, the steaks are broiled, usually over a fire of mesquite.

- 1 pound ripe tomatoes, peeled
- 1 large sweet onion
- 2 or 3 chopped green chiles (canned ones may be used)
- 1 teaspoon salt
- 2 tablespoons vinegar

Broiled steak

Chop together tomatoes, onion and chiles and add salt and vinegar. Serve cold on piping hot steak. It is good with hamburgers, too. Makes about 1 1/2 cups sauce.

**Pozole with Pork**

1 1/2 pounds pork, cut in cubes
- 1 tablespoon shortening
- 2 cups chopped onions
- 3 cups canned hominy, undrained
- 2 cloves garlic, pressed
- 1/4 cup Spanish-style tomato sauce
- Salt, pepper to taste

Minced parsley

Brown the pork cubes in the shortening. Add the onions and cook until soft. Stir in the hominy, garlic and tomato sauce. Add salt and pepper to taste and cook in a 350° oven or on top of the stove until the meat is tender and the sauce reduced. Sprinkle with minced parsley before serving. This is a good casserole or main dish to serve with a salad. Serves 6.

**Cracked Dungeness Crab**

This is one of California's great dishes because of the superb flavor of the Dungeness crabs. They are usually sold already boiled and any fish dealer knows how to "crack" them. This means cleaning them, cutting them into pieces and cracking the shells. Allow 1 large crab for 2 servings and arrange on a bed of chopped ice, accompanied by lemon wedges, a homemade mayonnaise made with olive oil and lemon juice, and plenty of crusty French bread (preferably sour dough) and sweet butter. A good dry white wine such as Chablis or a Pinot Chardonnay is also in order with this dish.

Note: Dungeness crab is shipped, cooked, to all Southwestern states. It is also sometimes frozen and sent to other parts of the country, but it suffers somewhat in flavor.

**California Omelette**

- 2 green onions, minced
- 2 tablespoons butter
- 4 or 5 fresh mushrooms, sliced
- 2 tomatoes, peeled, seeded and diced
- 1 avocado, peeled and diced
- Salt, pepper to taste
- 6 eggs
- 1 tablespoon cream

Sauté onions in butter until wilted. Add mushrooms and cook 5 minutes, then add tomatoes. Cook 2 minutes, stirring, then add avocado. Sprinkle with salt and pepper and remove from the heat while you make a 6-egg omelette. Turn omelette out on a warm platter, add cream to tomato mixture and heat about 30 seconds. Pour tomato mixture around omelette before serving. Serves 3.

**Chicken à la Leon d'Oro**

This dish can be done at the table in an electric chafing dish or skillet.

- 1 plump frying chicken, cut in serving pieces
- Salt, pepper
- 1/4 cup olive oil
- 1 green pepper, chopped
- 1 clove garlic, finely minced
- Pinch oregano
- 1/2 cup Marsala
- 6ounce can butter-broiled sliced mushrooms
- 1 tablespoon butter
- 1/2 cup tomato sauce

Sprinkle chicken pieces with salt and pepper. Brown them on all sides in olive oil. Remove to a dish. Add to the pan the green pepper, garlic, oregano, Marsala, mushrooms, butter and tomato sauce. Simmer 5 minutes, return chicken to pan, cover and cook over low heat until fork tender. Serves 4.

**Barbecue wagon parks the party**

With this all-in-one barbecue, bar and buffet, you can roll the cookout to any likely spot on your own home grounds, with everything handily grouped together. While drinks are mixed on one side of the wagon, steaks can be broiled and salad prepared on the hardwood chopping block on the other. Drop shelf adds an extra serving surface. Outside salad bowl, 19 1/2” in diameter, sits on its own stand, which folds for storage when not in use.

**Sand Dabs Meunière**

These little fish are among the most delicious on the West Coast, and are best when cooked simply. Allow 1 for each person.

Have sand dabs cleaned and the fins removed. The head may be left on, or not, as desired. Dip them in flour, then sauté in clarified butter until the fish are browned on both sides. This should be done quickly so the fish will not become dry. Remove to a hot platter and add more butter to the skillet, allowing 2 tablespoons for each fish. For each fish add 1 teaspoon lemon juice and 1 teaspoon minced parsley, heat and serve in a sauceboat. The bones of the fish will lift out easily, leaving a delicately flavored and moist morsel.

**Charcoal-Roasted Turkey**

Outdoor cooking is taken for granted in the Southwest, and unstuffed spit-roasted turkey is a great favorite for parties.

Truss a 14- to 16-pound turkey carefully, tying the wings close to the body. Sprinkle inside with salt and put a few sprigs of parsley or tarragon into the opening. Run spit from a point on the back just in front of the tail, through the very end of the breast bone; this assures good balance. Roast over a moderate fire for 2 to 3 hours, or until the juice runs clear when turkey is pricked with a fork and leg moves easily. Baste occasionally with a mixture of melted butter, olive oil and Italian vermouth in equal amounts. Serve with charcoal-roasted corn and yams and a green salad. Serves 12 or more.

**Vegetables**

Southwesterners are particularly lucky when it comes to vegetables, as there is a plentiful supply of them throughout the year. Green vegetables are often cooked tender-crisp, in the Oriental manner, and therefore remain very flavorful and delicious.

**Asparagus San Fernando**

Clean asparagus and discard the tough ends. Cut in thin (not more than 1/4”) slices, on the diagonal. Put in rapidly boiling salted water, and when the water again comes to the boil, cook exactly 2 minutes. Drain at once and dress simply with butter and salt. A pound will serve 2 generously. This is a wonderful way to cook asparagus and it goes farther.

**Brown Rice with Nuts**

Cook rice according to directions on the package. It should be dry and flaky. Brown nuts in butter. Mix with the cooked rice and serve at once. This is particularly good as an accompaniment to poultry or game. Serves 4-6.
Colache

This is a sort of succotash, originally made with pumpkin, but any squash, winter or summer, will do. If hard-shelled, peel and remove seeds. Summer squash or zucchini will not need peeling unless it is large and tough.

1/2 cup bacon fat or other shortening
3 cups diced pumpkin or squash
1 onion, chopped
1 green pepper, chopped
1 canned green chile, chopped (optional)
1 clove garlic, minced
3 cups steamed or canned tomatoes
1 cup green beans, cut in 1/2-inch slices
Kernels of 3 ears green corn, cut from cob
1/2 cup water
1 teaspoon salt
Freshly ground pepper

Melt bacon fat in a heavy pan and add squash, onion, green pepper, chile and minced garlic. Cook, stirring, for about 5 minutes. Add tomatoes, beans, corn, water and salt. Cover and simmer until the vegetables are tender. Correct seasoning, adding salt and freshly ground pepper to taste. Serves 8.

Texas Stuffed Onions

6 large onions, peeled
3/4 pound salt pork, diced
1/2 cup bread crumbs
1/4 cup chopped pecans
Salt, pepper to taste
Butter
2 tablespoons flour

Cook onions in salted water to cover for 20 minutes. Drain, reserving water. When cool enough to handle, scoop out the centers, leaving a shell about 3/4-inch thick. Chop centers. Cook salt pork until brown. Combine pork and rendered fat with chopped onion, bread crumbs, pecans and salt and pepper to taste. Fill onions with the mixture, arrange in a baking dish and dot with butter. Pour 2 cups of the reserved onion water in the dish. Bake in a 350° oven for 1 hour, basting occasionally. Pour off juices and thicken with the flour which has been mixed with 1 tablespoon butter. Pour over the onions and serve with any meat. Serves 6.

Low-level grill is also a fireplace

Ingenious "lobachi" progresses with the party. If a plastic or wood top, it serves as a cocktail table. When grill and charcoal replace the top, it cooks the meal. Afterward, it provides a portable fireplace with footrest for guests seated on straw hassocks or floor cushions. Steel lobachi is lightweight but sturdy, requires only sand layer in the bottom as insulation against heat. For shopping information, write HAG Reader Service, 420 Lexington Ave., N. Y. C.

Frijoles

Here is a vegetable dish that isn't found anywhere else in the country. Frijoles are beans, usually dried pink or pinto beans. They are cooked in warm water (sometimes after soaking overnight) until tender, with salt added at the end. Often an onion or minced garlic and a pinch of ground cumin are cooked with them. Usually they are then fried, meaning they are drained, mashed slightly, heated through in lard or oil and seasoned to taste. These beans should be slightly juicy. The most popular version of fríjoles is fríjoles refritos, or refried beans. Melt some lard in a heavy pan, add the mashed fried beans and cook very slowly, stirring occasionally, until the liquid has dried out and the beans are crispy around the edges. It is impossible to say how much lard, but a generous amount is in order.

Desserts

Except for the fact that a great deal of fresh fruit is used, Southwest desserts are pretty much the same as they are in the rest of the country. These, however, are typical of the region.

Indio Date Cake

1 teaspoon baking soda
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 cup boiling water
1 1/2 cups dates, pitted and finely cut
3 tablespoons butter
1 cup sugar
1 egg, separated
1/2 cups flour
1/2 cup walnuts, chopped
Powdered sugar

Add baking soda and salt to boiling water. Pour over dates. Let stand 20 minutes. Meanwhile, cream together butter and sugar. Beat in egg yolk, flour and the date mixture. Combine thoroughly, then add walnuts. Finally, beat the egg white until stiff but not dry, and fold into the mixture. Pour into a buttered 8" by 12" baking pan and bake in a 350° oven for 30 or 40 minutes, or until it shrinks away from the edges of the pan. Cool, sprinkle top with powdered sugar, and cut in squares to serve. Serves 6-8.

Texas Pecan Torte

3 cups pecans
6 eggs, separated
1/2 cup sugar
3 tablespoons flour
1 teaspoon salt
3 tablespoons Jamaica rum
1/2 cup heavy cream
2 tablespoons powdered sugar
1 cup semi-sweet chocolate bits
1/2 cup sour cream

Put pecans in the blender (1 cup at a time) and whirl until very fine. Beat egg yolks until very light, then beat in sugar, flour, salt, 2 tablespoons rum and nuts. Mix well, then fold in egg whites that have been beaten until stiff but not dry. Pour into three 8" or two 10" layer-cake pans that have been lined with waxed paper and buttered. Bake in a preheated 350° oven until a gentle finger pressure fails to leave a mark, about 25 minutes. Cool and remove from pans.

A few hours before serving put together with filling of the cream whipped with the powdered sugar and 1 tablespoon of Jamaica rum. For icing, melt the semi-sweet chocolate bits, fold in the sour cream and spread over the top of the cake. Serves 6-10.

California Deep-Dish Apple Pie

3/4 cup almonds, blanched or unblanched
1/4 cup butter
1/4 cup lard
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 1/2 cups flour
4 pounds tart apples
1 cup sugar
Juice and grated rind of 1 orange
2 to 3 tablespoons rum
Thick cream

To make the crust, put almonds in blender and whirl until fine. Mix 1/4 cup of the butter, the lard, salt, flour and enough water to hold the dough together. Form in a ball, wrap in waxed paper and refrigerate while preparing the apples.

Peel and slice apples into a baking dish about 2" deep. Melt the remaining butter and combine with the sugar and the orange juice and rind. Pour mixture over the apples and mix in. Roll out almond dough to fit over the top of the dish (use it all; you don't want the crust too thin). Cut 2 or 3 holes in the dough, then cover the apples, pressing crust down at edges. Bake in a preheated 450° oven for 10 minutes, then reduce heat to 325° and cook until the apples are tender (prod with a skewer through one of the holes). Pour rum through one of the holes and tilt pie back and forth so that it will be evenly distributed. Serve warm with thick cream. Serves 8.

Lemon Cake-Top Pudding

This is custard at the bottom, like a cake on top.

1 tablespoon butter
2 tablespoons flour
1/4 cup sugar
2 eggs, separated
1/4 cup lemon juice
1 cup milk

Cream the butter and flour. Add sugar, well-beaten egg yolks, lemon juice and milk. Fold in stiffly beaten egg whites. Pour into an unbuttered 1-quart baking dish. Set in a pan of water and bake for 35 minutes in a 360° oven. Serves 4.
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SPICE ISLANDS NEW TRIO OF SAUCES

CHUTNEY SAUCE—Peer of the world's finest chutneys. Try it. Its fruity-spice flavor embellishes curries, of course: pork, chicken and lamb roasts; marinades and dressings for fruit, fish and fowl as well.

MUSTARD SAUCE—Champagne meets mustard, dill and other aromatics—savory flavors result. Let this sauce do things for ham and corned beef; brighten sauces, dips and dressings for fish, fowl or eggs.

MEAT SAUCE—A swashbuckling sauce for connoisseurs with a robust blend of herbs, spices and seasonings. Use it at table on hot and cold meats. In kitchen for roast glazes and all economy meat recipes.

Become a seasoning virtuoso. Pour these new sauces on for delightful—unexpected—flavor lifts. Experiment.* Do it with confidence. These sauces are Spice Islands'.

*Not sure how to start? We'll be delighted to send recipes and suggestions by the score. Simply write Spice Islands Kitchens, Dept. H-2, 100 East Grand Avenue, South San Francisco, California.
DELIGHTFULLY DIFFERENT SUMMER DRINKS

Loganberry Syrup
This much neglected berry has a tart, fruity taste that is most refreshing. Use it:
1. Plain with ice and soda or water.
2. Combined with vodka and ice and a dash of lemon for a delightfully cooling summer drink.

Fruit Punch
A blend of various fruit flavors, this syrup is pleasant served:
1. Plain with ice and soda.
2. Combined with rum, vodka or gin and ice.
3. Blended with fresh fruit juices.

Falernum
This syrup from the West Indies is lightly flavored with almonds and limes. It makes a delightful addition to fruit juices, liqueurs or blended drinks and is especially excellent with light rum. Many people prefer falernum to simple syrup or sugar as a sweetener.

It is also a good idea to make up some simple sugar syrups for sweetening and flavoring summer drinks. Here are two old stand-bys:

Sugar Syrup
Pour 1 pint tepid water over 2 pounds sugar and allow to stand, stirring occasionally, for 8 to 10 hours, or until the sugar is thoroughly dissolved. Add almond or vanilla flavoring and bottle. Use at the bar for mixed drinks or for sweetening fruits.

Tea Syrup
This is an ideal flavoring for summer drinks or punches. Pour 1 quart boiling water over 1½ ounces tea and let stand for 3 hours. Strain. Make a syrup by bringing 1 pint water and 3 pounds sugar to a boil. Boil two minutes. Remove from the fire and add the tea. Cool and bottle.

WINES

Homemade wines are not entirely a thing of the past. Many enterprising souls still prepare dandelion, rhubarb, elderberry, raisin wines and many others. If you would like to experiment, there are several recipe books available. One little volume which includes complete information on storage as well as preparation is "An Intoxicating Hobby" by Gay Wells, published by Comet Press Books, New York.

Otherwise you can find interesting fruit wines in the shops, many of which make pleasant between-meal drinks. Some need chilling, and most benefit by the addition of a twist of lemon or orange zest. Here are some wines to look for:

Imported Raspberry, Strawberry and Cherry Wines
Some of the best come from Denmark and have been on the American market for some time. Others come from Sweden and France. They are all reminiscent of the old-fashioned homemade wines, but are smoother and have a more finished taste. For those whose taste runs to bone-dry table wines, they are a little on the sweet side, but they have good, true fruit flavor and are justly popular as summer coolers when well chilled. Try the cherry and raspberry wines with a touch of soda and ice.

American Apple, Loganberry and Blackberry Wines
It's worth trying some of these native fruit wines if you can find them. Most are local products sold only in their own areas, but a few are distributed more widely. Blackberry wine, as you may know, was once a standard household item. Originally they were considered a necessity in sealing a bargain. The two parties involved ratified the agreement by sipping one of these cordials—hence the name "ratafia.

Ratafias are simple to make, although they do take time to age. Here are some recipes tried and tested by William Veach, a long-time resident of France, who is preparing a book on the subject.

Brou de Noix
This is the most renowned of the homemade brandies in France. It is made from green walnuts. The nuts must be so green and so soft that they can be pierced, shell and all, with a needle.

36 green English walnuts in shell
2 quarts cognac
Sugar
Put the green nuts in their shells in a crock or gallon Mason jar and cover with cognac. Seal so no air can enter and allow to stand for 2 months. Strain and filter the liquor and add 1 pound of sugar for each quart of liquid. When the sugar is dissolved, bottle the liquid and seal it. Allow it to rest for another 2 or 3 months before tasting. The resultant liquor will be quite black in color.

Ratafia of Spicy Carnations
This unusual drink can only be made if you grow the spicy, fragrant variety of carnations or pinks. Bright red flowers are considered the best. When the blossoms are at their fragrant peak, gather enough to make 2 pounds. Rinse and shake them and place them in a crock with 1 quart of cognac, a small stick of cinnamon bark, 6 cloves and a pound of sugar. Seal the crock and infuse for 6 weeks. Strain and press the flowers well, drawing out all the liquid. Filter the liquor, pour it into bottles and seal.

A Summer Cordial
1 quart ripe raspberries
1 quart ripe red currants
1 quart ripe cherries (Royal Anne or Bing)
1 quart alcohol or 100-proof vodka
Crush the fruits lightly and put them in a crock or large jar. Add the alcohol or vodka. Seal and infuse for 3 days. Strain, filter and measure the juice. For each quart of liquid add: 1 pint cognac, ½ cup sugar, a small piece cinnamon bark, 2 cloves and 3 peppercorns. Seal and infuse for 8 days. Filter again and bottle. Seal the bottles.

Homemade Citrus Liqueur
3 quarts cognac
2 quarts ripe oranges
3 lemons
3 pounds sugar
Place cognac, unpeeled fruit and sugar in a large jar and seal airtight. Let stand in the sun for 39 days. (Cloudy days do not count.) Filter, bottle and seal.

Liqueur of Apricot Pits
Blanch ½ cup apricot pits and place in a jar with 1 gallon cognac. Seal and let stand for 2 months. Filter the liquor and add 1 pound sugar for each quart. Bottle and seal.

THE FAR EAST

We left Bangkok on a Japan Air Lines Flight for Tokyo, then went by car to Yokohama to board the American President Lines' ship, the President Cleveland, for the voyage home.

One of the passengers was en route to Honolulu after a five months' flying trip through Europe, Africa and Asia. Another had traveled across the Pacific on the President Wilson, had left the ship in Hong Kong, traveled in Japan and had boarded the Cleveland for the return voyage. (There are innumerable air-sea combinations with the American President Lines' schedules; three days to three weeks in Japan; two to fourteen days in the Philippines; two weeks for a side trip from Hong Kong to Thailand, Cambodia, Singapore or India with a later ship always at hand.)

It was fifteen years since I had been aboard an ocean liner. When I woke up the first morning out and looked around at my gay cabin with crisp green and white curtains, reached for the telephone and ordered my breakfast, knowing that I had no commitments except for a promenade, I fell back in delicious relaxation.

The Pacific Ocean lived up to its name, even in December, and three days out of Yokohama the weather was fine for swimming and sun-bathing and buffet lunches on deck. Every night we puzzled over which of the twelve courses to select. The embarrassment of riches included caviar,
**House of Ideas Directory**

Below is a list of manufacturers featured in the House of Ideas.

For more details, write to H&G Reader Service, 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

### GENERAL—THROUGHOUT THE HOUSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drapery hardware</td>
<td>Kirsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All curtains made by Allen</td>
<td>Decorator Service, Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paintings and sculpture</td>
<td>The James Bute Gallery of Houston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing paper</td>
<td>Crane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Books and records</td>
<td>Sam Houston Book Shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting</td>
<td>Emerson Electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wines</td>
<td>Almaden, Paul Masson, Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flowers</td>
<td>Colorado Carnations, Hand Grown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orchids of Houston</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### COVER

| Furniture                      | Brown-Jordan, B. T. Crump, Roundtree Country Reproductions, Shelmar |
| Fabrics                        | Belgian Linen, Central Felt, Design Tex, Howard & Schaffer          |
| Carpeting                      | Bigelow-Sanford                                                        |

### ENTRANCE HALL, LIVING ROOM

| Furniture                      | Directional                                                           |
| Drapery fabric                 | Cohn-Hall-Marx                                                        |
| Upholstery fabric              | Stroheim & Romann                                                    |
| Rugs                           | Karastan                                                             |

### DINING ROOM, PARTY PANTRY

| Furniture                      | Directional                                                           |
| Drapery fabric                 | Cohn-Hall-Marx                                                        |
| Upholstery                     | American Leather                                                     |
| Sink                           | Elkay                                                                |
| Infra-red heaters              | Perfection                                                           |
| Countertops                    | Formica                                                              |
| Ice Maker                      | RCA Whirlpool                                                        |

### TABLE SETTINGS

| Tablecloth                     | Dansk                                                                |
| Flatware                       | Towle                                                               |
| Dinnerware                     | Lenox                                                                |
| Glassware                      | Morgantown                                                           |

### POWDER ROOM

| Flooring                       | Marble Internationale                                              |
| Towels                         | Callaway, Dundee                                                   |

### FAMILY BREAKFAST AREA AND KITCHEN

| Furniture                      | Dux, Gallo                                                           |
| Sink                           | Elkay                                                               |
| Oven and cooking top           | Tappan                                                              |
| food waste disposer            | Preway                                                              |
| Dishwasher                     | Preway                                                              |
| Refrigerator, freezer          | Norge                                                               |
| Countertops                    | Formica                                                             |
| Cabinet hardware               | Designs Southwest                                                  |
| Insert wall tiles              | Custom designed by Martha Mood                                    |
| Pots and pans                  | Regal Ware, United States Stampin Co.                              |
| Cook-serve ware                | Corning, Dansk                                                     |
| Drapery fabric                 | Stroheim & Romann                                                  |
| Dinnerware                     | Iroquois China                                                     |
| Glassware                      | Imperial Glass                                                     |

### LEISURE ROOM

| Furniture                      | Dux                                                                  |
| Piano                          | Baldwin                                                              |
| Custom Music System            | Ampex, Bozak, McIntosh, Thorens                                     |
| Components                    | Ford Vinyl Fabrics                                                  |
| Upholstery                     | Scandinavian Marketing Assoc.                                        |
| Television                     | Zenith                                                               |

### MASTER SUITE

| Furniture                      | B. T. Crump, Directional                                             |
| Mattress, box spring           | Simmons                                                             |
| Drapery fabric                 | Belgian Linen, Design Tex                                            |
| Upholstery                     | Bigelow-Sanford                                                     |
| Leather on furniture           | American Leather                                                    |
| Bedspread fabric               | Shulman                                                             |
| Upholstery fabric              | Charles Bloom, Central Felt, Isabel Scott                           |
| Laminated window shade         | Window Shade Mfg. Assoc.                                            |
| Thermoelectric portable        | RCA Whirlpool                                                        |
| refrigerator                   | Republic                                                             |
| Portable tabletop range        | Trak                                                                |
| Towels                         | Callaway                                                            |
| Bath Rug                       | Regal                                                               |

### STUDIO OFFICE

| Furniture                      | Hardwood House                                                      |
| Wall Coverings                 | Asam Brothers                                                       |
| Drapery Fabric                 | Belgian Linen, Howard & Schaffer                                    |
| Trimming                       | Conso Products                                                      |
| Flooring                       | Armstrong                                                           |
| Upholstery                     | Howard & Schaffer                                                   |
| Sheets                         | Springs Mills                                                       |
| Blankets                       | Chatham                                                             |
| Mattress                       | Simmons                                                             |
| Sewing machine                 | Singer                                                              |
| Typewriter                     | Royal                                                               |

### BOY’S ROOM

| Furniture                      | A. Brandt                                                           |
| Fabrics                        | Stroheim & Romann                                                  |
| Flooring                       | Armstrong                                                           |
| Television                     | Sony                                                                |
| Rug                            | El Bazaar Sabado, Mexico City                                      |
| Towels                         | Dundee                                                              |

### GIRL’S ROOM

| Furniture                      | Youngsville Star                                                   |
| Fabrics                        | Stroheim & Romann                                                  |
| Rug                            | Spanish Trading Center                                             |
| Flooring                       | Armstrong                                                           |

### POOL HOUSE

| Furniture                      | Simmons, Tropi-Cal                                                 |
| Woven window blinds            | Illinois Shade Co.                                                 |
| Fabrics                        | Charles Bloom, Cohn-Hall-Marx                                      |
| Bolsters                       | Bonnie Pillow Inc.                                                 |
| Rug and Towels                 | Callaway                                                           |
| Television                     | Sony                                                               |
| Hanging light fixture          | El Bazaar Sabado, Mexico City                                      |
| Refrigerator                   | Norcold                                                            |
| Sink                           | Elkay with NuTone appliance center                                 |
| Gas range                      | Tappan                                                             |
| Countertops                    | Formica                                                            |

*Continued on page 143*
HUNDREDS of low priced... finest quality items!

Evergreens • Shade Trees • Fruit Trees • Nut Trees • Flowering Trees • Shrubs • Hedges! Get ready for Spring planting now—with Pikes Peak Nurseries' FREE 1963 Catalog!

PIKES PEAK
Nurseries
801 WATER ST. INDIANA 11, PA.

A special purchase from our Dutch Bulb suppliers enables us to make this unusual offer, 25 brilliant Red Emperor Tulips, largest and earliest of all Tulips, and 25 Rainbow Crocus—giant size bulbs—a $3.65 value is yours for $2.00 pp.

BUSHEL OF HARDY DAFFODIL BULBS
Over 500 flowers the first season!

$12.50

$11.50

FREE CATALOG

A BUNIONS
SUPER FAST RELIEF!

Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads expeditiously relieve painful pressure on sensitive spots, soothe and cushion it. Enjoy real relief so millions do with Dr. Scholl's—world's largest-selling aid for Bunions.

The best way to have a good hanging basket is to make it. To make the basket on these pages, we first borrowed a hand-thrown unglazed pot newly designed by Binetsky, then cadged three plants (an episcia, an aescynanthus and a hybrid columnea in 3-inch pots) from the Charles D. Websters' gardener, Joseph A. De Marco (whose deft hands we borrowed, too), then assembled the basket. Working time, from ingredients (opposite top) to swivel hook (left): eight minutes. The slashed pottery basket allows good ventilation but retains moisture better than wire or plastic could. The swivel hook—of stainless steel to avoid rusting and jamming (from the deep-sea fishing department of a good sporting goods store)—permits easy turning of the basket for esthetic or orientation reasons, or both. After the original installation is completed, the key to continuing success is frequent watering and fertilizing. Water may be required twice a day in dry times or where winds are strong or where baskets receive full sunlight. Every fortnight or so, apply soluble plant food according to directions for the particular brand you use. A location out of the wind and strong sun is desirable. The moss with which most baskets (as opposed to mere pots) are lined serves not only to prevent the earth from washing out of the drain openings, but to provide a moisture stabilizing layer between the roots and the world outside. Otherwise common sense rules, as it does with all pot plants.
Plain or fancy, good hanging baskets such as those on pages 120-125 all start the same way.

The first step in preparing a hanging basket is getting the right basket. While an ordinary clay or plastic pot will do (provided you can figure out how to hang it plumb and level), something that is less obtrusive or more decorative when hung at eye level will be better. Collect your materials, including plants, before you start.

1. *Left to right: 8-inch hand-thrown clay basket with nylon cords (very strong, rustproof and all but invisible when in place); three plants: episcia 'Velvet Princess,' Aeschynanthus marmoratus and columnea ‘Anna C'; scoopful of fertile loam with plenty of coarse sand and leafmold; a foot or so of sheet moss to line the container.*

2. Sheet moss, a standard florist’s staple, is fitted into basket and trimmed around top like pie crust. Make sure moss, although bought dry, is moistened enough to keep from crumbling and to hold even more moisture readily when you water it. And fit pieces carefully so that loose earth will not seep through.

3. Put earth directly into bottom of lined basket (without special drainage material since both moss and container have ample draining ability). To avoid undue settling later, earth should be firm below root area but not packed.

4. Turn plants out of their original pots with roots intact and place with care in the soil in basket. Plants should be set, one at a time, around edge of basket in such a way that hanging cords will not damage or interfere with trailing stems, either now or later on.

5. Provide adequate soil around and between individual plants (although, of course, all roots will soon fill entire basket) and press firmly into place. Avoid the temptation to use too many or too large plants at the outset, lest the character of the plants soon be lost in a shapeless mass of luxuriance or—even worse—of starveling stems.

Enjoy the ELEGANCE of GENUINE QUARRY TILE

2. Sheet moss, a standard florist’s staple, is fitted into basket and trimmed around top like pie crust. Make sure moss, although bought dry, is moistened enough to keep from crumbling and to hold even more moisture readily when you water it. And fit pieces carefully so that loose earth will not seep through.

3. Put earth directly into bottom of lined basket (without special drainage material since both moss and container have ample draining ability). To avoid undue settling later, earth should be firm below root area but not packed.

4. Turn plants out of their original pots with roots intact and place with care in the soil in basket. Plants should be set, one at a time, around edge of basket in such a way that hanging cords will not damage or interfere with trailing stems, either now or later on.

5. Provide adequate soil around and between individual plants (although, of course, all roots will soon fill entire basket) and press firmly into place. Avoid the temptation to use too many or too large plants at the outset, lest the character of the plants soon be lost in a shapeless mass of luxuriance or—even worse—of starveling stems.

FAMOUS TRADITIONAL PATTERNS

In brushed or smooth surface—in red or fire-flashed colors

Ludowici quarry tile of special shapes offer an easy-to-care-for floor, in warm, soft, never-fading colors, that is at once ornamental and practical.

Member: Tile Council of America, Inc.

Write for brochures on all products to:

FLOORING TILE DIVISION
Dept. HG

LUDOWICI-CELABON CO.
75 East Wacker Drive, Chicago 1, Ill.
Manufacturers of quarry tile, the nation’s largest producer of roofing tile and NAISON Facing Brick
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Notes for August Gardeners

This month is a catchall for odds and ends too diverse for categorizing

First weekend

Level look. You dig up a new garden Saturday morning, say, and you rake it smooth and even before lunch. Then you plant it Saturday afternoon and it looks fine. Then you have a hard rain Sunday morning. So the garden looks as though a giant had stomped among the plants in seven league boots. In other words, the newly turned ground had not been allowed to settle before it was raked and/or planted. Except for compaction by mechanical means, there is no recourse other than time and a little weather if you want to obtain a true surface before you set your plants in a new border. Air pockets, earth clods of variable density, slightly different soil consistencies are inevitable when you prepare a bed, however small it is. To think it may be. It is well to recognize this before you take advantage of the almost ideal digging conditions of late summer. Your remedy, of course, requires no extra work—just patience. Let your soil sit for a week or so—even a few days, if that is all the time you can spare. Then fill the low spots, reduce the highs and rake the whole to whatever degree of fineness you require (which, incidentally, need not be much if only the plants' welfare is concerned; too much raking tends to reduce the soil's porosity). Then do your planting and watering.

A brace of books: Two utterly dissimilar volumes commend themselves to the gardener's attention. One, Nelson Goon's "Using Plants for Healing" (Hearthsire, $4.95) is far more readable than the nonsense implications of its title. It is full of delightful lore about the once generally (and now less often) medicinal applications of herbs in healing every human ail you can think of. The other book is an almost bewilderingly complete photographic plant-finder's dream, George W. D. Symonds' "The Shrub Identification Book," with photographs by A. W. Merwin (Barrows, $15). There are more than 3,500 illustrations, the jacket says, and you can believe it, and they are extraordinarily explicit. The book may have a few faults among its several real virtues—it is very over-organized. You can spend as much time figuring out how to use it as you do in using it. Otherwise, it is worth its price for the permanent shelf.

Second weekend

August white sale. When you use it alone, white is not as cool a "color" as people are inclined to think—it may, on a sunny day, be just glaring. But when you mix it with, or see it against, green foliage, white can be more cooling than a dish of lemon ice (or a tall mint julep, depending on your taste). In flowers, white is not a hard shade to come by. In permanent (woody) plants, the answers are not so easy. Among the best choices, however, you must surely include the stewartias, the clethras and franklinia. There are two stewartia species, either of which is handsome the year round, and one of which is available in a variety that is a little more spectacular than any others you can readily buy. One is S. ovata (see above), which reaches 15 feet or more at maturity and bears in August a profusion of saucerlike white flowers with golden anthers. The variety S. ovata grandiflora differs in having purple stamens. The other, and in some ways most satisfactory, species is S. pseudo-camellia, which grows taller and is especially distinguished by flaking brown and gray (exfoliating) bark. Thus its winter aspect is of great ornamental value, either isolated or against a background of tall evergreens. Clethra alnifolia, the durable and fragrant summer sweet or sweet pepper-bush, has 6-inch spires of tiny white florets, attractive to bees, and will not only illume but will also perfume the late summer garden—in sun or shade, in dry ground or, especially, in wet. Even though white is the watchword at the moment, we should point out that there is a pink-flowering form of the species that is lovely, too, although perhaps not as fragrant as the white. As for Franklinia alatamaha, it makes a late-flowering, noble shrub, single trunked but low branching, that may reach 20 feet or more. It has striated gray bark, long oval leaves that turn a lovely red bronze in the fall and white camellia-like flowers (it is a relative of the make stewartias) with gold anthers from deep summer on until late fall.

Third weekend

Ring around the roses. The ring, of course, is fertilizer. And the eleventh hour for feeding roses is coming up. In most temperate regions, where roses are likely to lose their leaves and go dormant by November, mid-August is about the last date for fertilizing. Any later feeding may tend to produce soft growth which creates energy-demanding buds that the plant will be unable to carry on to successful flowering the following spring. An early August fertilizing will almost certainly pay off in fine October flowers. (Parenthetically, no major rose photograph in H&G during the last five years has depicted any but fall-flowering rose blossoms.) The recommended feeding dates apply, of course, only to conventional dry fertilizers. If you have been using soluble plant foods in liquid applications, all of which become effective rapidly than any dry types that could be safely used, then you may be able to extend the feeding program even into September. This presupposes that you have been applying the liquid food in relatively mild doses at fairly frequent intervals (even every fortnight or so) ever since early June. The point, of course, is to require of your bushes that they manufacture more succulent wood during the summer than they can successfully (that implies flowers) ripen before winter. What fertilizer you use is not especially important as long as it is close to a 1-5-10 or 6-8-6 proportion. An extremely high-nitrogen mix (such as 12-6-2, for example) might throw your plants out of balance, producing extra leaves at the expense of buds and blossoms. And if you are a practitioner of foliar feeding, with a home-grown "house" fertilizer, look out that you don't give your plants dyspepsia. Roses overfed this way might almost literally burn themselves out.

Fourth weekend

Waterworks. Wasting water is a great American outdoor sport that in some cases makes even if the national supply of water were plentiful, which it is not. A good case can be made for the use of plants to conserve and localize soil nutrients and to prevent erosion. The idea is a good case can be made for using water (other than natural rainfall) to make plants grow better. But if half the water that comes out of your hose is going to wind up in the storm sewers, it is, so to speak, lost, and not just lost. It would be more productive and less frequent, and there is always a place in the rack waiting to fill the trenches. If you exercise care in the location of your irrigation furrows, and in the point where you lay your hose nozzle, you can reduce water waste almost to zero and avoid many of the attendant ills and inconveniences associated with muddy ground and wet foliage. Puddling of the soil can cause an air-starved condition of plant roots, and overwet foliage may induce mildew and the more rapid development of many spore-borne diseases. Make sure, incidentally, that the water you put at one end of your irrigation line gets to the far end before being absorbed entirely into the ground.

Final book note. Two titles for home landscaping aspirants deserve mention. The first, devoted wholly to planning and laying out your grounds, is simply "Landscaping Your Home" by William R. Nelson Jr. (University of Illinois, College of Agriculture, $2 postpaid). It is simple, direct, practical and, above all and admirably and incisively, written. The other, of which landscaping as such is a major but not the only part, is Nancy Grashby's "Imaginative Small Gardens" (Hearthsire, $4.95). This is a rather helter-skelter book, but full of practical and surprising by helpful specific ideas about general landscaping problems.
TERRACE
Furniture: Brown-Jordan
Cushions: Urethane foam by Union Carbide
Fabrics: Howard & Schaffer

PARTY
Dishwasher (mobile): Kitchen Aid
Refrigerator (mobile): Kelvinator
Ice Maker (mobile): Tappan
Table and attached seats: Sico
Barbecue (mobile): Waste King Universal
Canvas Trucks: Meese Inc.
Tablecloth: Fallani & Cohn
Dinnerware: Corning Glass
Thermaline servers: Mastercraft, Medical & Industrial Corp.

LAUNDRY
Washer, Dryer: Norge
Sink: Eljer
Countertops: Formica
Bentwood Rocker: Neiman-Marcus
Towels: Callaway, Dundee
Vacuum: Hoover
Sweeper-Vac: Shetland

ADDITIONAL ANTIQUES AND ACCESSORIES
Americraft, Ello, Faroy, Harry Gitlin, Leigh Hammond, Handmakers, Heimer Iron Works, Pater­
nayan Bros., R. & R. Robinson, Inc., Sakowitz

BUILDING MATERIALS
Insulation: Owens-Corning Fiberglas
Shower Enclosures: The Showerfold Door Corp.
Shower Regulators: Hydrougard
Clay Tile Floors: Manuel Ondarza
Water Heater: Rheem
Mirrored Doors: Fleet of America
Driveway Paving: Humble Oil Company
Patio Heaters and Infrarad: Perfection
Red Food Warmer: Koolwall
Bathroom Heaters: Telephone System: Southwestern Bell Telephone
Swimming Pool: Pool Builders, Inc.
Swimming Pool Heater: Weber
Swimming Pool Tiles: Cavallini Tile Co.
Diving Board: Swimquip
Hardware: Designs Southwest
Marble: Venetian Marble Co.
Gas Generator: Automatic Power, Inc.
Roofing: Red cedar shingles

THE FAR EAST continued from page 138

cherries jubilee, baked Alaska and schillerlocken. Outside of Kitz-­
bühel and St. Moritz, I never had tasted better pastry. Captain Niel­
ten told me that there were five
pastry cooks aboard.

The ship stopped at Honolulu for a day. Some of the passengers
went on an organized tour, others took off independently to swim or
to visit friends, as I did.

At Waikiki, I stopped at Mrs.
Alice Bowen's Lacquer Shop to
see her collection of oriental art

In Wolfe's exciting new 144-page Fall
catalog you will find a large selection of
the world's finest hardy garden Lilies as
well as almost 500 new, rare and un­
nal subjects for every garden use. Superb
hplies, lovely hardy perennials, Holland's
finest bulbs . . . everything for the garden.

Pink Perfection Strain Lilies

This stunning new strain has had our closest
attention for several years. In habit and culture
the plants are similar to other Centifolium Hy­
brids. However, the delicately scented flowers
are shaded an exquisite dusky pink. This hand­
tone color extends over both inner and outer sur­
faces of the petals and is indescribably beautiful.

Well over a foot high, these lilies are borne all
around the stem, forming flowerheads that often
account for 1/4 of the height of the 2 foot
plants. We know that this will be one of your fa­
vorite garden subjects. specially hand selected bulbs.
7-8 in. bulbs. En. $1.00; 3 for $2.50; Daz. $11.00

MID-CENTURY LILY, Endowment

STOCKADE CEDAR for PRIVACY

Rusticraft Stockade Cedar is available either
close or woven cleft. Close has sawed edges
and butted tightly together for greatest privacy.
Pickets in woven cleft are woven together,
with wire and spaced 1/4 apart to permit flow of air.
Both types are versatile and attractive.

Write for Booklet RUSTICRAFT FENCE CO.
David Tendler • Established 1918
59 King Road, Malvern, Pa.

For an address book of shops and
restaurants, please turn the page.

For travel pamphlets on

See the sensational Red Robin Rose Hedge (Gloire Des i Send me without cost or obligation, free full-
FALL; have a vigorous LIVING FENCE growing in it, Offer, etc., on RED ROBIN LIVING FENCE,
Rosomanes) that's sweeping the country. It Plant THIS special Fall Bonus

Red Robin Rose Hedge (Gloire Des Pins). One of
the world's finest hardy garden Lilies as

In Wayside's exciting new 144-page Fall
catalog you will find a large selection of
the world's finest hardy garden Lilies as

FRANSIICO and I watched my ship-
board friends disperse, I thought
nostalgically of those thirteen days
in which newly acquired knowl­
edge of The Far East had slowly
wound around me like a cocoon.
Aboard ship, I had regained lost
hours gradually instead of in one
gulp. I would 'make another sea
journey'—an Imari ashtray.

When the ship docked in San
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THE FAR EAST continued from the preceding page

Address Book

Here are some shops and restaurants worth visiting in The Far East:

Tokyo Shops
TAKASHIMAYA DEPARTMENT STORE
5, 2-Chome, Nihonbashidori, Chuo-ku
Pottery, antiques
PACIFIC HOUSE
Marunouchi Bldg., 6, 2-Chome, Nihonbashidori, Chuo-ku
House furnishings
YOSEIDO ART GALLERY
5, 5-Chome, Ginza, Chuo-ku
Block prints
TAKUMI
3, 9-Chome, Ginza, Chuo-ku
Folk craft
TOKYO ART GALLERY
Miki Bldg., Ginza, Chuo-ku

Tokyo Restaurants
SANKYU
21, 4-Chome, Akasaka Shinjuku-ku, Minato-ku
Steak
PRUNIER ROOM, TOKYO KAICAN
14, 3-Chome, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku
Seafood
CHINZANZO
41, Sekiguridaimichi, Bunkyo-ku (twenty minutes from Tokyo)
Luncheon in the garden

Kyoto Shops
YAMANAKA & CO.
Avisatofu-uchi Sanjobo, Higashiyama-ku
Oriental art
UCHIDA
Marutamachi Kaowaramachi, Nishi-ku
Wood block prints
TATSUMURA SILK MANSION
Shimogawara-cho, Nanzenji, Sakyo-ku
Silk yardage
H. NISHIMURA'S LACQUER FACTORY
Okazaki Park, Nifo St., Sakyo-ku

Kyoto Restaurants
JI NI DAN YA
Gion District
Beef Mibitaki
KARAFUNE
Gion District
Yakitori to order
HYOTEI
Nanzenji, Kusagawacho
Typical Japanese food

Hong Kong Restaurants
GADDI'S
Peninsula Hotel, Kowloon
Dancing, Western food
THREE HONG LAU
140 Woo Sung Street, Kowloon
Beggar's Chicken
NORTH CHINA RESTAURANT
7-7A Han Avenue, Kowloon
Peking cooking
PARISIAN GRILL
10 Queen's Road Central, Hong Kong
Western food
SEA PALACE
Aberdeen
Floating restaurant; seafood

Bangkok Shops
JAMES THOMPSON, THAI SILK CO.
311/6 Surinwongse Road
THAI LAPIDARY
28, 7 Rama I Road
Stones
MONOGRAM SHOPS
Erawan Hotel Arcade
Antiques
"THIEVES MARKET"
Nakorn Kasem District
LA BOUTIQUE
3/9 Dejo Road
Celadon
THAI ARTS BOUTIQUE
Hotel Rama Arcade
SUKOTHAI
Opposite Erawan Hotel
Antiques
PENG SENG
404 Surinwongse Road
Antiques
S. SARRAN THAILAND
377/1 Petchaburi Road
Branch shop: 1245 New Road
Bronzeware, cutlery
Shops on New Road near the post office have tiger and leopard skins.

Bangkok Restaurants
NORMANDIE GRILL
Oriental Hotel
Western food
PALM'S RESTAURANT
Golden Wheel, near Erawan Hotel
Carry
SALINEE
Don Muang Road
Thai food
Dear, must Elizabeth take her nap in my new Wamsutta sheets!
NEW
VINYL FLOORING
with built-in cushion

SO SPRINGY IT EVEN RECOVERS
FROM SPIKE-HEEL DENTS!

New Vinyl Cushionflor actually has a cushion of foam between its easy-to-clean vinyl surface and backing. It's a brand-new development in vinyl flooring created by Congoleum-Nairn.

Now you can have "carpet-y" comfort in every room in the house—even in the kitchen—with this beautiful, easy-care vinyl. You feel like you're walking on air—because you are!

You'll find 23 lovely Cushionflor patterns to choose from and a wide selection of colors. It comes in 6, 9 and 12-foot widths, so you can have this new-found comfort from wall to wall in any room in your home. Costs only about $30 for a 9' x 12' area. Doesn't need carpeting because it hugs the floor!

Congoleum-Nairn invites you to compare new cushioned vinyl with any other floor in your favorite floor covering or department store. Or write for a free sample to: Cushionflor, Congoleum-Nairn, 21 Bergen Ave., Keasbey, N.J. Walking on new Cushionflor feels like walking on air—because you are!

It's warm to the touch... because it's cushioned! Cozy under children's bare feet. It's quieter... because it's cushioned! It muffles racket and absorbs harsh sounds! It's easy to clean because it's vinyl! And it even wears longer because it's cushioned! Press it—it gives! Feel the cushion between vinyl surface and vinylized backing.

VINYL CUSHIONFLOR
by
Congoleum-Nairn
FINE FLOORS